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Scientificond TechnicolSeriols
HoldingsOptimizotion
in on
InefficientMorket:A LSUSeriols
RedesignProjectExercise
SlephenJ. Bensmonond StonleyJ. Wilder
In t_hispape1 we analyze the structure of thelibrary murketfor.s:ientific and
technical (ST) serials. The anahlsis takes the fonn of un exbrci,seaimed at u
theoretical reconstnrction ofthe ST serials ho[dl."gt n7fSU Libruries after almost a rlecutle of massioe cancellations antl u policrl of a&Iing no niu subscription's. This exercise toas done in conjunciion rtith the Louisiana state
Projeit (SRP), ancl it utilized an experie Serials Eouluutor. Much of the poTter is
initions, meusures,and algorithms nece.s-
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he strengths andweukni,sses of faculty rut-

,
ings Chemi.stry pluyedthe role of the test discipline, and other ii flelds"uere
inacstiguredto tlelermine whether the protess'esuffecr.ingchemisiru are ul.so
uctioe inthem. We deoelopthehypothe,iisthat humun knowletlgefunctions on
the sume_prypabilittl stnrcture is biological nature und societll.' iVe show that
this probubility structure results in the highlq skeued, stabie distributions
thul churocterize the social strdificution ,sqste"m
of sciencettnd technology trs
wcll rs of the serials sqstem bu.sid upon it'.'
science andtechnology are seen inthis paper us dominatedbq stable elites,
who tentl to center rround IratlitionuLlq pristigious institutions ttnd
Ttublish
their work in IJ.s.ussociutionjournals.'Consequentlq,IJ.s. ttssocitttionsertrtls
huue higher sr.uulue, urultheq plaq tt tlomin'ant roie not onltl in internallihrurq usehur alsoin i.nterlibnr;i lod;. Due to their higher ST o'tilue,U.S.zrssr>
ciution journals can be sokl to librarie.s in greuter numbers at cheaper pri,ces
than the jountuls of commercitLl publishers, anrl thi.s carLsesthe'sr ierluts
mtrkel to bifurufte, with sr aulue tantlingto concentrtfteonrhe u.s. ussoci.tion serials ancl costson the commerciul ones.
As a resub of thehlghly skewed, stable nuture of the ST serials sqstem,the
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In this paper, we describe an exploration ofthe st^ructureofthe library niarket
for scienti{ic and technical (ST) serials
that was done in conjunction with the
Louisiana State University (LSU) Serials
Redesign Project (SRP). It is a continuation of Bensman (1996). The purpose of
the exploration was to analyze the options
open to academic libraries fbr resolving
tlie serialscrisis currently occurring. The
exploration was done as'a mock exercise
in reconstructing the ST journal holdings
o{'LSU Libraries alter almost a decadeof
massive cancellations and a policy of adding no new subscriptions.An experimental computer program called the Serials
Evaluator was designed and utilized in
the reconstruction of these holdines.
This paper is divided into five main
sections. The {irst section is historical, locating the roots ofthe current crisis in the
natur"e of ST growth and price inflation
and showing that these {'actorscompelled
academic libraries to begin the transition
{rom ownership to accessin their handling
of ST serials. The section describes how
the crisis fbrced LSU Libraries into massive serials cancellations and increased
reliance on interlibrary loan borrowings,
linally culminating in the birth of the
SRP-a conscious attempt to integrate
the concepts ofownership and access.
The next section is theoretical. The nature of set delinitions and probability distributions in library and infbrmation science together with their statistical
rami{ications are analyzed. The system of
probability distributions that biologists
have developed to model patterns in

nature is set forth, andwe show how the
key distribution of this system-the negative binomial distribution (NBD)-has
penetrated the information and social sci-ences
because it models the stochastic
processesunderlying the highly skewed
'distributions
typi'caliy lbundin ihese disciplines. Particular attention is given here
to the controversy over the applicability
of the NBD to external monographic circulation.
Using chemistry as an example, we
then illuitrate with the aid of the National
Research Council (NRC) database how
the highly stratified social system of sci
ence and technology resulting from these
stochasticprocessesis dominated by stable elite Eroups. We next demonstrate
with chern'istry data that the ST journal
system is a reflection of this social structure, proving by citation analysis that the
superiority of U.S. association journals
deiives lrom the elite group publi.shing in
them. We conclude the theoretical section by describing how the STjournal system functions in much the same way as
the social stratification system ofscience
and technologr, concentrating on the stability at the top ol'the citation distribution
and the zero citation class.

tions and measures necessary fbr the
design and operation of an experimental
computer program called the Serials
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Evaluator. We begin by showing how the
Library of Congress (LC) classification
schedules were utilized to construct statistically valid subject sets. We then describe the way in which LSU faculty ratings ol'journals were quantilied into an ST
value measure called f'acultv score and our
method lbr validatine this score with citation-based measures a^swell as both external and internal library use.
Data lrom the University of lllinois at
Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) Chemistry
Library are employed to measure the ef'f'ect of the operating algorithms of the Serials Evaluator in terms of cost-per-use.
We then show that virtually all ST lields
manil'est the same phenomenon previously lbund in chemistry i.e., a bifurcated
pattern with ST value concentrating in
the iournals of the U.S. associationsand
cost.sin the titles of commercial publishers. We conclude by demonstrating how
this {'actwas utilized to design a leveraged
restructuring of LSU Libraries' ST serials
holdings.
The last section is an economic one,
and it delineates the contradiction between social and economic logic that
leads to the paradoxofan ine{Iicient market in which libraries have to pay more
money fbr the lessimportant ST infbrmation. Analyzing the options available to librarians, we conclude that librarians will
be compelled to continue the transition
{iom ownership to accessby moving {rom
subscriotions to the {ree market of document delivery.
Such is the overall structure ol the paper. However, a caveatmust be issuedbe{bre it is read. We present what can be
called "a stick ligure view" of the ST elite.
This elite is mucrhmore complex than the
depiction given here, where we analyze
only the academic social stratification system of U.S. scienceandtechnologr. Even
here the picture may be oversimpli{ied.
The ST elite is not located entirely at the
academic institutions repeatedly mentionedinthispaper.Theseinstitutionsare
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government and industry. Moreover, the
presentation ofthe elite in this paper may
be distorted from the international perspective. There is ample anecdotal evidence that the superiority of U.S. association journals may not be so much a
function of the superiority of U. S. science
and technology as of a globalization of
world science and technolory through the
U.S. associations.
As a result of doing the research {br
this paper, we have lbrmed the opinion
that library and infbrmation science
might be poised to rise {rom a social to a
natural science. This is because library
and in{brmation science appears to have a
coherent probability structure, strong relationships, and stable phenomena, resulting in a high degree of predictability.
However, before library and information science can make this transition, two
major problems have to be solved. The
first is the crucial problem of set definition. The persistent lailure to define
proper setsobscured {br years the strong
correlation of citations with library use.
Now this same problem appears to be
complicating the uncovering of the true
probability structure of human knowledge. Sets in library and in{brmation science are inherently ambiguous due to the
way disciplines overlap and share the
same literature. For example, during the
course of the research, there were constant problems with biochemistry journals. The logic of the chemistry journal
set used in this paper and its predecessor
was delined by a survey of the Department of Chemistry without the participation of the Department of Biochemistry.
This resulted in the biochemistry journals
being more highly cited than warranted
by their importance to the f'aculty of the
Department of Chemistry alone-a characteristic particularly ol the Journal of
Biochemistry, which had a citation rate
much higher than that of the most highly
faculty-rated title, the loumal of the
Americun Chemical Society. Conse-
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runningthe models bothwith andwithout
mode of scienti{ic growth is exponential,
the outliers, but a lar better solution and in this respect it agreeswith the comwould probably have been the application mon natural law of growth governing the
of fitzzv set theorv.
number of human beings in a country, the
number of fruit flies growing in a bottle, or
The other major problem that has to
be solved is the construction of better
the number of miles of railroad built in the
measuresof ST value. These better mea- early Industrial Revolution. However, the
.sure.smu.st exhibit two primary characterlaw of scienti{ic growth is marked by two
istics First. thev have to reflect accu- remarkable lbature.s. First, the exponenrately the way the human mind perceives tial law of scientilic growth holds true with
such value. From this perspective, major
high accuracy fbr long time periods extending fbr centuries. Second, scientific
de{iciencies were discovered in the imgrowth is surprisingly rapid, outstripping
pact I'actorcitation measurepublished by
the Institute fbr Scienti{ic In{brmation
that of the size of the population and
(ISI), even though ISI citations pernonscienti{ic institutions.
fbrmed much better as predictors of liIt is in the latter f'eature that the roots
brary use than LS U tacully ratings,which
of'the current serials crisis should be
not only suII'ered major perceptual failsought In Price's view, all exponential
ures but were politically diflicult and ex- growth curves must ultimately hit an uppensive to obtain Unlike total citations, per limit and llatten into logistic curves,
ISI impact f'actor f'ailed to correlate well
and such a Ilattening processis marked by
with either f'aculty ratings or library use violent {luctuations of the curve and prolongedperiodsol'crisis With telling predue to its controlling {br size. The only
wav imnact l'actor could be used statisti- science, Price (p. 28) predicted lbr sci*^. to construct from it crude ordiencejust such a period ofcrisis marked by
""\
"rapidly increasing concern over those
nal variables {br nonparametric models.
The second necessary attribute of
problems of manpower, Iiterature, and
value measures is that they must accu- expenditure that demand solution by rerately capture the stochastic processes organization "
underlying the production, utilization,
1s part of his analysis of scientilic
growth, Price (1986, 5-8; 1975, 164-73)
and evaluation oI'in{brmation. On this attribute the traditional way of measuring dealt with the problem of scientific jourthe peer opinion of the scholarly quality
nals. He stated that the exponential inof U.S. research-doctorate program l'ac- cre:usein the number of scientific periodiulty sufTereda total fhilure When tested, cals has proceeded with an extraordinary
the peer ratings ofthe scholarly rluality ol
regularity seldom seenin any human-made
chemistry resezuch-doctorate program
or natural statistic ever since the earliest
{aculty resulted in a probability distribusurwiving such joumal, Philosophicul
tion that not only gave a {'alsepicture of
Transactiorn of the Roqal Societq of Lonthe structure of these ratings but also of
don, wxs first published in 1665. Price estithe stochasticprocessesby which this mated that starting lrom 1750, when there
structure arose.
were l0 scienti{ic periodicals, the number
of such perio&cals has increa^sedby a
power of 10 every half century which has
THE CRISIS AND THE BIRTH oF
lead to a doubling every 15 years. Taking a
THE SERIALS REDESIGN PROJECT
longer view, he calculated that this correT H r C n r s r s A N D T H E T R A N S T T T o NF R o M
sponded to a {'actor of 1,000 in a century
OwNrnsnrp ro AccESS
and a half and of 1,000,000 since the
ScrnNrrrrcGnowrHeNo Pnrcr llrtrrroN
mid-seventeenth century. Price compared
The current serials crisis engulling aca- the growth of scientific joumals to that of a
demic libraries is rooted in the very nature
colony ol rabbits breeding among themof scientilic growth. Price (1986, 4-29)
selvesand reproducing ever so o{ten
brilliantly dercrlbed this nature a generaPrice miqht have overestimated the
tion ago. According to Price, the normal
growth in the number of scientilic jour-
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nals. because he did not exclude discontinued serials (Line and Roberts 1976,
128). Nevertheless. his estimatestake on
a {hghtening reality as soon as one considers the constantly expanding coverage of
the standard re{'erencesource on serials.
Ulrich's Intemational Periodicals Directory .Whereas the 20th edition of Ulrich's
fbriS8f (vii) togetherwith its companion
volume Irregular Serials b Anrwals (6th
ed. 1980-81) listed some 96,000titles, the
34th edition oI Ulrich's for 1996 (vol. I.
vii) contained in{brmation on nearly
165,000 titles including irregulars and annuals-a sarn of 7I.9Vo. As a base of comparison,lt should be noted that the lirst
edition of this publication (Ulrich 1932,
ix) covered 6,000 titles.
By itsell, the exponential growth in the
number of scienti{ic serials would have
been a di{ficult enough problem fbr academic libraries to handle. However, the
problem has been immensely compounded by an extraordinary inflation in
serialsprices. An idea of the extent ofthis
inflation and the role of scienti{ic serials
in it can be gained from analyzing the data
published annually in the U.S. Periodical
Price Index (USPPI) (Carpenter and Alexander 1996). Excluding-RussiantransIation journals, the averageprice of a U.S.
periodical rose 154.87o from $65.00 in
1986 to $165.61in 1996 This rate ofin{lation exceeded both the general in{lation
rate as rleasured by the U.S. Consumer
Price Index (CPI) and that in the cost ol'
higher education as measured by Higher
Education Price Index (HEPI).
Thus. {rom 1986 to 1995 the USPPI
rose 129.9Vo.while the CPI increased
39.07o;whereas lrom 1986 to 1994 the
USPPI gained108.3%,the HEPI went up
4I.2Eo. The most expensivesubject category in the 1996 USPPI is Chemistry and
Physics. Its inflation rate by {'ar outstripped that of the overall USPPI, and
the averageprice oI'chemistry and physics periodicals rose 228.47ofiom 9264.05
in 1986 to $867.00 in 1996. The rapid int'rease in chemistry and physics .serials
prices greatly afl'ected the overall structure of'U.S.periodical
prices,and this was
-an
evident in
exploiling Gap Factor,
which was calculated by dividing the aver-
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age price of the highest priced subject
category by the average price of the lowest priced subject category after discarding Russian translations and children's
periodicals as constant outliers. In both
1987and 1996 Chemistryand Physicswas
the highest t'ost subject category,but the
Gap Factor surged {rom I1.49 in 1987 to
22.O2in 1996. The ultimate result of this
process is evident {iom the {'actthat, with
again the exclusion of Russian translations and children's periodicals, while
chemistry and physics serials comprised
only 4.7Vothe titles of the periodical sample used to construct the 1996 USPPI,
lhese serials accounted lor 23.9Voof the
total cost of this sample.
oN AssocIATIoN
oF
IMPACT
LtBRARTES
RrsE,rncH
Under the twin pressures o{'exponential
growth and rampant price inflation, academic libraries have begun to undergo
{undamental changes.This emergesfrom
the statisticspublished by the Association
of ResearchLibraries (ARL) Ibr 1994-95
(pp. 7-16) on its 119 members, which
constitute the largest research libraries in
North Americ". 5f th"." I19 ARL members. 108 are universitv libraries. The
ARL statistics reveal fh"t itrflationary
pressuresfbrced research libraries to cut
down on the number of their paid serials
subscriptions through cancellations even
in the {'ace of the exponentially growing
numberof serials.Thus, whilethe median
serial unit price paid by ARL libraries
ntse 137.97o lrom $88.81 in 1986 to
$211.29 in 1995, during the same period
the median number of ARL paid subscriptions dropped 7 87o fuom 16,I98 to
t4,942.
This drop, however, did not relieve the
budgetary pressures on ARL libraries,
and their median serials expenditure increased 106.57oliom $I,517,724 in 1986
to $3,133,885in 1995. To maintain their
serialscollections even at reduced levels,
it appears{rom the ARL statisticsthat researchlibraries were compelled to utilize
monograph funds. This ii shown by the
lhct that while the median monograph
unit price paid by ARL libraries increased
58.OVolrom $28.65 in 1986 to $45.27 in
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I995-less than half the median serials
price increase-the median number of
monographs purchased by ARL libraries
Iell22.6Vo{rom 33,210in 1986 to 25,719
in 1995 (nearly triple the drop in serials
subscriptions). Moreover, the median
amount spent by ARL libraries fbr monographs increased 2I.97o lrom $1,120,645
in 1986 to $I,365,575 in 1995-approximately one-fifth the percentage increase
in median ARL serials expenditures during the same period. The iharp retluction
in the purchasing power of academic libraries took place in conjunction with a
continued growth in their patron base,
with the rnedian number of'teaching {'aculty served by ARL libraries risingl7.47o
and the median number of students increasingS.4Voduring the period 1986-95.
All these {'actors combined to fbrce a
change of emphasis among academic libraries fiom ownershio to access as the
cost of'access becam"^ *or" #Ibrdable
compared to the cost of ownership-a
trend assistedby improvements in electronic communications and the establishment of networks, consortia, etc. This continuous shifl fiom ownership to accesswas
marked by the annual average increase of
9.3Voin the median number ofinterlibrary
borrowings by ARL members during the
period 1986-95, which grew I04.3Vo lrom
7,049 in 1986 to 14,403 in 1995.
IMPACT
oNTHELrnnanrrsop LSU
The serials crisis hit the libraries at LSU
harder than other member.s of the ARL.
These libraries are organized into three
administrativelv seoarate units: (1) LSU
Libraries, encom^passins the main
Middleton Librarv. Hill' Memorial Library lor special collections, and a number of branch libraries; (2) the Law Library; and (3) the Veterinary Medicine
Library. Louisiana has always ranked near
the bottom on all economic and social indices, and fiom around the mid-1980sonward the state'.sfiscal problems were compounded by the decline of petroleum as a
source ofrevenue. LSU was wracked by a
.series of budgetary emergencies that
severely aII'ectedits libraries.
The impact of these emergenciesis evident in the ARL Statisti.cs{br liscal years

1985-86 and 1994-95, which reports on
all three LSU library administrative units.
Of crucial importance was the {reezing of
the materials budgets {br these libraries.
In liscal year 1985-86 these materials
budgets were $3,385,282, and in fiscal
year 1994-95 they were $3,094,789-a
decline of 8.6Vo.Not surprisingly, there
began wave after wave ofserials cancellations. Internal LSU Libraries documents
show that 2,207 titles were canceled {iom
1986to 1994 and that the serialscanceled
in the oeriod 1987-94 cost $618.883.54.
These Lancellations were accompanied
by a policy of no new subscriptions. For
its part, in 1993 LSU Law Library canceled approximately 2,000 of its 4,000
current serials. The conserluences of
these actions are manil'ested in the ARl
Statistics. Whereas in 1985-86 the libraries ofLSU are listed as having 17,970 current serials. the ARL data Ibr f994-95
show these libraries as subscribing to only
11.853 serials-a reduction of 34.0Voor
4.4 times more than median reduction in
the number of such serials {br all ARL libraries in the same period.
However. even these drastic reductions in the number of subscriptions did
not provide budgetary relief, and current
serialsexpendituresofthe libraries on the
LSU campus rose29.8Vofiom $f ,897,212
in 1985-86 to $2,462,368in 1994-95. The
increase was 3.6 times less than the median increase in current serials expenditures {br all ARL libraries. but it was not
enough to save monograph purcha.ses,
siven the conditions of liozen materials
Sudgets. While median monograph expenditures of all ARL libraries rose
2l.9Vo, such expenditures at the libraries
of LSU dropped 50.SVofrom $1,244,466
in 1985-86 to $617.998 in 1994-95. Due
to inflation, the drop in the number of
monographs acquired was even greater,
Ialling62.9Vo fiom 29,811 in 1985-86 to
II,048 in 1994-95.
As a result of such pressures, the
libraries on the LSU campus rapidly
transferred {rom ownership of materials
to accessto them. Interlibrary borrowing
increased I38.3Vofrom 4,802 in 1985-86
to 11,441in 1994-95. However, the rapid
escalation in interlibrary
borrowing
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ber of f aculty remained virtually constant,
the number of f'ull-time-equivalent graduate students rose 27.SVoliom 3,177 to
4,052, even though the overall number of
f ull-time-equivalent students was sharply
decreased 22.2Eo from 26,180 to 20,i7b
by the raising of entrance requirements.
It was under such crisis conditions that
LSU Libraries decided to launch its Serials Redesign Project (SRP).
Brntu on rue SERTALS
REDESIGNPROIECT
PRovIsroN
<lr Accnss

Libraries introduced the UnCover docu-

nology;4OVointhe social sciences; and g7o
in the arts and humanities
-Among other services, UnCover provides subscribers with {iee online ac-cess

velopment. Its f'eatures include support
fbr unmediated-i.e., without the m?iation ol the,library-article ordering, holdings match, and patron validation.

LSU Libraries took advantage ofthis
sewice to provide {aculry research stalll
and graduate students with direct access
to serials that had been either canceled or
never on subscription. Serials available at
LSU were blocked {iom the system. LSU
Libraries covered the expenseofobtaining these articles except {br those costing
more than $26.50 or those fiom researchers mahng healy demandson the system.
There are definitely problems with
UnCover, including unclear fax copies of
articles; di{liculty in using the system;
lack oflbreign titles in the database; and
publishers forbidding the transmission of
articles fiom their journals. However,
these problems appear to be more than
ofliset by the cost e{fectiveness of the system. In a study covering a six-month
period of UnCover use, Hamaker (1996),
Assistant Dean fbr Collection Development at LSU Libraries, lbund that LSU
Libraries spent $12,278,including$5,740
in copyright I'ees,to obtaln 1,006 articles
Irom 480 journals whose subscriptions
would have cost $207,000. It was f'acts
such asthese that causedHamaker to call
{br the integration of the concept of remote accessinto local collection development policies.
Anlusrlrrnr on OwNensnrp
With respect to ownership, by the early
1990s there was a growing realization
within LSU Libraries that major changes
had to be made in the method of dealine
with the serials crisis. The old method
had consisted primarily in distributing
lists of serials holdings to the faculty in or-der to identily titles Ibr cancellation. This
method was perceived to have two basic

project, the f'aculty reviewed over a million dollars in serials but identilied less
than $60,000worth oftitles that could be
canceled (Hamaker 1994, 37). Combined
with the perceived {'aults of the old
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method, a restructuring of serials holdings of LSU Libraries became regarded
ur"r,e"".rary both to bring them info confbrmance with the current needs of the
university, becauseno new subscriptions
had been instituted since 1986, and to
take advantage of the opportunities of{'ered by the UnCover document delivery
system.
Tur Flcurrv SunvrY
The above considerations save birth to

UnCover and a{ter they were in{brmed
that the cancellations would provide resources lbr new subscriptions. The I'aculty was to designate on the questionnaires whether the lournals had to be on
the LSU campus oi whether remote accessto them via document deliverywould
be suflicient.
The concept was tested in 1993 with
pilot projects with the Department of
Chemistry and the Department of Geography & Anthropologr. The results were
promising. Whereas in the I989 serialsreview prolect the chemistry laculty had
ranked 410 titles as important to research
and teaching, in the 1993 project it did so
only fbr 287 titles. Moreover, in 1993, 35
title.s on subscription in the Chemistry Librarywere omitted liom the high priority
list, in comparison with 1989 when 20 of
these same titles were ranked as "essential." The outcome of the pilot project
with Geography & Anthropolory was similar. In 1989, {'aculty in this department
ranked 1,808 titles as important to teaching and research, but in 1993 gave such
status only to 535. In 1994, the LSU Faculty Senate Library Committee approved
the concept, and the SRP was born. The
project was intended to be carried out in
three stages:(1) science and technologr,
(2) social sciences,and (3) humanities.
Phaseone ofthe SRP beqan in the autumn o{' I 994 and lasted through 1995.To

initiate the survey, library subject liaisons
met with the {aculty of the LSU academic
units involved in science and technology.
At these meetings, the liaisons explained
the budgetary situation of LSU Libraries
and the need to restructure the serials
collection. The liaisons also gave a demonstration o1'thecapabilities of UnCover.
Following the presentation, survey
fbrms along with a cover letter were distributed tJ the faculty. Faculty were
asked to list in descending rank order of
priority up to a maximum of 45 titles importani tb them lbr teaching and re.search.In listing these titles, the laculty
were instructed to disregard whether
LSU Libraries had them on subscription
or not. Each title also had to be designated as either DD (Document Delivery)
or S (Subscription). In the first case, access to it could be satis{ied by a service
such a^sUnCover; in the second, it had to
be on .subscription at LSU Libraries.
The laculty were instructed that the
ones marked fbr subscription should be
"titles used on a daily or weekly basis or

qraphically identilied, classed with Li6raryof'Congress (LC) call numbers, and
given their prices as of 1995. Table I lists
ihe LSU academic units surveyed in the
{irst phase of the SRP together with their
{aculty responserates.
Overalfthe response rate was 392 f'aculw members of 728, or 53.8Vo.However,
iftire branch researchstationsofthe College ol'Agriculture are cxcluded as isolated lbr the most part liom the LSU campus, the response rate becomes 384 of
662 or 58.0Vo.For a compari.son, the {'aculty response rate in the 1993 survey of
U.S. research-doctorate programs carried out by the National ResearchCouncil (NRC) was 5I.OVo (Goldbergea
Maher and Flattau 1995, 134). An additional indicator of the validity of the SRP
survey was that a Spearman correlation
coeflicient of'0.56was {bund between the
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percentages of fbculty response and the
1993 NRC peer ratings of the scholarly
rluality of the f'aculty {br the academic

ever, befbre one can understand how the
Evaluatorworks, one must have an understanding ofthree principles that aflect the
structure of the ST journal system: (1) set
definition, (2) skewed distributions. and
(3) the socialbasesof ST value.
Snr DnrrNtuoN AND Irs Sterrsrrcel
CoNsnqueNcrs

SRP.
The Serial Evaluator and the
Structure ofthe Scientific and
Technical (ST) Journal System
OnrcrN oF THE SERTALS
EvALUAToR
As the SRP was being launched, a special
project was undertaken within LSU Li-

could be made without seriously damaging the ST serials holdings at LSU Libraries. The results of tiie study have
been published (Bensman1996),and the
main conclusion was that scientific value

concentrating on the titles of the U.S.
associationsand costs concentrating on
the serials of the commercial-largely
Ioreign-publishers.

Nsso FOnSnr Drrrrrrr<lN
Any database in librarv and inlbrmation
science contains a witches' brew ofvariables. This is a result of the comolex
^in actions of social groups difl'ering
size,
subject interest, level of understanding
and agreement, time fiamework, as well
as purpose and intention. Due to these
reasons. be{bre librarv and infbrmation
science data are analyied.,they should be
broken down into well-defined sets.Otherwise, complex interactions among the
variables will negate statistical relationships and lead to mistaken conclusions.
The usual way of sorting library and inIbrmation science data into sets is to de{ine the sets by subject matter. This is particularly important in serials analysis,
where prices, citation rates, etc., dill'er
vastly fiom subject group to subject
group. For example,ifone decidesto cancel subscriptionsby price alone, one runs
the risk of'canceling good science.journals while leaving bad social science ancl
humanities iournlls outside the range of
analysis. However. set definition in Iibrary and in{brmation science is complicated by the interaction ofprocesses that
are best described by two eponymic
bibliometric laws.
Brslror4srnrc Lrws THArAFFEcTSET
DsFrNrrloN rN LIBRARY
ANDINFoRMATIoN
ScrENcE
The first of these is "Bradfbrd'.s

oI a programmer in the universityls Administrative In{brmation Systems. How-

law of

scattering" fbrmulated by Bradfbrd while
he served as chieflibrarian lrom tg25 to
1938 at the National Science Library in
South Kensington. England. In the fbr"Bradlbrtl
(1953,
mulation ol' his law,
148-59) started {rom the principle that
"every scientilic subject is related, more
or less remotely, to every other scientilic
suhect" and that theref'ore "the articles of
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TABLE 1
oF THESERIALS
Ut{trs SuRvsvsnDunrNc rnr Frnst PHASE
ACADEMIC
REDESIGN PRoJECT AND F,tculrv

REsPoNSE RATES

No of
Faculty
Responding

Academic Units

Total
Faculty
in Unit

Response
Rate (7o)

College of Agriculture

I3

13

100.0

IJ

20

75.0

8

16

50.0

t

8

50.0

l3

I8

72.2

Experimental Statistics

D

t2

4r.7

Food Science

o

6

50.0

Agricultural Economics & Agribusiness
Agronomy
Animal Science
Dairy Science
Entomolory

Forestry Wildlit'e, & Fisheries

29

87.9

JJ

0

8

0.0

Human Ecology

l8

26

69.2

Plant Pathology & Crop PhysioloS,

t4

L I

Horticulture

Poultry Science

82.4

D

80.0

Vocational Education

l)

10

50.0

Branch Research Stations:

8

66

I2.I

College ofArts

& Sciences

Geography & Anthropology

zt

zt

100.0

Mathematics

22

44

50.0

8

10

80.0

23

40

D'.D

College of Basic Sciences
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Computer Science
Geology & Geophysics
Microbiology
Physics & Astronomy
Plant Biology
Zoolopv & Phvsioloey

A

15

26.7

10

20

50.0

D
ZD
o

T2

r.)

38.5

39

64.r

IZ

500

22

545
(Continued on next page)
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TABLE I (cont.)
Aceorurc UNrrs SURVEYED
DURTNG
THnFlnst pHesnoF rHn SERTALS
REDESIGN
PRoJECT
ANDF,q,culryRrspoNSERATES
No of

Aca<remic
units

Total

o"llll',7r*

T""1?

6

12

i"j.l'&;

College of Education
Kinesiology

50.0

College of Engineering
Biological & Agricultural Engineering
Clremical Engineering

1l

12

91.7

7

L6

43.8

Civil & Environmental Engineering

6

30

20.0

Electrical & Computer Engineering

13

27

48.1

Industrial & Manul'acturing Systems
Engineering

8

14

57.r

Mechanical Engineering

11

22

500

Petroleum Engineering

3

7

42.9

2

o

JJ.J

Office of Research & Economic

Development

Advanced Microstructures & Devicesz
Coastal, Energy, & Environmental
Resources3

44

TOTALS

392

. . . if scientific journals are arranged in order ofdecreasing productivity ofarticles on
a given subject, they may be divided into a
nucleus ofperiodicals more particularly devoted to the subject and several groups or
zones containing the same number of articles as the nucleus, when the numbers of
perioilicals in the nucleus and succeeding
zones will be as l,n:n2. . . .
Bensman (1982, 286-87) lurther

ana-

82

DJ. T

53.8

lyzed Bradford's data to reveal (l ) that in
the applied geophysics set,9.2Voofjournals accounted fior 5I.7Vo of the ariicles
on that subiect with the other 48.3VooI
these articles spread out over journals of
other disciplines,and (2) that in the lubrication set, the same g.2Voolthe lournals
accounted fbr 4O.8Vo
of the articles on this
subject with the remaining 59.2Vospread
out over thejournals ofoth"erdisciplines.
The second bibliometric liw that
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complicates set de{inition in library and
infbimation science is "Garfield's law of
concentration." This law was lbrmulated
bv Garlield. {bunder of the Institute of
Scientific Infbrmation (ISI), which publishes the Science Citation Index (SCI),
Social Sciences Citation lndex (SSCI),
znd Arts b Humanities Citation lndex

most used by research scientists requires no
more than 500 to 1,000 iournals.

The findings of the study with the
1969SCf/CR datawere replicatedwith
an analysi.sol 1974 SCI ICR data (Garfield 1979,21-23,158-61).
REFLECTION oF THE BiBLIoMETRIC LAws
tN Lrgnanv Usn

by their respective indexes. A series of
exnloratorv studies wa-sconducted at ISI
wiih a proiotype of the SCI lcLcontaining citation data {iom one quarter of
1969, and these studies revealed that a
multidisciplinary mix of 152 journals accounted hor 507o of the citations proces.sedfbr the SCI in 1969.
This {inding caused Garfield to fbrmulate his Iaw ofconcentration, which he derived {rom Bradfbrd'.s law of scattering by
transposing the latter law Irom the level of
a single disciplineto that of'scienceas a
wholi. carliild devised a physical analogy to Bradlbrd'.s law, one based upon a
comet. In this analory, the nucleus of the
comet represents the core journals of a
discinline'.s literature with the debris and
gas molecules of the tail representing the
additional journals that sometimes publish material relevant to the discipline.
With this analogy in mind, Garfield described his law of concentration and its
practical implications in the {bllowing
manner (1979, 160):
[The bibliographic law of concentration]
goesanimportantstepbeyondthe Bradfbrd
law by statingthat the tail ofthe literatureof
any one &scipline consists,in largepart, of
the coresof the literature of all other disc!
plines,andthat aIIthe disciplinescombined
produce a multidisciplinaryliterature core
fbr all of sciencethat consistsof no more
than 1,000 journals In I'act, this multidisciplinarycore might be as small as 500
journals. Though Iarger collections certainly canbejusti{iedin manycases,the single lunction of provi&ng reasonably
cost-e{Iectivecoverage of the literature

Both Brad{brdi and Garfield'.s laws are
operative in the arrangement and use of
litrary materials. Librarians have long
known about the inadequacies of classification schemes. For example, Kelley
(1937, 66-99) listed no less than 13 factors limiting the usef'ulnesso{'any classilication scheme lbr books. Among these
f'actors,the most interestingwere the fbllowing: the changing order ofknowledge,
whichmakes impossible the static perf'ection of any classilicationsystem;the inadequacy of'any single linear representation
ofsubject matter {br expressingthe variety of its relationships; the nature of systematic classi{ication, which separates
rrarts fiom the whole, and that sometimes
iesults in lbrced and uselesssubdivisions;

of any svstem of classification; and the
geneial impracticality ol' reclassitying old
books on any wide scale as new expansions and reconstructions of the classifi-

2 2Voto 5 \Vo ol the total material in a librarv on those subiectswere fbund under
theii specific clasi number.
In a pioneer study, Fussler (1949)
checked the citations made by chemists
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selected the other iournals fbr the cores
fiom among those most cited by these key
journals and Iocated in the same LC class
group-QD (Chemistry) and QC (Physics). For 1939, Fussler lbund that onlv
30.57aof titles cited by chemists were in
QD, although 71.27o oithecitations went
to these jouinals, and that only 20.27o ol'
the journals cited by physicists were
classLd in gC, althoug[r os.i voof the cnations were to these journals.
The rest of the titles and citations were
spread out over other LC classes.Thus,
l2.2Vo ol the titles cited by chemists in
1939 were in QC, but these citations comprised only 6.57oof the chemists'total citations, whereas l0.4Vo olthe titles cited
by physicists in that year were in QD,
aithgugh these citations were only 3.tI9,
of the physicists'citations.

Directory . Hurd fbund th at only 59.3VooI
these articles were published in journals
cla-ssedby Ulrichis in chemistry ind that
only 47.4Vo of the ref'erencei made in
these articles were to iournals classedin
that same category.
An interesting approach to the relationship ol'the Le claissgroups to university departments was tafen by McGrath,
Simon, and Bullard (1979) at the University o{' Southwestern Louisiana (USL).

these 43 departments, lg oll'ered graduate deqrees. With both books anil students classi{ied in the sarne manner,
McGrath, Simon, and Bullard then used
circulation data fbr academic years
1974-75 and 1975-76 to test whether and
by how much student majors in the 43
subject areas were "ethnocentric"-i.e.,
used books in their own subiect areas
-and whether and by how muc'hbooks in
the 43 subject areas were "support-
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ive"-i.e., used by students majoring in
other subject areas.
Concerning the fbrmer characteristic,
undergraduate music majors were the
most ethnocentric, borrowing books liom
their own subject areaTl.TVoof the time,
while undersraduate vocational education majors'iere the least ethnocentric,
checking out no books in their subject
area. The undergraduate ethnocentricity
median was repiesented by French majors at 17.9Vo.Graduate students exhibited higher ethnocentricity, where again
music hajors were high'est at 87."4Vo,
while management majors were the lowest at2.2Vo.The graduate ethnocentricity
median was the 45.7Voof computer science malors.
In terms of supportiveness of other
programs at the undergraduate level, vo-

oI8l.6Vo. Supportivenesswas lower at the
graduate level. Management was highest
at 98.5Vo,while computer science was
lowest at I3.IVo. The graduate supportivenessmedian was 55.2Vo,as seen in biologlz. These subject use patterns were
f'airly stable over the two-year period.
The techniques and concepts of
McGrath, Simon, and Bullard (1979)
were utilized by Metz (1983) in his study
of external monographic circulation at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University (VPI). Metz obtained the main
data fbr his study {rom a computer program run against the library database on
N.lay24 25,1982. The result was a snapshot ofthe books in circulation at that narticular point in time. He also related'academic departments to LC class groups,
and he tested monographic use"by tie
VPI f'aculty {br ethnocentricity and supportiveness. Concerning ethnocentricity,
the range ran liom a high of 68.4Volor the
mathematics {'aculty to a low oI 7.8Vo for
the geography laculty. The median
ethnocentricity oI 14 subject groups wa^s
38.97o, between the sociology {'aculty at
37.IVo andthe fbreign language f'aculty at
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40.7Vo.On a broad basis. the checkout d.efined" mnans that "it mnst be possible,
at least in principle, to specifu the set so
rates were the lbllowine: {br the humanithat one can decide ushetheranq gioen obties f'aculty-78.8To ii the humanities,
l2.0%oin the social sciences,and 9.17oin
science and technology; lbr the social sciences f'aculty-Z44Vo in the humanities,
64.IVo itlthe socialsciences, and ILSVo in
science and technolory; and {br the scinon," "happening," or "logical possibilence and technology {'aculty-8.97o in the
humanities, 6.7%oin the social sciences, ity." For example, the fact that there are
no f'emalesin the set of U.S. presidents
and 84.3Vo in science and technology
(Metz 1983, 66-69). As {br faculty sup- might not mean that there are none in the
seibut simply that one has not yet "happortiveness, psycholog' materials were
most supportive with a 96% supportive- pened."
Due to the interaction of Bradfords
ness ranking, and classics materials were
and Garfield'.s laws, it is extremely diffithe least supportive with a 27osupportivenessranking. The median supportiveness cult, if not impossible, to {bllow Hays'
rules {br set de{inition. The principle bewas Sl%o,as seen in library science. Of
great import was Metz' finding (1983, 8f ) hind these laws is that subjects intermix,
and the problem of subject intermixing is
that knowledge of an undergraduate's
major was signiticantly less predictive ol' compounded, when one uses a library
the library materials the undergraduate classification system to de{ine subject
sets, by the flaws inherent in such a syswould borrow than knowing the departtem asdescribedbyKelley (1937). Due to
mental alliliation of a lbculty or graduate
these {'actors, delining sets by subject in
student.
Metz and Litchfield (1988) conducted library and in{brmation science brings
one I'ace to I'acewith the statistical probanother study of VPI library use in which
they gathered monthly circulation data lem of"outliers."
As defined by Barnett and Lewis
{br each month {rom January through
(1984,4), an outlier in a set ofdata is "an
May 1987, and compared these data with
obsercation (or subset of obsen:ations)
the 1982 data. They fbund that the subject
distribution of circulation patterns was rohich appeurs to be inconsistent with the
remnindnr of that set of dnta" (italics in
remarkably stable over time fbr an instituoriginal). As such, the appearanceofouttion not undergoing dramatic curricular
liers depends upon the logic underlying
change or extensive changes in the directhe de{inition ofthe set. In their literature
tion of library acquisitions.
review of outliers, Beckman and Cook
(1983) describe outliers as a "subjective,
Srmsrrcal CoNsngurrcrson Srr
post-data concept," and they divide them
DnFrnrrt<lN
IN LTBRARY
ANDINFonumON
into two types:lI) "discordant observaScrENcE
tions"-any observations that appear disSet de{inition by subject in library and information science entails two maior sta- cordant or discrepant to the investigator,
observaand (2) "contaminants"-any
tistical consequences.The first ol'ther"
consequencesrelates to the concept of a tions that are not a realization lrom the
target population. Given the operation of
statistical set and the interaction between
Bradlbrds and Gar{ield'.slaws, contamisubiect fields as described by Brad{brdt
and Garlield'.slaws. In his claisic statistics nants or observations {breign to the population under investigation are a common
textbook, Hays (1994, 973-74) placesthe
concept of a set at the basis of all modern
problem in library ind information science, and it is often impossible to exclude
mathematics and probability, giving the
them on a logical basis. When contami{bllowing de{inition of a set: "Any
nants appear at the extreme end of a diswell-defined collection of objects is a
set" (bold in original). He then goeson to
tribution, they can cause major difliculties in attempts to represent the
point out that the qualification "well-
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population by grossly distorting the parameter estimates in some model of the
population. Ollen the only alternative
open to an investigator in library and inIbrmation science is to do the test with
and without the contaminants to determine their e{I'ects.
The other maior statistical consequence brought forward by subject set
de{inition in librarv and information science relates to the diff'ering levels of consensus in the various tields oI' human
knowledge. This problem was most succinctly dlfined by fuhn (1970) in his famous book, The Structure of Scientific
Reoolutions. In this book Kuhn advanced
two closely interrelated concepts: scientific community and paradigm. Scientific
community was described by him as lbllows (1970, 177):
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noted, "History suggeststhat the road to a
firm research consensusis extraordinarily
arduous"(1970, 15).
The two statistical consequences of
subiect set definition-contaminants
and
differing levels of consensus-have important implications fbr the analysis of
the skewed distributions that dominate library and infbrmation science. Attention
will now be turned to this analvsis.
SKEWEDDISTRIBUTIONS

AssrNcnoF tuE NoRMAL
DrsrRrBUTroN
rN
Lrnnanyexo IwFoRMATToN
ScrrNcs
It is with great trepidation that mere practitioners of statistics undertake a discussion of probability distributions. This is a
world where statisticians conduct dog{ights in the mathematical stratospherE,
and a qround observer in the trenches has
A scienti{icoommunityconsists. . . of the extrerie dlfficulty in deriving conclusions
practitionersof a scientilic specialty.To an about the course ofthe combat fiom the
extent unparalleledin most otlrer fields, fbrmulaic contrails in the skies overhead.
theyhaveundergonesimilareducationsand Yet it is a necessary exercise. Standard
professionalinitiations;in the processthey parametric statistical operations such as
haveabsorbedthe sametechnicalliterature correlation and regression assume
the
anddrawnmanyof the samelessonsliom it.
so-called normal distribution. which is
Usuallythe boundariesof that standardlitvirtuallv absent in librarv and infbrmation
erature mark the limits of a scienti{icsub- science. In this respect,'library and inlbrject matter,and eachcommunityordinarily mation
science is like many areas o1 huhasa subjectmatter of its own
man knowledge, particularly in the bioKuhn delined his concept oI'a para- logical and social sciences. The relatively
infiequent occurrence ofthe normal disdigm in the fbllowing way (f 970, tZB),
tribution was noted by Geary 0947,
. . . the term 'paradigm'is usedin two di{I'er- 24041), who attributed the use of it in
ent senses.
On the one hand,it standsfor statistics largely to its mathematical charthe entire constellationof beliefs, values, acteristics as well as its applicability pretechniques,
andsoonsharedbymembersof dominantly in astronomy and gamei of
a givencommunity.On the other,it denotes changs-ars2s suitable iar thJ matheonesortol elementin that constellation,the matical model. However, as a result of its
concrete puzzle-solutions [which], em- rarity, Geary advised that the lbllowing
ployed asmodelsor examples,can replace warning be printed in bold type in all statistics textbooks to make amends to future
explicitru-lesasa basisfbr the solutionofthe
generations of students: "Normalitg is a
remainingpuzzlesof normalscience.
myth; there neoer u)aa, and, netser uill
be, a normal ili*tribution."
Given this clash between statistical
theory and much of realiu one must have
some concept of the probability dlstribution underlying the data, so that it can be
translbrmed mathematically into at least
open question whether the socialsciences an approximation of the noimal distribuhad yet acquired any paradigms at all and
tion in order to obtain correct results
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{iom standard statistical operations. As if
this is not complicated enough, many sets
of data in library and inlbrmation science
are what is known technically as "truncated on the left." This means that a group
of observations-the so-called "zero
class"-should have been included in
them but were not counted because they
either did not happen or were excludedby
the system of measurement. The zero
classcan be the source of enormous difficulties.

sublected Bradlbrd's law, the Leimkuhler
variant of Bradford's law, Lotka's law,
Zipl's law, and Pareto's law to rigorous
mathematical analvsis. and came to the
conclusion that il these distributions
were "variants of a single distribution."
Bookstein lurther {bund this distribution
to be extremely robust and resilient to

L.,rws,
Sxrcg,tsrICPRocESSES,
BtsLroN4rtnrc
MoDEL:THENEGATIVE
ANDTHEBIor<lcrcar,
Btl<lurer-DISTnIBUTIoN
Library and inlbrmation science has been
marked by a number of empirical, eponymous laws describins the skewed distributions inherent within it. Not only are
there "Brad{brd'.s law of .scattering" and
"Garfield'.s law of concentration" described above,but there are also "Lotka's
law of scientilic productivity"-later
modi{ied by Price (1986, 38-44,
222-23)-on the distribution of authorship over scientists; "Zip{'s law of word
frecruency"on the occurrence ofwords in
a teit; and "Trueswell'.s 80/20 rule" on library circulation. A major trend in library
and inlbrmation science literature has
been to treat these laws asparticular maniI'estations of more general statistical distributions and develop stochasticmodels
to represent them (Olui6-Vukovi6 1997).
In a series of papers worthy of being
termed an intellectual tour de {brce,
Bookstein (1990a; f990b; 1995; 1997)
compales these "informetric" laws to similar laws in the biolosical and social sciences, such as those oflohn Christopher
Willis on the distribution o{ soecies and
Vilfredo Pareto on the dlstribution of income. According to Bookstein, all these
laws are similar in that they describe the
distribution ofthe yield in a population of
discrete entities over a timelike variable.
He defines "ield" asa quantity such asincome or journal citations that is possible
to cumulate. In his view, the underlying
similarity of these laws has been obscured
by their difi'ering subject content as well
as their di{I'erent way.sof de.scribing the
distribution of yields Bookstein then

pound
Poissondistributions.
A workable candidate lbr the single
posited by
distribution
infbrmetric
Bookstein appearsto be the negative binomial distribution (NBD). Although
Bookstein did not endorse the distribution, he did in&cate that the NBD has
been successfullyapplied to many problems in the information sciences
(Bookstein 1997, 8). An interesting l'eature of the NBD its malleabiliry i.e., its
capability ot'being shaped into other
distribritions^ by the adjustpr'ob"Uility
^ment
of itl parameters. tn ihe biologtgal
sciences,th; NBD is usually presented in
coniunction with the binomial and Poisson distributions (Elliot 1977, 14-66;
Williams f 964, 15-16; Bliss 1953,
776-77). Here it serve.sto model concentration in contrast to the binomial (which

NBD is the mathematical counterpart of
the binomial, and therelbre the probability seriesol'the {BD is given by the exof (q-p)-".
pansion
The delining characteristic ol the
NBD is that the variance is qreater than
the mean, and it has two parimeters, the
arithmetic mean and tf,e exponent k.
However, unlike in the binomial, k does
not measure number of repetitions but
degree ofconcentration. As k approaches
in{inity, the NBD converges to the Poisson, whose de{ining characteristic is that
the variance equals the mean. On the
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other side, as k approaches0, the NBD
converges into the logarithmic series,
which models sunerconcentration. The
geometric distribution is a particular case
of the NBD with k=l (Cooper and
Weekes 1983, 137; Haieht 1978, 158).
However, perhaps the frost uselul f'eature of the NBD is that it can be converted into the normal distribution fbr
.standardparametric statistical operations
by a series of logarithmic transf'&mations
whose fbrm depends upon the size of the
exponent k and whether the data contains
zero counts (Elliot 1977, 30-36) In the
study utilizing survey data qathered by
the 1993 piloiprc,jeci with tf,e LSU De-

ol'overdispersion,j.e., the variancessignificantly exceededthe means (Bensman
1e96, 154-56).
The NBD satisfies one of the maior
conditions posited by Bookstein (f990a,
369) fbr his sinsle infbrmetric distribution given its ro*bustness,i.e., that it be
the--onsequenceof a wide variety ot'untlerlying models. In a review'o1' the
chance mechanisms causing the NBD,
Boswell and Patil (1970) dlscribed no
less than 12 stochastic models that lead
to the full NBD plus two more leading to
its zero-truncated {brm. This multitude

The lirst can perhaps be simply presented ln the lollowing way. A Poisson
distribution arises from counts of random occurrences happening over time
or space at a given rate in a population,
and a compound Poisson disiribution
arises when there is a mixed population
o{ di{I'erent elements, each having di{'f'erent rates ol' occurrence distriS'uted
according to some {unction. II'the function is the gamma {unction, the model is
called gamma-Poisson. In contrast, the
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Polya-Eggenberger model is derived by
drawing balls o1' two diff'erent colors
liom an urn. As the balls are drawn, they
are not only replaced, but new balls of
the same color are added. In this wav.
numerous drawings of balls of one color
greatly increases the probability of that
color being drawn.
The conceptual interest of the negative binomial distribution for library and
infbrmation science lies in the
"otrrrtrdrum posed by Feller (1943) about
apparent contagion and tnt e contagion with
respect to these two models. As Feller
pointed out, the Poissondistribution describes mutually independent occurrences that have no in{luence on each
other. Due to this f'eature, the compound
Poisson distribution arises as a result of
the inhomogeneity of the population.
With the Polya-Eggenbergerurn model,
the occurrence of an event increases the
likelihood of its happening again. Describing the lirst model as apparent contagion and the second astnte contagion,
Feller pointed out that because both
models lead to the sameresult, it is impossible to know which process is taking
"
place if the data confbrms to the NBD.
PnNrtnerroN<lFTHENBD tNTorHE
INr<xuanoNaNoSocrar-ScruNcEs
It is in the Polya-Eggenberger fbrm that
the NBD passedinto libraryand infbrmation science as well as other social sciences as the model of"social contagion,"
"cumulative advantaqe,"or the "succ.essbreeds-success"pheiomenon (Rapoport
and Horvath 1961; Coleman 1061,
288-380; Price 1976; Tague 1981). This
process was given its most elegant {brmulation by Merton (1968) in hii concept of
the Matthew Eff'ect, whereby rewlrds
were allocated among scientisis according to the biblical dicium of St. Matthew
(13:12): "For unto every one that hath
shall be given, and he shall have abundance: but from him that hath not shall be
taken away even that which he hath."
Price (1976) described the Polya urn
NBD as modeling the "double-edged"
Matthew Eti'ect, b-ecausein it succe.ssis
rewarded by increaseclchance of {urther
success and failure is punished by
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increased chance of further I'ailure. He
contrasted it to the beta function, which
he fbund to model the "single-edged"
Matthew Ef{'ect with an urn scheme
where success increases the chance oI'
success,but {'ailure has no subsequent ef'f'ect in changing the probabilities.
In a series of articles devoted to the
Ibundations of infbrmation science,
Brookes (1980a; I980b; 1980c; 1981)
utilized a discography ofphonograph recordings devoted wholly to the works of
one composer and issued in the period
I97 2-7 6 to demonstrate frequency-rank
statistics in contrast to Irequencydistribution statistics. To illustrate the
former, he applied the mathematics of
Bradford'.s law to segregate composers
into groups ranked in descending order
of number of recordings on which their
works appeared and then measured the
Matthew Efl'ect of the degree to which
composers with the most recordings
"robbed" those composers with the
Ieast. Brookes then exempli{ied {requency-distribution statistics by {itting
the NBD to the discographic data, and
stated that although the NBD explained
the underlying probability mechanism
of the recording industry its application
entailed the loss of important empirical
inlbrmation.
Incongruously, Brooks based the
NBD on the gamma-Poisson version,
which models qualitative inhomogeneity,
a{ter demonstrating cumulative advantage. Brookes then proceeded to argue
that in{brmation quantities should be
measured logarithmically to place them
in proper perspective. As noted above,
the NBD is converted into the normal distribution for parametric statistical operations by logarithmic trans{brmations.
Regardless, given Feller'.sconundrum,
if one {inds the negative binomial, one
still does not know, fbr example' whether
the LSU chemistry laculty-ranked one
journal higher than another due to its inherent quality, or due to collegial inlluences; whether some of the iournals selected by the LS U chemistry i'acultywere
cited more than others due to their inherent quality, or because they had been
cited heavily befbre; or whether some oI

these same journals were priced higher
due to inherent propensity of publishers
to price di{ferently, or due to the abilityo{'
some publishers to raise prices continudly, thus reducing the abllity of other
publishers to do likewise.
The negative binomial distribution
models all these possibilities, and all
these possibilities are not only conceptually plausible but can be conceived ofas
inteiacting with each other. Thus, with
the NBD, statistics and conception
merge in a particularly elegant {'ashion.
An interesting f'acetof the NBD is that
it appears to link the production, dissemination. and use of huhan knowledee with
other iife processes.The NBD is"widely
used in the biological sciences,where it
has been fbund to be the most uselul
mathematical model fbr contagious distributions (Elliott 1977, 23,51). From
this viewpoint it is also interesting to note
that Williams (f964, 295) described the
logarithmic series, into which the NBD
converges as k approaches zero, as the biological equivalent of "nothing succeeds
like success."
The work ofCohen (197I, 1980,198f)
in primatology lbrms abridge fiom the biological to the social and infbrmation sciences. He lbrmulated his basic premise
with the classic understatement that
'IMho
sleeps with whom interests primates o{'several species" (Cohen 1971,
3). Using a zero-truncated gammaPoisson version, Cohen fbund the NBD
to be the equilibrium liequency distribution of'size predicted by stochasticmodels fbr the dynamics of lreely fbrming primate social groups. According to Cohen,
not only is the NBD descriptive of the way
monkeys distribute themselves into
troops in the tree tops lbr sleeping and
breeding purposes as well as of how children gather into play groups in nursery
school,but it alsodescribesthe way scientists distributed themselvesover the laboratorie.sat Rockef'eller University, the National Cancer Institute, and the British
National Institute {br Medical Research.
Cohen fbund publication rate to be linearly related to the size ofthe laboratories
at a rate ofabout 1.1 publications for each
additional scientist.
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Cohenls lindings bring into perspective
those of Rapoport and Horvath (1961),
Coleman (1964, 326-32), and Ehrenberg
(1959). In their study Rapoport anil
Horvath discovered that the distribution
of popularity among junior high school
students {itted the NBD. This findine was
replicated
with
data {iom
J*"t
26-member cottagesof girls by Coleman,
who called the NBD the-'contagious Poisson." Because of Feller's conunirum, neither Rapoport and Horvath nor Coleman
could definitively state whether the
skewed distribution of popularity was due
to the inherent qualities ofthose chosen as
popular or to some processofsocial contagion whereby the students and the girls inIluenced each other'.s decisions. For his
part, Ehrenberg introduced the compound NBD into marketing as the model
Ibr consumer buying, with purchasesfbllowing the Poision"distribution in time
and tlie purchasing rates of difl'erent consumers being proportional to the chisquare or gamma &stributions.
However, these are relatively simple
situations. When Kochen, Crickman, and
Blaivas (f982) and Blaivaset al. (1982) attempted to apply the NBD to the ratings
by scholarsofother scholarsin seven academic disciplines, they ran into severe
problems ol'set definition and levels of
consensuswithin the disciplines. Despite
these difliculties, they tbund that a law o{'
cumulative advantage provided the best
theoretical approximati,onol' peer ratings
but was ful-lv ell'ectiv" oniv in weiidefined disciplines with hig6 levels of
consensus.Their work showsthe need {br
proper set delinition to control fbr contaminants as well the efl'ect of Kuhnian
paradigms.
_ Pioneering work in the application of
the NBD in library and inlb]hation science has been done at the University of
Western Ontario. Here, at the School of
Library & Infbrmation Science, Tague
and Farraclane (1978) {bund that Ihe
NBD modeled the rrrocessesof document retrieval, and Tigue (1981) utilizecl
single- and multiple-uin models to demonstrate that the NBD arisesas a result of
the success-breeds-successphenomenon. However, the most interestinq work

on the NBD was done by Ravichandra
Rao, who obtained his doctorate at Western Ontario. In a {urther development of
Lotka's work, Ravichandra Rao (1980)
demonstrated that the NBD describes
the pattern of the productivity of scientists under the success-breeds-success
condition in a wide variety of social circumstances.
At approximately the same time, the
sociologist Allison (1980, 170-73) also
fbund the NBD to describe scienti{ic productiviW. However, Allison was awaie of
Feller'.s'conundrum throueh the work of
Coleman (i964), pointinf out that the
NBD could have arisen as a result of either the qualitative inhomogeneity of the
scientists or a cumulative advantage process. Huber (1998) Ibund that the
gamma-PoissonNBD model of inhomogeneity fit the distribution of patents
across a population of inventors, but he
rejected cumulative advantage, because
there was no evidence ofincreasing productivity with experience-grounds one
of his ref'erees fbund questionable.
In an extremely interesting paper,
Ravichandra Rao (1990) con{ionted the
problem of proper set de{inition in fitting
the NBD to infbrmetric data. He analyzed
the distribution of4.130 articles over 744
iournals in economics. When he attempted to fit the negative binomial to the
data on a global basiswithout any set definitions, he lbund that the NBD did not describe the distribution. Hypothesizingthat
he was dealing not with one but several
NBD populations, he then conducted two
experiments. First, he defined the iournals
thit provided the most articles ascontaminants originating from a dill'erent NBD set
and eliminatedthem bytruncating the distribution on the right. Chi-square tests
showed that the NBD {it this truncated
&stribution very well. Second, he classiIied the journals under 15 subject rubrics
such as "Methods," "History of Economic
Thought," "Organization of Production,"
etc., thereby controlling {br contaminants
by defining the data into more homogeneous sets.When this had been done, the
NBD fit 12 of the 15 subject groups, demonstrating the importance of proper set
definition.
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ovERTHENBD eNo
THs C<iNrRovrRsY
MoNocneputcCIRcut'TTION
Ravichandra Rao (1982; 1988) dedicated
his doctoral dissertation at Westem Ontario to testing probability distributions
against data {iom the automated circulati,on systems of six large Canadian academic libraries. These data sets covered
circulation periods lasting fiom I academic year lbr the University of Guelph
up to 11 academic years fbr the University
of Saskatchewan.Ravichandra Rao tested
no less than 17 probabihty distributions
against 203 document frequency distributions and 200 user fiequency distributions
{br difl'erent types of user populations. In
both caseshe Ibund the NBD to be the
best orobabilitv distribution {br both theoretic^al and niactical reasons. The {ull
NBD lit gZ U5.3Ed of the 203 document
distributions tested at the 0.01 level, and
the truncated NBD fit 102 (51.07o)of the
200 user distributions tested at the 0.01
level. In line with the work of Tazue and
his own work on scientific productivity,
Ravichandra Rao located the causal process of the NBD in the success-breedssuccessphenomenon.
Mosf interestingly, Ravichandra Rao
{bund that in the majority of cases the
NBD did not lit the document distributions fiom undergraduate populations.
Undergraduates may be considered a
preparadigmatic
population
in the
Kuhnian sense.There{bre, this linding of
Ravichandra Rao corroborates the c'onclusion of Kochen, Crickman, and Blaivas
(1982) that a certain level of knowledqe
and consensusis necessarytbr the NBb
to fbrm. It also corroborates Metz (1983.
8I) that knowledge of an undergraduate's
major was signi{icantly less predictive of
the library materials the undergraduate
would borrow than knowing the departmental afliliation of a I'aculty or graduate
student borrower.
However, the application of the negative binomial to library circulation data is
chie{ly associated with the name of Burrell at the Department o{ Mathematics
Statistical Laboratory of the University of
Manchester. Burrell developed his model
in a series ofpapers over the years (Burrell 1980, 1982; Burrell and Cane 1982;

Burrell 1985,1986,1987, f988). His motivation was the appearance in Great Britain in 1976 of the Atkinson Report, in
which the principle was set fbrth that the
assessment of future universitv librarv
building requirements should 6e based
on the concept of the "sel{'-renewing" library, i.e., a library that is limited in size
in which #ter a certain point material
should be removed in proportion to the
rate of acquisition. Burrell's aim was the
development of a simple stochastic model
that librarians could use to decide
whether to purchase multiple copies or
releqate stock, and he concentrated on
monographic circulation at various university libraries in the Britain and the
United States.
Burrell decided upon the gammaPoisson NBD, finding that it approximated Trueswell's 80/20 rule in certain
cases(Burrell and Cane 1982, 460) . Although he was aware of Feller'.s conundrum throush the work of his collaborator Cane (Burrell and Cane f982,450),
he deliberately chose to emphasize the
processesofinhomogeneity in contrast to
Ravichandra Rao, who based his work on
the principle of contagion. As Burrellt
model emersed in the mid-1980s, it consistedofthree basic tenets. First, the borrowing of indvidual monographs is a
Poisson process with a rate that varies
{rom item to item. Second, the difl'erent
borrowing rates of the individual monographs is described by a desirability distribution, which is the gamma function.
And third, the aging of tfie desirability occurs exponentially at the same rate fbr all
monographs,which results in {'airlystable
distributions over time, with a permanent
and growing zero class, because certain
monographs have zero desirability to
beginwith (Burrell I985, 1986,1987). It
is interestinqto note that in his analysisof'
mathemaiically
monographi Burrell
modeled on the basis of one side oI
Fellert
conundrum, inhomogeneity,
what Bensman (I985b, 24-26) deduced
at about the same time in his study of
journals as a logical consequence of the
operation of the double-edged Matthew
E{1'ect,itself a reflection of the other side
of Feller'.s conundrum, contagion, i.e.,
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stable distributions of library usage over
time with a large zero class.
Burrell developed his model largely on
global library circulation data, without
sub.jectset delinitions. However, in an interesting application of the NBD to public library circulation, Brownsey and Burrell ( 1986) constructed a model consisting
of a mixture of three NBDs to account foi
the three gross subject classesof British
public libraries-adult {iction, adult non{iction, and lunior The result was a much
imoroved {it to the data. This result was
con{irmed by Kinnucan and Wol{iam
(1990), and it corroboratesthe conclusion
oI'Kochen, Crickman, and Blaivas (1982)
as well as of Ravichandra Rao (1990) on
the need fbr proper set delinitions when
dealing with in{brmation concerning human knowledge. After this, Burrell (1988,
303) wrote, " . . . when we speak of a colIection we do not necessarily mean the
entire holdings of the library but rather
some well-defined set of items within the
library e.g., all books acquisitioned in a
particular year in a particular sub.ject
class."
The develonment bv Burrell of his
model was accompanied by a number of
maior controversies The lirst of these involved his concept of a permanent zero
class. For Burrell (1982, 2-3) the zero
class as it appeared in circulation statistics
was a highly complex phenomenon because it contained not only items that had
zero desirability but also those that could
not appear in these statisticsbecausethey
were lost, stolen, placed on reserve, etc.
There{bre, in his opinion, the zero class
could not be treated as an item of hard
data as the other circulation {requencies.
To deal with it, he initially used a technique called "with added zeros," which
basically involves {irst estimating the parameters of the distribution truncated by
the omission of the zero classand then es'timating the size of the zero class by assigning an artificial probability to it (Johnson and Kotz 1969, 205-7).
When Burrell presented his model
calculated in this f'ashionto a sessionof
the Royal Statistical Society, it drew lire
{rom Chat{ield, a prof'essorof marketing
and collaborator of Ehrenberg, who had
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introduced the NBD into marketing.
Chatfield criticized the concept ol zero
desirability, noting that it had been Ibund
impossible to distinguish between
"never-buvers" and buvers with a low
mean rats of purchase who just had not
purchased during the time period under
review (Burrell and Cane 1982, 467). He
recommended calculating the parameters on the I'ull distribution with an estimated zero class.
Chatlield'.s criticism was repeated in a
study of public library circulation by
Bagust (1983), who described Burrell's
concepts ofdesirability and zero class as
"gratuitous assumptions" (p. 25). Accusing Burrell of "data-{itting," Bagust
declared that (p. 25)' . . . if a book is exposed to the client population no one can
be certain that one day it will not be borrowed, i.e., it has a non-zero-probabihty
of circulation." He then proceeded to {it
the NBD to the {'ull distribution ol'a public library declaring (p. 32) that "the ab'zero
sence of a
class'in the Negative Binomial model ensures that every
acquisition kept on open accessshelving
will eventually circulate (i{ not eaten by
bookworms {irst!)." Burrell (1984) responded with a harsh attack on both
Bagust'.s reasoning and mathematics.
Burrell (1985) then proceeded to develop his aging concept, the logic of
which inevitably leads to a certain proportion of the collection never circulating (p. 103).
A second controversy arising fiom the
development by Burrell of his model related to the other end ofthe distribution.
It, too, began during the discussionofthe
model atthe Royal StatisticalSocietywith
an observationby Chatfield that the NBD
tended to overestimate the number of
monographs at the high-circulation end
of the distribution. Chatfield found this
overestimation natural. because there is
an upper limit to the number of times a
book can go out in a year (Burrell and
Cane 1982, 467). However, the matter
took a seriousturn when the tendency of
the NBD to overestimate the number of
high-circulation monographs caused
Gelman and Sichel (f 987) to question the
validity ofapplying the Poissonprocesstcr
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library monographic
circulation. An understanding of the nature of the controversy can be fbund in the following passage (Coleman 1964, 291):
The appropriatenessofthe Poissonprocess
fbr social phenomena lies not in its empirical fit to social data It lies instead in the assumptions on which the distribution is
based In the Iirst place, it deals with ntnrbers <>I events. Therefbre, continuousvariable
measurements,
which
are
extremely rare in social science.are unnecessary Second, the Poissonprocessoccurs
continuously over time, rather than at discrete "trials" like the binomial distribution.
Thus, for naturally occurring events, in
contrast to controlled experiments, something akin to the Poisson process is olten
appropriate.
Based on this di{I'erence, Gelman and
Sichel (1987) believed that external
monographic circulation more closely resembled the binomial process of discrete

trials fbr two reasons: the books could not
be continuously borrowed, because they
were out {br extended periods; and there
was a finite bound to the number of circulations in a given time period. There{bre,
in place of the gamma-PoissonNBD, they
proposed fbr external monographic circulation the beta-binomial distribution
(BBD), which is a compound binomial
distribution with the beti function as the
mixing lunction. Testing both the BBD
and the NBD against the external monographic circulation of two university libraries. Gelman and Sichel {bund that the
BBD provided a much better {it to the
high-circulation end of the distribution.
Haisht (1978, 158) describesthe BBD
as the discrete time analog o{ the
gamma-Poisson NBD in that it models
qualitative inhomogeneity {br short time
periods so that only a successor f'ailure can
be recorded. Interestingly enough, the
mixing beta lunction is the very f'unction
that Price (1976) demonstrated as modeling the single-edged Matthew Efl'ect.
Moreover. the NBD arises as a limit of the
BBD (Boswell and Patil 1970, 8-9). In library terms, as Gelman and Sichel (1987)
describe it, the binomial process turns into
a Poisson process as the loan period short-

ens and the time the item is available lbr
Iurther use lengthens. Therefore, they
suggested that binomial mixture models
be applied to low-{requency use such as
book lending and that Poisson mixture
models be applied to high-frequency use
such as journal or inJibrary use.
The controversies surrounding Burrell s development of his NBD modelwith
aging on the basis of extemal monographic circulation came to a head with a
study done by Tague and Ajiferuke (1987)
at the Western Ontario School of Library
and Infbrmation Science. They utilized
University of Saskatchewanmonographic
circulation data {br the academic years
1967-68 throu gh 1977-7 S,which were organized into Collection I and Collection
II. Collection I consisted of all those
monographs that had circulated in the initial vear I 967-68. and it traced their circuhu6n history through the subsequent 10
academic years. It contained a zero class.
Collection II contained monographic circulation data fbr the ll academic years
fiom 1967-68 throueh 1977-78. lt was
different fiom the {irit in that it provided
inlbrmation not on one set of monographs
over time but on the 11 di{Iering sets of
the monographs that had circulated in
each of the 11 academic years. Collection
II did not have a zero class.
Tague and Ajif'eruke applied the NBD
to both of these collections. With respect
to Collection I, they used two diII'erent
ways to estimate the parameters of the
NBD. The first way was to estimate the
rrarametersby the method of moments in
iombination with another method that
incorporated Burrell'.s aging f'actor (a proportion crudely obtained by dividing the
circulation mean of the initial year into
the circulation mean of the {bllowing
year). This way comprised atechnique lbi
testing the predictiveness of Burrell'.s
model. The second way was to use the
method of moments to estimate both parameters for each year of circulation. As
for Collection II, Tagte and Ajif'eruke
employed a technique fbr estimating the
parameters of the zero-truncated NBD,
whose own inventor (Brass 1958, 59) described as suitable {br exploratorywork or
to provide {irst-stage values {br iterative
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maximum likelihood solutions. Tague and
Ajif'eruke then employed chi-square
goodness-o{'-{it tests on the various circulation distributions, and in all cases the
NBD was rejected as the appropriate
model.
At this point it is necessaryto pause to
describe the general {'eatures of Collection I of the Saskatchewan circulation
data and the results of Tague and
Aji{'eruke'.stests upon it in order to bring
into fbcus precisely what is at stake in
these controversies. Collection I contained circulation data on 68.590 monographs, and in the lirst year, 1968-69, the
zero class comprised 51,992 or 75.8Voo[
the monographs in the set. Over the years,
the zero class rapidly expanded until in
the lastyear, 1977-78, it contained 63,251
or 92.2Vo.For the complete ten-year period, the mean ol the zero classwas 86.27o
ofthe monographs in the set. Such aphenomenonis notunusualinlibraryuse. For
example, in his seminal article on library
use, Trueswell (1969) showed that 507oto
6OVoof library holdings satisfied 99Vo ol
circulation requirements.
Durins the 1970s Kent et al. fbund
that 39.9% ofthe monographs acquired in
1969 by the Hillman Library at the University of Pittsburgh never circulated in
the period from 1969 to 1975 and that in 6
branch science and technical libraries the
zero class fbr iournals ranged from a low
of 63.IVo in the Physics LiLrary to a high
of 93.2Vo in the Engineering Library.
These zero classescan consume a considerable amount of resources. and the researchers lbund that the subscription
costs of the zero class ransed from 47 .\Vo
ol'the Physics Library'.sserials budget to
86.57oof ihe Computer ScienceLibiarys
serials budget (Kent et al. 1978, 6l-62,
104-10; Kent et al. 1979,9-104,209-68;
Flynn 1979). However, the Pittsburgh ligures {br serials might be overstated due to
poor methodologT. Whereas at Pittsburgh
the Chemistrv Librarv'.s serials zero class
was estimated at85.5% of the serialscollection and its cost at 64.87oof the serials
budget, a more carel'ul studywith a better
sample by Chrzastowski (1991) at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) Chemistry Library fbund
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the size ofthe zero classto b e onIy9Vo artd
its cost to be merely SVo.
ln comparison to the zero class, the
hish-circulation class of the Saskatchehere as 5 usesperyear
*u".t d4t.-d"lined
or moie-was extremely small and shrank
rapidly,. In 1968-69, the top monograph
circulated in the range of 17 to 19 times,
but by 1977-78 the highest numberofcirculatiqns fbr any monograph had I'allen to
6. Thd size of the high-circulation class
shrank parellel to the f'all of the upper
limit. In 1968-69 the high-circulation
classcontained2,0II(2.9Vo) of the monographs in Collection I, and by 1977-78 it
had diminished to 39 $.06vo). Over the
ten-year period the mean of the
high-circulation class was L07o of the
monographic set.
Tague and Ajil'eruke'.stest o1'Burrell'.s
NBD model with aging found that it
underpredicted the zero class 8 of the I0
years and overpredicted it 2 of the l0
years. The absolute error rate lbr the zero
classrangedfrom I41 (0.22Vo)ofthepredicted fiequency to 5,671 (l0.4vo) of the
predicted frequency, averaging out to
3.17o for the 10 years. However, viewed
{iom the perspective of the entire set of
68,590 monographs, the picture drastically changes. The highest absolute error
of 5,671 was then 8.3Vo,and the average
absolute error rate was I,747 monographs
(2.6Vo\.Burrell's model was much Iessaccurate with respect to the high-circulation class, and this is not sulprising, given
the much smaller size of this class. His
model consistently underpredicted the
high-circulation class 10 of the I0 years,
and its error rate ranged {rom 10.I7o to
228.6Vo, tending to grow larger as the
high-circulation class became smaller.
The average error rate in predicting the
high-circulation class was 92.77o. However, once again, viewing the error rate
from the perspective of the entire set ol'
68,590 monographs radically alters the
picture. The highest underpredictionwas
605 (merely 0.9Vo), and the average
underpre&ction of 177.4 (only 0.37o) of
the total set.
The standard NBD without aging perfbrmed much better in Tague and
Ajif'eruket tests, and this is understand-
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able, because the parameters were estimated for each year without the element
of predictivenessin Burrell's model. With
respect to the zero class, the standard
NBD's expectedfrequencieswere consistently below the obsewed frequencies in
all of the years. These di{I'erences ranged
from 62 (0.lEo) to I,258 (2.3Eo),resultinq
in an average underestimation ol'0.87o.
Needless to say, the perspective {iom the
entire set of 68,590 monographsleadsto a
much di{Ierent assessment. From this
viewpoint, the largest underprediction of
1,258 was only 1.87o, and the average
underprediction error oI 458.4 equaled
only 0.7Vool'the entire set.
The perlbrmance of the standard
NBD on the high-circulation classresembled that of Burrell'.smodel, being much
more erratic' here, but its error rite wos
much smaller Out of the 10 vears.the expec'ted liequencies *"." und"r the observed frequencies fbr 6 years,over fbr 3,
and exactly correct {br 1. The absolute error rate of the standard NBD on the
high-circulation class ranged from O.OVo
to I6.9Vo, averagingout to 8.87o.This error rate drops considerably when the entire set of 68,590 monographs is taken
into account. In these terms, the highest
absolute error of'268 equaled 0.47oo1'the
set, whereas the average absolute error of
65.5 amounted to only 0.17oof the set. II'
the authors o{'this paper could bet the ponies or play the stock market with such
odds, they would not be writing this paper! Moreover, without going into the
highly technical question of the choice of
estimators, it should be pointed out that
Tague and Aji{'eruke were running their
tests on a global database without any division into well-delined subiect sets, a
procedure that Brownsey and Burrell
(1986) as well as Ravichandra Rao (lgg0)
have shown would have very possibly led
to f'ar better fits to the NBD.
The studies of Gelman and Sichel as
well as ofTague and Aiiferuke provoked
an outbur.st of exasperation from Burrell.
Pointing to the general predictive success
of his model in the tests by Tague and
Aiiferuke, he concentrated his lire on
them andwrote (1990, 166):

Any theoretical model can only be regarded
as an approximation to reality, to tlle extent
that any dilferences between the model and
the reality will inevitably be revealed by,
e.g., a X2 [chi-square] goodness-oI'-Iit test
given a su{liciently large sample, and our
sample sizes here are very large. On the
other hand, it is not really our aim to seek
out an "optimal" model but rather one that
catches the essential f'eatures of the data
and provides uselul infbrmation fbr managemenr purposes.
Burrell

concluded

with

the declaration

(p.167):
For all its delicienciesandtheoreticaldrawbacks,the gamma-Poisson
model can give
the library manageruselulguidancein decision making It may not be the correct
modelor eventhe best,but in generalterms
it works!
Nevertheless, he went on to incor?orate
Ioan periods in his library book circulation model (Burrell and Fenton 1994).
The last word in this controversy will
be given to several Iibrary school students
in Belgium, which has become a center of
infbrmetrics due to the eflbrts of Egghe
and Rousseau.As part of "bibliometric
field work" Ibr a course taught by Rousseau at the University of Antwerp,
Leemans et al. (1992), collected book circulation data from several Flemish public
libraries and fitted the NBD to it. They
alsosent one data set to Sichel to be litted
to the BBD. Although the BBD better fit
the data, the students decided in {'avor of
the NBD, pointing out that two attitudes
are possible in the study of circulation
data The {irst is that of a statistician trying to fit the data as precisely as possible.
In that case the NBD will o{ten not be
good enough, and more complicated
models with more and more parameters
will be necessary.The second attitude is
to admit that there is more variation than
simple statistics can explain and admit
some discrepanciesat the high end of the
distribution In this case simple statistics
such as the NBD yield excellent trend
curves, which are all the practicing librarian reallyneeds.At the conclusion oftheir
paper the students recommended that
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the NBD be taught in introductory library
management courses.
It ippears {rom the above literature
surveythatthe NBD is aworkable general
probability distribution {br library and in{brmation science.Therefbre, if one linds
a highly and positively skewed distribution in such work, one may operate under
the assumption that one is dealing with
not precisely the
the NBD or-if
NBD-a probability distribution closely
related to it and modeling the same, ofien
interacting
processes of qualitative
inhomogeneity and cumulative advantage External monographic circulation
might well be a special case, and even
here the NBD works reasonably well.
Gelman and Sichel themselves recommend mixed Poisson distributions lbr
journal and in-library use Therelbre, fbr
most purposes, practitioners can limit
themselves to the simple index of dispersion test (Elliott L977,40-44), and, ifthe
variance is fbund to be signilicantly
greater than thg rns2n5-21d it almost invariably is, indicating a contagious distribution-one
only has to carry out the
proper logarithmic transfbrmations and
proceed to other questions
Much of the work described abovewas
done by statisticians trying to solve the
nroblem mathematicallv without either
ptop.. set delinitions or without ref'erence to the socioloqical {'actors in human
knowledge. Library use is strongly a{'f'ected by these sociological f'actors,which
comprise not only the Kuhnian concept of
the "paradigm" but also the social basesoI'
ST value The case {br the NBD is
strengthened by the I'act that the social
bases of ST value are measured by such
variables as peer ratings and citation
rates,which are not subject to the periodicity limits of external library monographic circulation. It is to the problem of
the social basesof ST value that attention
is now directed.
THn Socrel Bases or ScrENTrFrcAND
Tecnnrcer- (ST) Ver-uB
Socral SrnrrrptcarroNeNoLrsn,tnyUsr
Intwopapers Bensman(1982;1985b)analyzed the social bases ol' bibliometric
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laws and library use particularly as they
related to scholarlyjournals. During this
analysis he demonstrated that the concentration of use on a relativelv small proportion of a library's serials hoidingr *"t u
function of a series of sociobibliometric
laws based on the principle of cumulative
advantage or, more specifically, the double-edsed Matthew Ef{'ect. Bensman areued tlat these laws were operative not
Snlv in librarv use but also in the social
strati{ication ofscholarship, and he developed the hypothesis that the concentration of iournal use in academic libraries
was pariially a reflection of the process of
fbrmation of scholarly elites. Bensman
fbund peer ratings and citations to be virtually equivalent measures of scienti{ic
value, arid he theorized that a logical result of the double-edged Matthew Efl'ect
should be distributions stable over time
with large zero or random classes.In his
opinion, citations represented a measure
oi'the tbrmation of'-scholarlv elites. the
highly strati{ied and relativeiy stable social system of scholarship, as well as of
those journals that research scholars regard as important.
A unique opportunity to investigate
this hypothesis {'urther occurred when,
through the mediation of the university'.s
Dean ol'Graduate School and subseouent
Provost, LSU Libraries became a teft site
for the databa^sedevelorred bv the National ResearchCouncil (IrlRCiduring its
1993 survey of U.S. research- doctorate
programs (Goldbergea Maher, and
Flattau 1995). Because a major study of
the structure of the library market {br scienti{ic journals in chemistry had lust been
.ompleted, with data colleited in the SRP
pilot project at the LSU Department of
Chemistry it was decided to utilize the
NRC database to investigate the interrelationship of the scientilic social stratification system with the scienti{ic journal
systemin this field. The NRC databaseis
a massive one, containing not only the
1993 peer ratings of academic departments but also data develoned bv the Institute lbr Scienti{icInlbrmatiorilISI) on
the nublication and citation rates of departinents in the sciences, engineering,
and the social sciences. An extremely
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valuable f'eature of the NRC database is
that it contains statistical measures developed not only for the 1993 survey of U.S.
research-doctorate programs but also {br
the three major such surveysimmediately
preceding it, making it possible to investigate stratification patterns over time.
HrsroRyoF REsgancH-DoctonltePnocneLr
RnuNcsrNrus UNrrnoSrarns
The traditional method of evaluating university graduate programs is peer rating.
This method was pioneered in the early
20th century by the noted psychologist
Cattell ( 1906; 1910),who statisticallyconstructed a list of the 1.000 most-eminent
American .scientists through a survey of
the leading representatives ol'12 scienti{ic disciplines. He first ranked universities and then academic departments by
the number of these eminent scientistsat
them. This shifi of fbcus lrom university
to academic department or discipline became a standard {'eature in all later evaluations of graduate education.
Cattell's work was further developed
by Hughes ( 1925),who while president of
Miami University in Ohio conducted a
study of U.S. graduate schoolsin 1924 as
an aid in hiring new lbcultyand in advising
students where to obtain advanced degrees. Hughes had Miami University faculty members in 20 disciplines draw up a
list of maior doctorate institutions, select
40 to 60 prof'essors in each field throughout the U.S. to serve as raters, and on the
basis ofthe responsesconstruct a statistical ranking of the institutions oIl'ering the
doctorate in the 20 disciplines. The 1924
rating represented an evolution tiom
Cattell'.swork in two major respects: (l) it
directly evaluated universities in each discipline instead of indirectly rating them
by first ranking the persons working in the
various fields and then locating the most
eminent at specific institutions; and (2) it
extended the processoI academicevaluation liom primarily the sciences to also
the humanities and social sciences.
Hughes (f934) Ied a second study of
U.S. graduate schools, this time for the
Committee on Graduate Education ofthe
American Council on Education. In this
study graduate programs were not ranked

but merely classified as "adequate" or
"distinguished." The next peer rating was
conducted in 1957 by Keniston (1959,
1f 5-50) aspart of acomprehensive analysis of the University of Pennsylvania
Graduate School. However. because ofits
special purpose, the study was limited to
only 25 universities deemed similar to
Pennsylvania.
The evaluation of U.S. graduate programs conducted by Cartter (1966) under
the auspicesof American Council on Education in 1964 represented a milestone
in that its methodology for obtaining and
presenting peer ratings of the quality of
university faculty was adopted by all future such studies. In the questionnaire,
'the
raters were asked to iudge
T'ality of'
the graduate {bclltv" (underlining in original), tahnq into consideration only their
"scholarly competence and u"hi".'"ments," and to assigngrades {rom I to 6 to
the programs. In addition, the raters were
given the option ofnot evaluating the programs by marking their questionnaire
"Insufficient infbrmation" in the appropriate box. The grades were then assigned
the following numerical weights: Distinguished-5; Strong-4; Good-3; Aderluate-2; Marginal-l; Not sufficient to
provide acceptable doctoral training-0.
These numerical weights were averaged
to obtain a score fbr each program.
This methodology fbr obtaining and
presenting peer ratings of the scholarly
quality o{' university faculty was e.s.sentially replicated by the second American
Council on Education evaluation oferaduate education done in 1969by RoosEand
Andersen (1970); the 198I AssessmentoI
U.S. research-doctorate programs done
under the auspices of the American
Council of Learned Societies.American
Council on Education, National Research Council, and Social Science Research Council (fones, Lindzey, and
Coggeshall 1982); and the lgg3 evaluation of U.S. research-doctorateprograms
sponsored by the National Research
Council (NRC) (Goldberger, Maher, and
Flattau 1995).The latter two studies represented an advance over the preceding
ones in that not onlywere the peer ratings
of the research-doctorate programs given
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in them but also other measuresof these
programs, including publication and citation measures derived from ISI data for
disciplines in the sciences, engineering,
and the social sciences.
A notable f'eature of these peer ratings
is the remarkable stabilitv thev exhibit at
the top over time both atihe institutional
and the program level. In their book on
elite U.S. research universities and their
challengersGraham and Diamond (1997)
identily 16 preeminent institutions that
dominated American research prior to
World War II: Califbrnia at Berkeley, Cal
Tech, Chicago, Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(UIUC), johns Hopkins, Michigan, Minnesota, MII
Pennsylvania, Princeton,
Stanford, Wisconsin at Madison, and
Yale. The work of Graham and Diamond
is not based on peer ratings, and, even
though their central argument is that the
traditional elite was successfully challenged after 1945 by rising new research
universities. their statistical measures of
research
performance-institutionally
based and controlled {br institutional category and size-mani{'est the continued
dominance of the old elite. Graham and
Diamond point to the Matthew Efl'ect asa
causalprocess in this.
The traditional elite institutions identi{ied by Graham and Diamond have always scoredhigh in peer ratings no matter
how these ratings are constructed or aggregated. For example, 14 of these 16 institutions appeared among the top 15 universities in Cattell's (1906, 739) first such
ranking based on peer ratings of individual scientists. Moreover, when Webster
and Skinner (1996, 26-27) ranked 104
universities with 15 or more programs
evaluated by the 1993 NRC study according to the mean peer rating of the scholarly quality of all their programs, the traditional 16 were all among the top 23
institutions. As a further test of the relative stability of the academic stratilication
system, the NRC database was used to
rank universities by aggregating the 1993
scholarly quality peer ratings of all their
evaluated programs into one total score,
and 14 of the traditional elite universities
came in the top 19 out of 274 institutions.

Only Cal Tech and MIT were not in the
top 19 due to their narrower subject {bcus
and the resulting smaller number of rated
programs.
The stabilitv of the overall institutional ratings is a function ofthe underlying stability of the program ratings. This
question was analyzed in the recent NRC
evaluation of U.S. research-doctorate
Maher, and
programs (Goldbergea
Flattau 1995,42-43). In this study the
relative ranking ofprograms rated in both
1981 and 1993 were compared. These
programs were distributed over quality
quarters ranked in descending order by
the mean peer rating of the scholarly
quality of the faculty. It was {bund that
those programs in the top quarter in 1981
tended to remain there in 1993 (399 of
468) and those in the bottom quarter in
1981 also tended to stay there in 1993
(363 of 487). The top was most stable in
the social sciences(897oofthe 1981 top
quarter programs remained there in
1993) and lowest in the arts and humanities (807o of the l98I top quarter programs stayed there in 1993). Programs
rated for the {irst time in 1993 generally
I'ell into the bottom hall'of the quality
grouPlngs.
Svsrelvr
THESocIALSTRATIFTCATTON
on
CsBrursrnv
A historical analysis done {br this paper
revealed that stability over time is certainly a hallmark of the peer ratings in
chemistry. Of the top 15 programs in the
1924 ratings, 1l-California
at Berkeley,
Cal Tech, Chicago, Columbia, Cornell,
Harvard, MIT, Stanford, UIUC, Wisconsin at Madison, and Yale-remained consistently in the top 15 by peer ratings of
scholarlyqualityin 1964, 1969, I98I, and
1993. Of these ll programs, eight-Chicago, Columbia, Cornell, Haward, MIT,
UIUC, Wisconsin at Madison, and
Yale-were listed among the 9 top U.S.
chemistry departments by Cattell (1910,
685) in the first ranking of such departments. Moreover, the 4 chemistry programs in the top 15 of 1924 not remaining
there still ranked in the top 35 ofthe 168
chemistry programs rated in lgg3.
However, the stabilityof the chemistry
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peer ratings is not limited to the top but
manif'ests itself throughout the entire
ranking. The NRC databasecontains the
p"er ratingr of the scholarly quality of
program f'aculty{rom 1964 through 1993,
althoueh the ones lbr 1964 are not the actual raiings but an ordinal ranking system
constructed {rom the ratings. A correlation matrix was constructed {rom these
{bur ratings, and the correlations ran from
a low of0 78 between 1964 and 1981 to a
hieh of 0.93 between L98l and 1993. In
general, the closer the rating years were
together, the higher the correlation,
showing a slow change over time.
A major advance of the 1993 NRC
evaluation of U.S. research-doctorate
programs over the preceding ones was
that the ISI provided the numbers ofcitations to the publications of the f'aculty of
the rated programs in the sciences,engineering, and social sciences.These citation data are contained in the database
developed by the NRC aspart of the 1993
evaluation.It was decided to use these ISI
data lbr two citation measures of the
chemistry programs: (1) total number oI
citations to fbculty publications in the period 1988-92, and (2) total number ofcitations to f'aculty publications in the period t98I-84. The purpose of these
measureswas threefbld: (l) to verify the
relationship of citations to the peer ratings of{hculty scholarly quality, (2) to test
the .stability of citation patterns to academic departments over time, and (3) to
quantify the dominance of the elite departments over the others.
Correlation analysiswa^sutilized to veri{V the relationshirr of total citations to
peer ratings and tdtest fbr the stability of
citation patterns over time. With respect
to the {irst relationship, it was once again
revealed that peer ratings and total citations are virtually equivalent measures of
scienti{ic value, because the correlation
between the 1993 peer ratings of the
scholarly quality of the chemistryprogram
f'aculty and the number of citations to their
publications in 1988-92 was 0.91. Concerning the second relationship, it was
found that citation patterrrs resemble peer
ratings in that they also are highly stable
over time. The correlation between the to-

tal citations to chemistry program {'aculty
publications in 1981-84 and 1988-92 was
0.93. As a further sign of the stabihty of
both peer ratings and citation patterns the
correlation between the 1993 peer ratings
of the scholarly quality of chemistry program laculty and total citations to their
publications in 1981-84 was 0.89.
The dominance of the elite chemistry
research-doctorate programs over the
others is evident in the fhct that the top 42
ot' 168 programs (25Vo) accotnted- fbr
63.6 7oofthe total citations to the oublications of the rated program f'aiulty in
1988-92, leaving the other 126 programs
(75Vo)to share the remaining 36.4Voot
the citations. This dominance becc,mes
more striking when one realizes there was
a zero classof 35 chemistryprograms that
awarded doctorates in 1986-92 but were
not evaluated by the 1993 NRC study
(Goldberger, Maher, and Flattau 1995,
20). These 35 programs accounted for
17.2Voof the chemistry programs awarding doctorates in chemistry in 1986-92
but only lor 3.0Vo of the doctorates in
chemistry given during this period.
As part ofthe correlation analysis,tests
were made to estimatethe probabilitydistributions underlying the data in order to
make the proper mathematical trans{brmations. For both sets of citation data. the
variance was considerably greater than
the mean, which indicated the NBD with
its probabilistic mechanisms of qualitative
inhomogeneity and cumulative advantaqe. However, the variance was substanti;lly less than the mean in all {bur sets of
peer ratings, and this suggestedthe positive binomial, which in large samples such
as these approximates the normal distribution (Snedecor and Cochran 1989,
117-fg). The positive binomial models a
unifbrm distribution, and in its presence
one estimates the orobabiliwof successbv
dividlng the mean of the tiistribution by
the maximum count possible in any given
sample (Grieg-Smith 1983, 57-58; Elliot
1977.77).
Excluding the special caseofthe 1964
peer ratings, whose actual scores are not
in the NRC database,the maximum count
or score a chemistryprogram could have
was 5, and the means of the peer ratings
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were 2.69 for 1969, yielding 0.54 probability of success,and 2.60 {br both 1981
and 1993, giving a 0.52 probability of success.A 50/50 chance of successdoes not
jibe with the fact that the same 1l chemistry programs appeared in the top 15 programs by peer ratings in all the years even
in the I'ace of an ever increasing number
of programs beingrated-99 in 1969, 134
in 1981, and 168 in 1993. It suggeststhat
the peer rating method designed in 1964
is seriously flawed.
The main problem with the peer rating
methodology designed in 1964 is that it is
only a grading of the scholarly quality of a
program by persons purporting to be familiar with its faculty. Those not familiar
with the program f'aculty are allowed to exclude themselves {rom the gradingprocess
by marking "Insuflicient inlbrmation." As
such, it is not a measure of the impact or
the in{luence of the {'aculty.The designers
of the I98I and 1993 surveys of research-doctorate programs were aware of
this problem, and they created measures
to capture the latter eff'ect. In I98I, a Iamiliarity index was created in which raters
were asked to describe their knowledge of
the program in the following termslhat
were given the accompanying numerical
weights: Considerable {'amiliarity-2; Some
familiarity-l; Little or no f'amiliari0-{.
The lamiliarity index was constructed by
tahng the mean of the numerical weights
ofthe responses.In 1993, a visibility index
was constructed by calculating the percentage of the raters who did not mark
their questionnaires "Insuflicient infbrmation" or "Little or no {'amiliarity."
It was decided to use the NRC database to build the familiarity index into the
1981 chemistry peer ratings and the visibility index into the 1993 chemistry ratings. For 1981, the method was simply to
multiply the peer rating score ol scholarly
quality by the {amiliarity index, and {br
1993 the visibility index was first divided
by 10, the reciprocal ofthis quotient was
taken by dividing it into 1, and then the resulting reciprocal was divided into the
peer rating of'scholarly quality. These
multiplicative methods were deliberately
chosen, because science, like many other
blological and social processes,is a multi-
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plicative process with data {iequently relogarithmic
transformations
to
quiring
conform to the additive and linear requirements of standard parametric statisnature of science
tics. The multiplicative
was succinctly summarized by Zuckerman
(1977, 60) in her book on Nobelists in a
passage illustrative of the stochastic processes involved in the NBD:
Advantage can accumulate in two ways: by
addition or by multiplication. In the additive model, people who begin tleir careers
with certain ascribed advantages continue
to bene{it, to receive resources and rewards
'functionally
irreleon grounds that are
vant'-that is, irrespective ol'their occupational role perlbrmance. In the second
model, people judged on lunctionally relevant criteria as the most likely to make e{'{'ective use of resources are also tlre most
likely to receive them. Recipients are advantaged in the sense ofbeing more able to
begin with, of getting more of what is
needed to perform their roles, and ofconsequently achieving more. The resulting gap
in attainment between the advantaged and
the others is l'ar greater than under the conditions of the additive model, in which the
ability to use resources fbr {urther achievements is randomly distributed among recipients and nonrecipients
When the f'amiliarity

index was struc-

tured into the 1981 chemistry peer ratings ol'scholarly quality and the visibility
index was built into the 1993 ratings, the
peer rating distributions resembled the
total citation distributions as the variances became greater than the means.
This suggested the operation ofthe qualitative inhomogeneity and cumulative advantage of the negative binomial. However, despite the diflerences in the
underlying probabilistic mechanisms, the
correlation of the traditional 1981 peer
rating measure with the one augmented
by the lamiliarity index was 0.99, while
that of the traditional 1993 peer rating
with the one augmented by the visibility
indexwas 0.94, showing that the peer rating methodology establishedin 1964 had
captured the overall ranking structure of
the scientilic strati{ication system, if not
its skewness.
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Socrar SrntrtrlcATIoN ANDTHE
ST JoURNALSYSTEM
With the basic features of the social strati{ication system in chemistry sketched out,

it is now possible to use the {in&ngs of the
1993 SRP pilot project (Bensman 1996)
to demonstrate how this social stratilication system integrates with the scientific
journal system in chemistry. Two of the
major {indings of this pilot project were
the {bllowing. First, there was high correlation-0.72-between
the LSU chemistry {'aculty ratings oflournals and the total
ISI citations to these journals. This high
correlation was even more striking given
the fact the LSU chemistry I'aculty was
not a large sample randomly selected but
asmall, local group of 25 professors,and it
strongly suggeststhat the LSU chemistry
faculty were responding to an extremely
powerful variable.
Second, the library market fbr chemistry journals is bifurcated, with costs
concentrating in commercial, largely fbreign journals, and scienti{ic value (as
measured by LSU I'aculty ratings and total ISI citations) concentrating in journals of U.S. associations.The data collected by the NRC show that there was a
high correlation between peer ratings of
the quality of the program f'aculty with
total ISI citations to their publications
and that the citations concentrated on
the publications of faculty mainly at the
traditional elite research institutions. It
seems reasonable to deduce that the
journals of U.S. associations are highly
cited becausethe scienti{ic elite (located
largely at the traditional elite research
institutions) is publishing in them.
Therelbre it appearsthat the LSU chemistry f'aculty-as any other {reely forming
band of primates-was responding to the
imperatives of their social stratification
system in rating journals.
The ST journal system is thus in many
respects an external mani{'estationof the
underlying social stratification system of
science and technology. As such, the ST
journal system displaysmany of the same
characteristics as its underlying social
stratification system. Strong evidence
fbr this was discovered in the tests done
to check the validity and stability of the

faculty scores constructed for journals
from the survey data gathered in the
SRP. Such evidence will be presented
below. For the time being, we will restrict ourselves to analyzing two major
phenomena of the ST journal system: (I)
the stabilityol'citation patterns at the upper end of the distribution, and (2)
"uncitedness," better defined as the zero
citation class.
Similar to the academic social system,
the scholarlyjournal system is remarkably
stable at the top. This is particularly true
o{'the citation patterns. In the initial exploratory studies at ISI leading to the creation of the/CRs, it was lbund that of the
206 SCI journals most highly cited in
1969, 169 or 82.0Voremained in the top
206 most highly cited in 1974 (Carfield
f976, 609). This findingwas corroborated
in a study done at the British Library
Lendins Division (BLLD) (Line 1984).
Here thire was found an 837ooverlap between the 200 SCI journals with the most
citations in 1975 and 1980 aswell as a 787a
overlap between the 200 SSCI journals
with the most citations in 1977 and 1982.
The stability extended {urther down the
ranks, and fbr the top 500 journals there
was an 87Vo overlap between the SCI
journals and an 807ooverlap between the
SSCI journals in the same S-yearcomparison period.
Despite the consistencyin these {indings, Gar{ield (1996) {'eltcompelled to return to this topic in order to dispel the
myth ol'an ever-rising tide of scienti{ic
iournals. Garlield demonstrated the stability of the concentration of citations
over time by pointing out that in both
1989 and 1994 a mere 500 SCI journals
accounted fbr more thanTDVool'all citations. He then utilized data {rom the SCI
/CRs to show that 48 o{ the 50 science
journals most highly cited in 1989 were
still among the 50 most highly cited science journals in 1994. It should be
pointed out that the above studies were
done on a global basis without breaking
down the iournals into subiect sets,
thereby indi-cating not only the itability of
citation patterns within disciplines but
also among disciplines. This corroborates
the finding of Metz and Litchfield (1988)
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with respect to the stability of the su\ect
patterns in library use at VPI.
In comparison with the stability of the
top of the journal citation distributions,
the zero citation class-or "uncitedness," asit is known in the literature-is a
much more complexphenomenon.Similar to the zero class in librarv use or anv
other distribution, it is extr'emely difficult to determine the extent of
uncitedness,becausein essenceone is
measuring a phenomenon that is not
manif'esting itself and consequently one
does not know what truly belongs in this
class or what might be there I'or other
reasons.Price (1986, 107) made one of
the {irst attempts to assessthis phenomenon, estimatingthatlD%o of all published
papers would never be cited. Stern
(1990,193-94) reviewed 8 studies of
uncitedness published fiom 1974 to
1983, and the uncitedness rate {bund by
these studies ranged h<:m 0.45Vo in
chemistry to 49.9Voin pharmaceutical
literature-the latter being so high that
Stern considered it an outlier.
Uncitedness attracted oublic attentit-rn when the journal Sciince reportetl
the resultsofan ISI study indicating that
55Vo of the scholarly papers pubilshed
between 1981 and 1985 had receivedno
citations in the five years alter they were
rrublished(Hamilton I990). The c.ontroversy that swirled around the reporting
of this "I'act" reveals the importance oI'
proper set de{inition in library and in{brmation science. In a fbllow-up study
tlone at ISI and again reported.iiscienc'e
(Hamilton 199I), the rate ol'uncitedness
was lbund to be 47.47o in the hard sciences including engineering and medicine,74.7Vo in the social sciences,and a
stunning 987oin the arts and humanities.
However, it turned out that included
in these studies were such "papers" as
meeting abstracts, editorials, obituaries,
Ietters, etc., and, when these were excluded, the rates ofuncitedness dropped
to 22.4Voin the hard sciences, 48.0% in
the social sciences, and93.l%oin the arts
and humanities-still nothing to stand up
and cheer about. A {urther bieakdown by
nationality in the hard sciences revealei
that U.S. authors had an uncitednessrate
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oI 14.7Vo and that fbreign authors had a
rate of 28.0Vo(Pendlebury 1991).
The zero citation class has not been
studied to any great extent, and much research remains to be done on it. However.
two general I'eatures can be described.
The {irst pertains to set delinition. Not
only does the rate of uncitedness vary
fiom discipline to discipline-as is evident from the findings described
above-but it also varies-within disciplines and between disciplines on the
basis ofwhether the intention ofthe publication is basic research or application.
Narin, Pinski, and Gee (1976) fbund that
in biomedicine basic research iournals
and disciplines have a significantly higher
citation "influence"-i.e., receive more citations than they give-than clinical journals and discirrlines.In the measuresconstructed by Sihwarz ( 1997) on the basis of
ISI data, the uncitedness rate in engineering is I.6 times the average tbr tLe
physical sciences,while the uncitedness
in library science is 1.5 times the average
ol its subject group, the social sciences.
The second general f'eature relates to
the operation of the social stratification
system of scholarship. Garfield (1991)
noted that a paper is'more likely to he
cited if it is published in a highly cited
journal than in lowly cited one, and
Pendlebury (1991) points out that articles published in prestigious journals
such as Scienceare almost never le{t uncited. In his study of the lournal of the
American Chemical Societq, Ghosh
(1974) Ibund that only I ol'222 test papers (0.45Vo) published in 1965 remained uncited in the lbllowing six
years. Ghosh ( 1975) did another stuily of'
uncitedness, this time with Nature, and
his data show that ofthe 75 lead articles
published in 1965, only 3Vo or 4Vo remained uncited through 1970. In their
study of uncitedness in sociology, Bott
and Hargens (199I) {bund that the average citation Ievels ofjournals were highly
correlated with other measures of iournal stature, and their figures showe<ithat
the percentage ofuncited articles rose in
almost inverse lock step with the drop in
the average citation rate.
Revelationsby ISI ofthe extent ofthe
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zero citation class conlirmed the worst
suspicionssome people have about scientists and scientific publishing. These suspicions were once tersely summarized by
Broad and Wade (1982, 22I-22) with respect to what they describe as "the ocean
of unread and unreadable articles of'
which the scientilic literature is so largely
composed":
A problem that aff'ectsresearchin general
is the excessiveprolileration of scientific
papers Too many scientilic articles are
published. Many are simply worthless
Moreover the worthlesspapersclutter up
the communicationssystem of science,
preventing good researchIiom receiving
the attentionit deservesandprotectingbad
researchliom scrutiny.

Having thus set lbrth the theoretical
principleJ underlying the {'unctioning of
the ST serials system, it is now time to
demonstrate how this theory can be put
into practice to evaluate the ST serials
holdings of an actual university.
THEoRYTNTo Pnecrrcr: SETTING uP
THE SERIALSEVIT-UITON
Drscntproru oF THE SERIALS
EvelueroR

The Serials Evaluator is a computer program designedto put the scholarly,scieniilic, orte6hnicalvdue ol'ioumali in relationship to their price, thus taking
advantageofthe skewed distributions ii
these ar6asand maximizingthe amount of
value purchased. The program does this
mainly by set definitions and comparison
of sets. The Evaluator first de{ines serials
In the first Science article reporting
ISI'.sfindings on uncitedness,re{'erences by subject; this step is considered so basic
were made to the need to pad resumes, that the Evaluator was intentionally
structured so as to make it impossible to
the struggle fbr grants and promotions,
etc., and MIT biolory professor Richard proceed lurther until this task has been
perfbrmed. Not only is set definition by
Young was quoted as doubting whether
iubiect important in the statistical sense,
the scienti{ic enterprise would suf{'er if
the bottom 80Vo of the literature would
lust vanish (Hamilton 1990). More ominouslv. in a Neussoeeft article subtitled
"Does the Country Really Need All those
Scientists?" Begley (1991) made re{'erence to the ISI lindings and questioned setsthe Evaluator then ranks serials in descending order by both price and value.
the need {br constantly increasing the
Value can be measured in three
f'ederal science budget. In the same artiways-expert ratings, total ISI citations,
cle the declaration that "scientists . . . with
and librarv use-and each of these meththeir belief in their God-given right to tax'wel{'are
ods has its strengths and weaknesses,
payer dollars are little more than
which will be discussed below. With the
queens in white coats"'was attributed to
the materials scientist Rustum Roy, prosubject sets delined and the serials meaI'essorat Penn State.
sured in terms of cost and value, the EvalHowever, Seglen (1992) was perhaps uator can then be used to de{ine subsets
correct when he ascribed the skewed that contain the maximum amounts of
pattern of citations to the operation of a cost and value. The user is given the capability to set the amounts of cost and value
basic probability distribution. He theowithin the subsets. Having perfbrmed
rized that the skewness implies that
these functions, the Evaluator can then
there will alwaysbe a large lraction of unmerqe the cost and value subsets and
cited articles that will be impossible to
prini out a list ol'serials high in cost but
eliminate {br statistical reasons.The zero
iow in value lbr either ca-ncellationor
class is probably a necessarypart of the
nonpurchase. The Evaluator was used to
cost ofdoing science and technology; the
only question may well be how best to
process data gathered by the SRP,and the
handle this class from the economic procedures and results are discussed in
the fbllowing sections.
point oI'view.
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Srr DrprNttroN, AcADEMTcUNrrs,
AND THE LC ClessrrrcerroN

unit is the Departmentof Geography&
Anthropolory.Not only doesthii uiit'en-

Scrtnour-ns

compass two academic
thropolog;r and
geograinto the mapping
phy itself is seg
sciences (cartography and remote sensing), human geography, andphysical geography (climatolog;r, geomorphology, and
coastal, as well as biogeography and environment) with interests ranging from the
social sciencesto the sciences.Another example of a segmented unit is the School of
Human Ecology, which gives courses in
the following areasranging {rom the social
sciences to technolory: apparel, textiles,
and merchandising; family, child, and consumer sciences;aswell as human nutrition
and {bod. The third {'actor that accounted
Ibr the broad subject spread of the serials
selected was the operation of Bradfbrd's
law ofscattering, which states that articles
on a given subject will be fbund in journals
dedicated to other subjects.
There are two basic ways to handle
f'acultysurvev dataon serials such asthose
generated by the SRP.One can deal with
the data academic unit by academic unit.
In this case, one encounters Bradlbrdt
law of scattering and linds a core ofjournals on which everyone is agreed together
with a long tail of other journals on which
there is little agreement. It is almost impossible to evaluate the importance of the
journals in the long tail. The other way is
to take advantage of Carlield's law ol'concentration. To do this, one de{ines the academic units or their segments as "disciplines" in the sociological,Kuhnian sense
ofgroups ofscholars or scientists studying
given "subjects" de{ined by some classification scheme, such asthe LC schedules.
In this case,one should find cores ofiournals on which the various disciplines
agree, letting the various disciplinary tails
interlock with each other over these
cores.Such a method not onlyhandles the
disciplinary tails but improves the evaluation ofthejournals in the various subject
cores by measuring their importance to
other disciplines. Due to these advantages, it was decided to opt fbr the latter
system,using the LC schedulesto deline
the subiect cores.
The' LC classification system su{I'ers

The 392 LSU faculty members responding to the SRP named 3,231 serial titles as
useful to their research and teaching. Although these faculty members werCconcentrated in science and technology, their
selections ranged over all 21 mairrsubject
groups ofthe LC class schedules{iom A
(General Works) to Z (Bibliography; Library Science).However, ofthese 21 subject groups, 6 (28.6Vo)contained 2,906
(89.9Eo)of the titles selected by the {aculty. These subject groups were as fbllows: Q (Science)-t,i98 titles (46.47a);T
(Technolory)-469 (L4.\Eo)tH (Social Sciences)-316 (9.8Vo);S (Agriculture)-295
-Anthropologr;
(9.17o); G (Geography;
Recreation)-176 (5.5Vo); and R (Medicine)-152 (4.7Vo).
Three basic f'actors account for the
broad subject spread ofthe serialsnamed
bythe LSU {acultyinthe SRP.First, there
is the nature of the LC class schedules.

SHf-400.8 (Aquaculture; Fisheries) in
accordance with their economic, scientific, or technical aspects.
Second,there is the characterofthe ac-

Economics & Agribusiness and the School
of Vocational Education) are actually engaged in the socialsciences,and theii materials are largely classed in HD (Economic History and Conditions) in the
lbrmer caseand L (Education) in the latter
case. Moreover, there is the problem of
what can be termed "segmented" units
(units that encompass dift'erent disciplines). A <luintessentialexampleol'such a
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from all the I'aults listed above for any library classilication system. In addition, it
is a system that wai not intended to be
universalistic but was designed starting
around the turn of the twentieth century
specilically {br the collections at the Library of Congress, and it is somewhat incoherent due to the separate development ofthe various subject schedulesby
difl'erent groups of persons working more
or less independently from each other
(Chan 1990, 5-22). Nevertheless, LC
class numbers are amongthe most readily
available subject codes for thousands of
serials, and it was deemed important to
test the applicability of the LC schedules
to define sets in the statisticalsense.
The {irst step in the process ofde{ining
subject setswas to narrow the {bcus ofthe
analysis to the three major LC classes-Q
(Science), S (Agriculture), and T (Techto the three
nology)-corresponding
main academic units surveyed in the SRP:
College of Basic Sciences,College of Agriculture, and College of Engineering.
These three LC classes accounted not
only {br the bulk ofthe titles selected by
the I'aculty-2,262 of 3,231 (70.0vo)but, more importantly, the vast bulk of the
cost of these serials-$1,356,863 of
Serialsinthe Q class
$1,569,658(86.4Vo).
alone accounted {br $f ,055,486 (67.2Vo)
of the costs.The other three of the six major LC classescontaining the bulk ofthe
titles named by the faculty-G (Geography; Anthropology; Recreation), H (Social Sciences), and R (Medicine)-were
not analyzed, because it was thought that
the serialsin these classeshad to await the
results of the Ibrthcoming surveyof LSU'.s
social science units to be properly evaluated. With the :uralysis thus fbcused, the
serials were identified that were on current subscription at LSU Libraries in LC
classesQ, S, and T but not named by the
f'aculty surveyed during the SRP. This
zero class consisted of 207 titles costing
$70,917.
The method used to de{ine subject
sets {br the Evaluator was the one pioneered by McGrath and Durand (1969) at
the University o{ southwestern Louisiana, i.e., classifing the academic units
surveyed by the initial phase of the SRP

with the LC schedules Q, S, and T. For
this pulpose, the Louisiana State Unioersity General Catalog fbr 1995-96 was
used, and LC class groups were assigned
to the various academic units based on the

A detailed description ofthe process
ofassigning LC classgroups to the various
academic units will not be given, fbr the

for them.
First, there was the problem of segmented units such as the School of For-

lif'e, and fisheries were treated separately;
the three curricula of the School of Human Ecology concerning apparel, f'amily,
and human nutrition were handled in&vidually; climatology was broken out of
the Department of Geography & Anthropolog;r; physics and astronomy were
isolated Irom each other: and a dill'erentiation was made between computer engineering and electrical engineering.
Sec'6nd,there was the problem of the
low response rate to the SRP survey on
the part of I'aculty in certain units such as
the Departmenis of Horticulture and
Computer Science. Horticulturet LC
class groups were merged into the LC
class {roups that covere-d agronomy, and
the LC class groups on computer engineering and computer science were
combined-a procedure that appeared
justified by the heary overlap in the serials selections by the Departments of
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Computer Scienceand Electrical & Computer Engineering.
Third, {'aculty members selected materials that were classed in those parts of
the LC schedules for subjects not taught
at LSU. This problem mainly concerned
12 titles in class group TN (Mining Engineering; Metallurry), and, due to their
high average cost, it was decided to subject these 12 titles to analysisby allocating
them to other curriculum cores on the basis of the departmental origins of the majority of the faculty selecting them.
Fourth, there was the problem of
those parts ofschedules Q, S, and T, that
related to units not surveyed during the
SRP, such as those on agricultural economics, vocational educa:tion,and landscane architecfure. It was decided to excluie these parts {iom analysis pending
lurther survey data from the social science units. This rule, though, wasviolated
fbr two such class groups-QA273-280
(Probabilities; Mathematical Statistics)
and T57-57.97 (Applied Mathematics;
were a{'Quantitative Methods)-which
f'ected by the lack of survey data lrom the
Department of Quantitative Business
Analysis in the College of Business Administration. Due to their importance, it
was decided to include these groups in
the analysis to obtain a preliminary evaluation oltthe serials cont^ain"d in th"m.
Fi1th, there was the problem of small
LC class groups {brming curriculum
cores such as those fbr nuclear science,
dairy science,and poultry science.There
were not enough serials in these cores lbr
statistical analysis, and the problem was
handled by collapsingthese small curriculum cores into larger ones with nuclear
science being merged into physics and
dairy science and poultry science going
into animal science
Sixth, there was the problem that the
LC classilication system makes a clear
distinction between science and applied
technology with science materials being
classedin Q and applied technologybeing
classedin S and T. As the example of fishery materials above illustrates, this distinction causesmaterialson the samesubject to be classedin dill'erent areas, but,
because this distinction conformed to the
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distinction between the academic units
surveyed, it was decided to maintain it by
allocating the Q classesto the College of'
Basic Sciencecurriculum cores,the S materials to the College ofAgriculture curriculum cores, and the T materials to the
College of Engineering curriculum cores.
This rule was broken only with respect to
entomolory, where the Q and S groups
were combined into one curriculum core.
Finally, certain sections of LC schedules Q, S, and T pertain to many diff'erent
academic units and cannot be allocated to
anyparticular one. This happens not only
at the beginning of these schedules,
which are dedicated to the general aspects ol'their respectivesublects,but also
in biology. In the latter case,the main LC
classgroup QH covers the general aspects
of biologlr, belbre the classi{ication system splits along the lines of botany (QK)
and zoologlr(QL, QM, and QP), whereas
the LSU orqanizational structure maintained a stri;t division along the botany
and zoologylines. As a result of this, it was
deemed necessary to create general curriculum cores not specifically related to
any LSU academic unit not only fbr science, agriculture, and technology, but
also fbr biology.
The final product of the above eflbrt
was the creation from LC schedulesQ, S,
and T of 33 curriculum cores related to
the LSU academic units (see table 2).
Throughout the process of assigning
serials to the various curriculum cores,
cases of apparently misclassified titles
were observed, but, except lbr a {'ewegregious examples,the temptation to reclassify them was resisted,becausepart ofthe
purpose of the project was to veri{y
whether the LC classi{ication system
couldbe utilizedto de{ine statisticalsets.
Three curriculum cores-Mechanical
Engineering, Chemistry and Agronomy-were selected to test the eflicacy of
the above method in capturing the subiect interests ofthe {bculty in the various
academic units surveyed in the SRP.
These cores were deliberately selected a^s
representative of the three'major academic units covered by the survey-the
Colleges of Basic Sciences,Agriculture,
and Engineering. The cores were created
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TABLE 2
RnurtoNsltrp oFTHE33 Cunnrcur,uMCoRESDnRrvnopnolr
LC Cr-LssScHnpulns Q, S, ,rNoT ro run Maru LSU ACADEMTC
UNrrsrN SCTENCE
ANDTECHNoLocy
LSU Academic Unil

General Curriculum Cores
Related to 2 or More Units

LC-Derived Curriculum Cores

General Science
Biology
General Agriculture
General Ter.hnologyand Engineering

College of Agriculture

Agronomy
Animal Science
Entomology
Experimental Statistics
Fisheries
Food Science
Forestry
Human Nutrition & Food
Plant Pathology & Crop Physiology
wildlife

Colleqe ofArts & Sciences

Climatolory
Mathematics

College of Basic Sciences

Astronomy
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Computer Science
Geolory & Geophysics
Microbiology
Physics
Plant Biology
Zoologr & Physiology

College of Engineering

Biological & Agricultural Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Industrial and ManuI'acturing Systems
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Petroleum Engineering

Oflice of Research and Economic
Development

Environmental Studies
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by merging LC class groups in the lbllowing manner: Chemistry-QD 1-412.5 and
QD450-999; Agronomy-Ss8g.7-599.9,
s602.5-604.37, S631-667, S950-954,
and 581-467.8; and Mechanical EngiTII501-1570, and
neering-TJ1-r475,
TLl-4050. In qeneral,the tests can be reand the results not
earded as a su--ccess,
only demonstratedthe truth of Bradford's
law of scattering but replicated the findings of Narin, Pinski, and Gee (f 976) with
biomedical citations as well as of Metz
(1983, 32-4I, 85-87) in VPI library use
that while technology is dependent upon
the literature ofscience, the relationship
is not reciprocated.
The results of the tests are shown in
table 3. Of the 191 serials named by the
Department of Chemistry 99 or 5I.8Vo
were classedin the Chemistry core, with
the next highest number being the 22 or
11.57olocated in the Physicscore. Only 5
(2 6vo) oI the Department of Chemistryt
selections were classed in the Chemical
Engineering core. In contrast, ofthe 183
serials named by the Department of
Agronomy, 38 or 20.8Vowere classed in
the Agronomy core and 33 or 18.07owere
in the Plant Biology core. All told, 49 or
26.87o ol the Department of Agronomy'.s
selectionswere in the College of Agriculture cores, but 58 or 31.77owere in the
College of Basic Sciencescores. A similar
ohenomenon was observed in the seleclions of the Department of Mechanical
Engineering. Of the 108 serialsnamed by
this department, 32 or 29.6Vo were
classed in the Mechanical Engineering
core with the next highest number being
the 17 titles or 15 l%o{bund in the Physics
core. However, unlike the Department o{
Agronomy, the Department of Mechanical Engineering concentrated its selections more in the cores of its own college
with 48 or 44.4Voof its choices in these
cores asagainst23 or 21.37ainthose ofthe
College oT Basic Sciences.
CorusrnucrroN ANDVALTDATTON
oF ST
VALUEMEASURES
Tvpua,noNarunr or ST Var,ur Mrasunrs
The SerialsEvaluator was designedto utilize three ditlerent measuresJ'scholarly
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and STvalue: expeft ratings, ISI citations,
and library use. Each of these measures
has its strenqths and weaknesses,and total reliance should not be put on any one
of them. Of these measures,the one under investigation, expert ratings, is politi-

PassaSe:
In anycollegeor university. . . there will inevitablybe a clashof interestsbetweenthe
academiclibrarianswho must canceljournal subscriptionsto staywithin budget and
tlle scholarswho rely on thesejournals {br
their livelihood.Thus,when initiatingjourthe library has a strong
nals cancellaUons,
interestin soliciting{acultyinput and support earlyandin followingthis with positive
stepsto maintainIiequent communication
throughoutthe process.
Theoretically, Iaculty ratings should
be a good measure ofvalue. It is a global
one. because the f'aculw should be able to
take into account all aspects ofa given sevalue in research, instruction,
rial-its
assignand {br general inlbrmation-in
ing it a rating. However, in practice it ha^s
been fbund that the faculty tend to emphasizethe researchaspectofserials, and
iibrarians have been tbrced to take measures to protect general periodicals and
those more suitable for use by undergraduate students (loswick and Stierman
1995; Sapp and iVatson 1989, 287). The
problem of underemphasizing general
and undergraduate periodicals was not
encountered in the SRP due to the nature
of the LC class groups under analysis.
Nevertheless, major {laws requiring corrective action were discovered in I'aculty
ratings even from the research point of
view. and thev will be discussed below.
An intereiting f'eature of f'aculty ratings is that there appearsto be a high degree of consensus among f'aculty members in the same discipline but at
di{I'erent universities and colleges about
the relative imnortance of individual serials. This was fbund by Goehner (1984a;
1984b) in a survey of 178 f'aculty mem-
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TABLE 3
oF AGRoNoMY,CHEMISTRY,
JOURNALSELECTIoNSoF THE DEPARTMENTS
AND MECHANICALENGTNEERINcBy Cunnrcur-uu Conns DrnrvED FRoM
rHn LrsRany oF CoNcnESSCless Scnnpulns Q, S, and T
Agronomy
Cuniculum

General

No
Titles

Cores

7o
'I'itles

Mechmical
Enp;ineering

Chemistry
No
Titles

7o
Titles

2.7

4

2.r

8

4.2

1

0.5

No
Titles

o/o
Titles

cores related to two or more curricula

General Science
Biology

18

9.8

General Agriculture

T7

93

z

1.1

38

20.8

Animal Science

I

06

Entomlogy

I

0.6

Fisheries

I

06

Human Nutrition & Food

I

06

Plant Pathology & Crop
Physiology

5

2.7

Vocational Education

I

0.6

wildlif'e

1

0.6

I

0.6

General Technology &
Engineering

I

0.9

18

16.7

o

b.b

College of Agriculture
Agronomy

College ofArts
Climatology

& Sciences

Malhematics

(Continued on next page)

bers at 26 di{I'erent institutions in 6
disciplines. Such a {inding should not be
surprising, because {'aculty members
function within the social structure of
their disciplines, and this is one of the
main reasonswhy the LSU chemistry I'aculty gave such high ratings to the journals
of the American Chemical Society. In a
survey conducted at Calilbrnia State University at Dominguez Hills, Broude
(1978, 163) Ibund that the public administration faculty there also highly valued
associationjournals and suggested none
of these fbr cancellation.
In contrast to expert ratings, ISI citations have a more restricted appliCabiliry
because in efl'ect they primarily measure

the importance of a journal lbr research
but not {br instruction or general in{brmation. Moreover. even in terms of research, ISI citations cannot be utilized as
a mea^sureof value in certain cases.For
example, citations have not been lbund to
be applicable in the humanities. Despite
plans to the contrary, ISI has not developed a/CR fbr the Arts and Humanities
Citation Indpx (Garlield 1980, 55), and
citation-based measures were not employed in either the 1981 or the 1993 assessments o{' U.S. research-doctorate
programs in the humanities, while they
were ultimately used fbr all other lields.
Nevertheless,fbr those disciplines where
citations have become an established
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TABLE 3 (cont.)
JounNer- SrlecroNs

oF THE DnpenrvnNrs oF AcRoNoMy, CHEMrsrRy,
AND MEcHANIcALENGINEERING
Agronomy

Curriculum Cores

No
Titles

Chemistry

7o
Titles

No
Titles

7o
Titles

Mecmical
Engineering
No
Titles

o/o
Titles

College of Basic Sciences
Biochemistry

4

22

3l

t6.2

Chemistry

I

4.4

99

51.8

I

0.5

Computer Science
Geology & Geophysics

O

J.J

Microbiology

J

Z.l

Physics

33

18.0

2

L.I

Biological & Agricultural
Engineering

D

Z. I

Chemical Engineering

5275

Civil Engineering

5

Plant Biologr
Zoology & Physiology

22

r1.5

5

2.6

3

2.8

r

0.9

t7

t5.7

2

r.9

3

28

2

1.9

8

7.4

College of Engineering
-

2.6
2.7

Electrical & Computer
Engineering
Industrial & Manu{'acturing
Systems Engineering

-

Mechanical Engineering
OIfice of Research & Economic
Environmental Studies
Cores unrelated to LSU curricula
LC classes Q, S, and T
MiningEngineering&Metallurgr
Outside LC ClassesQ, S, and T
TOTALS

1
Development

l0

5.5

r

0.5

lo

or outside
I
7u
183

06
3.8
100.3

l3b
191

6.8
99.8

4

J'

6c

56

r08

100.2

aone in A (General works), three in G (Geography,
Maps, Anthropology, Recreation), rwo in H (Social Sciences),
and one in R (Medicine)
b Al1 thirteen in R (Medicine).
c All six in R (Medicine).

practice, citations are an excellent measure of research quality as well as of the
importance of serials in the overall social
structure of their respective disciplines.
A complicating {'actor in the utiliza-

tion o{CR citation data is the distinction
between total citations and imDact f'actor.
Total citations can be roughly'defined as
the total number of citations received in
a given year by a journal, including its
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The {inal measure of value used by the
entire historical back{ile. On the other
hand, impact {'actorwas developed at ISI
Serials Evaluator is library use. In theory,
in 1973 to create a normalized measureof
library use should be the'best -"arur" ol'
value by controlling the citation fieall, becauseit is the {inal expressionofthe
operation of all the causal variables. Howquency of a serial fbr age and size {br the
ever. librarv use su{I'ers {rom two maior
purpose of comparing small journals to
large journals as well as to compare.jour- handicaps.hirst, use data are notoriously
nals within small or larqe research disci- di{Iicult to collect, especially {br use that
takes place within the library and cannot
plines (Gar{ield 1997). This is done by
hmiting the backlile of a serial to the two
be captured by any of the monitoring sysyears preceding the processing year of
tems. Second,there maybe agreat deal of
the/CR and then dividing the ref'erences random error in library use, particularly
at institutions such as LSU with large ungiven during the processing year to this
two-vear backfile bv the number of
dergraduate populations. This is evident
source items in this backfile. This creates in the inability o{'Ravichandra Rao to fit
an average citation rate per citable unit.
the NBD to undergraduate use data as
In the analysis of the survey data gath- well as in the {inding by Metz (1983, 81)
ered by the 1993 pilot project with the
that knowledge of an undergraduate's maLSU Department of Chemistry (Bensman jor was signi{icantly less predictive of the
1996), a good correlation-0.72-was
library materiaLs the undergraduate
lbund between f'aculty ratings of serials would borrow than knowing the departand their total citation rates. However, the
mental affiliation of a faculty or graduate
correlation between laculty ratings and
student borrower.
impact f'actor was only 0.27, and two basic
reasonswere fbund fbr this: (1) impact {'ac- CoNsrnucrrnctgn Flcur-rv Sc<xs MEASURE
tor is distorted by the higher averige citaAND DEFINING SENIALSUNIVERSES
tion rates ofreview articles, and (2) faculty
Quanti{ying the SRP survey data into a
ratings are heavily inlluenced by size-one
measure of ST value named "faculty
of the very things fbr which impact {'actor score" involved two basic steps. First, the
controls The utility of impact {'actor was I'aculty were instructed to t"nlk itr order of
lurther diminished by the Iinding that size importance up to 45 serials. These rank
is one of the maior elements that deter- order listswere divided into quintiles with
mines the price oiserials, and therelore dieach quintile being assignedpoints lrom 5
rect comparisons between impact f'actor to 1 in accordancewith the descending orand orice cannot be made. Further considder of the quintiles. If a f'aculty member
eration also led to the conclusion that imlisted more than 45 serials, the serials over
pact lbctor cannot be utilized in precise 45were included but assigneda score of
comparisons with library use because logizero. On the other hand, if a {aculty memcally the latter also has to be inlluenced by
ber listed only a small number of joursize. However, as will be shown below, nals-say 15 or less-all the journals were
once one is aware ofthe basic characteris- given the highest scores possible. Second,
tics of impact {'actor, one is able to design if laculty members designated a serial
statistical techniques capable of properly
with an S (Subscription) as beinq necesusing it as a measurement of utility and
sary on campus, the-serial was givJn an exvalue. Such techniques are oI great practitra 5 points. If a serial wa^sdesignated DD
(Document Delivery), it was given no excal benefit, becausether/CRs rankjournals
within subject sets by impact l'actor only. tra points. Thus the highest number of
Such a method of presentation is neces- points a f'aculty member could give a serial
sary, because impact l'actor is greatly al- was 10 lbr both being in the top quintile
fected by the average number ol' ref'er- and necessary on campus. Dividing a seences in the citing papers and the average rialt total f'aculty score by 10 made it posage of the papers being ref'erenced-varisible to determine an equivalent number
ables that &{I'er considerably from disciof pro{'essorswho assigned that serial top
pline to discipline (Garlield 1997)
priority. For example, the highest ranked
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serial was Science with a {'aculty score of
762,,which was equivalent to having 76 2
protessors give it top priority.
With the subiect sets delined as curriculum cores and-the measure of ST value
quanti{ied as laculty score, two databases
were constructed. The first was called the
"desired universe." It consisted ofall those
serials namedbythe f'acultyin the SRP survey and cla^ssed
in one ofthe 33 curriculum
cores derived from LC schedulesQ, S, and
T. Evaluator computer runs were made to
determine the serials that were necessa.rv
to have LSU'.sserialsholdings at7lVo otthL
ST value perceivedby the liculty in the desired universe of each curriculum core.
The level of757o ol perceived ST value was
chosen both because prior work with
in{brmetric distributions had indicated
this as an optimal level and because anecdotal evidence suggestedthat such a level
was politically palatable to the LSU {aculty.
Next, the desired universe of serials was
checked to determine those that were on
subscription at any ofthe libraries on the
LSU campus Furthermore, LSU Libraries'ST serialsholdingsalsowereinvestigated to &scover thosJserials that were
on current subscriptionin LC classesQ, S,
and I but not named by any f'aculty member in the SRP survey. Such serials were
given a f'aculty score ofzero and assignedto
their proper curriculum cores on the basis
o{ their LC call numbers.
From this in{brmation we constructed
a second databasecalled the "workinq universe," which consisted o1'all seria-lson
current subscription at LSU libraries, including the zero cla^ss-i.e , either those
not named at all by the {'aculty or those
hsted by them above the 45-title limit set in
the SRP questionnaire-plus those serials
not on subscription on the LSU campus
but necessaryto bring LSUt serialsholdings up to 757o of the ST value perceived
bv the {hculw in the desired universe of
eich curriculum core. The purpose ofthe
exercise was to determine whether the
working universe still contained enough
resources after the massive cancellations
ol'the 1980sand 1990sto bring LSU'.sserials holdings up to 75Voof the S1 value perceived by the faculty in the desired universe of each curriculum core.
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TtsrrNc FAcuLTy
ScoBEAGAINsT
CITATIoNS
However, be{bre carrying out the exercise. the {bculw scoreswere checked {br
validitv bv two di{I'erent methods. The
first method was to determine the correlation of I'aculty score with total ISI citation rate. This method was not iust a test
ol'how well the opinion ot'the LS U f aculty
corresponded to the research and social
importance of serials in science and technology as a whole. It would also authenticate whether the LC classi{ication system
could be used to construct subject sets,as
poor subject set delinitions could lead to
the inclusion of numerous outliers and
negate any signi{icant results.
The second method was to utilize the
correlation technique to see whether f'aculty score wa^svalid over time. Stabillty
over time was considered essential because if it were nonexistent, the entire
SRP could be considered an exercise in
Iutllity as any steps made to improve LSU
Libraries' serials holdings in the present
would be counterproductive in the {uture. High stabihtyof the STvalue distributions over time was expecteddue to the
operation ol the probability structure underlying the social strati{ication system of
science and technology a-swell of the journal system based upon it.
For validating f'aculty score with the
correlation technique, Chemistry, Agronomy, and Mechanical Engineering were
again selected as the test curriculum
cores. To obtain the serials {br the tests,
we used the f'aculty score lists generated
bvthe Evaluator computer runs onthe desired universe of ierials. These lists
ranked serials in descending order by I'aculty score, and a systematic sample fbr
each test core was taken by selecting every
third serial, starting with the h'igh"it
ranked title. In this way we sought to capture samples representative ofevery stratification level ofthe test curriculum cores.
The serials so chosen were comoared to
those covered in the 1985 and t-gg+ SCI
/CRs. Ifa serial was not covered in both
these rfCRs, it was rejected, and another
one was selected {iom the Evaluator lists
among those near it in f'aculty score.
The 1985/CR was picked becausea
decade was considered a reasonable
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amount of time fbr a test of stability,
both in terms ol'the basic f'airnessof'the
test and ofthe elTort required {br a repetition of a project similar to the SRP. The
1994r/CRwas selected becauseitwas the
latest one available at the time of the
test. Total citation counts were derived
{br the selected serials for each year. The
final sample sizes were the {bllowing:
Chemistry-38; Agronomy-l7; and Mechanical Engineering-I3. Given the
nroblems o{'set delinition. errors inevitable in the collecting of such massive
amounts of data, and the di{I'erent subject emphases at LSU in comparison
with science and technology as a whole,
we decided that positive correlations of
0.50 and above would be considered a
validation of the fbculty score measures.
To prepare {br the correlation tests,
the nature ofthe probability distributions
underlying the data was first investigated.
As was expected, the variances ofall the
distributions were found to be significantly greater than the respective means,
indicating the presence ofthe negative binomial. This called fbr the losarithmic
transfbrmation of the variablesii order to
use the parametric Pearson product-moment correlation. Therefbre, the
natural los or ln trans{brmation of the
data was n*erfbrmed.
With the proper mathematical transfbrmation of the data implemented, plots
and residuals were then examined for in{luential observations and in{luential outliers. Simply defined, an influential observation is one that plays a major role in
determining the size of the correlation coefficient, and it may or may not be an outlier. To obtain the residuals, the correlations were treated as regressions with one
independent variable. Where faculw
,"o16 *ur; involved, it was treated as the
dependent variable, because it was assumed to have the most error, and in the
correlations between total citations, the
1994 citations were made the dependent
variable, because the logic of cumulative
advantage dictated that they should be a
{unction of the 1985 citations. As a general rule, the observations highest in I'aculty score and total citations were the influential ones, although this role was

sometimes played by those at the lowest
end of the distributions. This appears to
indicate that both the nature and stability
ofthe distributions appearto be anchored
at the extremes of the distributions-a
logical consequenceof the double-edged
Matthew Effect.
Two basic types of in{luential outliers
were found. The {irst was the result of
subject {'actors, and there were two of
these, both of which manif'ested higher
citations than warranted bv their facultv
scores.One of these was thb agronomy tftle, Arnerican Potato Joum.al, which suggested that the topic involved was a specialty more important to the {ield as a
whole than to the LSU faculty. The other
subject outlier, Scripta Metallurgica et
Materialia, afTected Mechanical Engineering and represented a problem ofset
de{inition. Byits original call number, this
serial was classed in TN (Mining Engineering; Metallurry), and it was published under the sponsorship of the
American Society of Metals International
andAmerican Institute of Mining, MetalIurgical, and Petroleum Engineers. This
serial was one of the 12 TN titles artificially allocated among the curriculum
cores on the basis ofthe departmental origins of the f'aculty selecting them, and its
appearance in the Mechanical Engineering core thus appears to be a lunction
of Ga#ield's law of concentration. It was
decided to perfbrm the correlations both
with and without these subject outliers in
order to check the effect of subject problems on the correlation coeflicients.
The second type ofinfluential outlier
was the result of time f'actors, and involved the appearance of new journals.
These affected the correlations of the
1985 total citations with the 1994 total citations, and the latter were much higher
than the {brmer due to the buildup of
back{iles in the intervening period. There
were again two of these. The {irst was a
chem istry j ourn al c aIIed Lan gmuir, which
was started by the American Chemical Society in 1985. The second one was a mechanical engineering jorrnal called International Ju.mal of Robotics Research,
which began publication by MIT Press in
1982.Given the connectionsoftheir pub-
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Iishers, the rapid rise ofthese journals in
the citation ranks might perhaps be attributed to their being new extrusions ol'the
ST elite. To handle these time outliers, it
was decided to exclude them from the correlation of Iaculty score with lg85 citations, becauseit seemed illogical to compare their 1995 faculty scoie with their
1985 total citations under such conditions.
However, with respect to the correlation
ofthe 1985 and 1994 total citations, it was
decided to retain them in the first correlations and then remove them in another
correlation test to see how the appearance
of new, elite journals #Tect the distributions of ST value over time.
In general, the correlation tests to vali-

otftlier Langmuir) and 0.56 with 1994 total citations (with Langmuir). Concerning
stability across time, with the inclusion of
Langmair, the correlation of 1985 and
1994 total citations in Chemistry was
0.85, which rose to a rock-solid 0.97 upon
the exclusion of this time outlier. With respect to Agronomy, the correlation of
1995 faculty score with 1985 total citations was 0.61 and with 1994 total citations it was 0.58, including the subject
outlier American Potuto Jonmal.'lhe exclusion of this subiect outlier raised the
correlation ofthe Agronomy faculty score
to 0.71 with the 1985 total citations and to
0.66 with the 1994 total citations. As fbr
stability acrosstime, the correlation of the
1985 and 1994total citations in Agronomy
was a steady 0.85.

correlation o( 1995 f'aculty score was 0.80
with 1985 total citations and 0.71 with
1994 total citations. These correlations
rose respectively to 0.89 and 0.77 upon
the exclusion of this subiect outlie;. A
high stability acrosstime manif'ested itself
in Mechanical Engineering with a corre-
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lation of 0.96 between 1985 and 1994 total citations even with the inclusion of the
time outlier Intem.ational Joumal of Robotics Research. The exclusion of this
time outlier raised this correlation a small
bit to 0.98. What is most interesting is that
the correlations of 1995 faculty scores
were in the same range with 1985 total citations as with 1994 total citations, again
demonstrating the stability of the ST
value distributions across time. All the
above correlations were significant at the
0.05 level.
TEsrrNGFAcuLTyScoREAcArNsrEXTERNAL
LIBRARY
UsE
The second method of validating f'aculty
score was to check its relationship to UnCover use. An analysis of faculty score as
an indicator oflibrary use was considered
essential, because previous researchers
had given mixed reviews to expert ratings
as predictors of library use. For example,
Wenger and Childress (1977)found atthe
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Library that a journal fell
into the low-use c tegory l3.7%o of the
time when recommended by one or more
scientists,but only 5.57oof ihe time when
recommended by two or more scientists.
However, Bustion and Treadwell (f990)
concluded from study done at TexasA&M
that a high ranking of a serial by the {aculty did not prove to be a predictor ofhigh
use. In their opinion, there appeared to
be a very weak relationship between the
value of a periodical perceived by the {'aculty and its subsequent use.
Belbre undertaking the analysis of
{'aculty score as an in&cator of UnCover
use, it is necessaryto clari{ythe true nature
of the interlibrary use of serials. Interlibrary loan use of serials is not the random
use of rare and unimportant titles. On the
contraw. it manifests the same characteristics ol'serials use within a librarv and is
dominated by the same titles. This is evident in the report by Pilling (1986) on a
study of 1983 serials demand at ftve major
document supply centers in Europe and
the U.S.-British Library Document Supply Centre (BLDSC), Centre de Documentation Scientifique et Technique
(CDST), Chemical Abstracts Service
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(CAS), National Library of Medicine
(NLM), and Online Computer Library
which it was {bund
Center (OCLC)-in
that 70Voof requests {br all the organizations were met bybetween L57oanrJ,S2%o
ol
the titles. Moreover, despite the widely dil'f'ering {unctions of the five document supply centers, there was a f'air amount of overlap among their highly requested titles, and
it was possible to construct a model "composite; document supply center where a
mere 5I4 titles would meet 207o of the
composite demand.
The first U S. analysis of the interlibrary loan use of ST journals was done by
Kurth (1962) with respect to the 77,698
requests made to the National Library of
Medicine (NLM) by 1,780 domestic and
fbreign libraries during 1959. Although
the NLM held around 37.000 serials titles, it required only 4,347 titles to {ill
I00Vo oI'the requests, meaning that the
f 959 NLM zero classwas around 887r. Of
the 4,347 titles borrowed in 1959, I6t titles (3.77o)accounted {br 30,203 (38.97o)
of the loans. Among the top 15 titles borrowed {iom the NLM in 1959 were such
present-day stalwarts as Lancet, British
Medical Joum,al, Joum.al of the American
Medical Association (JAMA), Jtru.rnal of
Biological Chemistry, N ea England I ournal of Medicine, Science,andNature.
A similar pattern of interlibrary loan
use mani{'esteditself in a study conducted
during the 1960s at the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) of the American
Chemical Society (ACS) to determine the
availability in the U.S. of primary ST documents in serials and con{'erence proceedings. As reported by Wood (1969),
this study naturally fbcused on chemistry
and chemical engineering literature, but
its results were lbund applicable to other
ST disciplines. Unlike the NLM study,
the CAS study was not an analysis of requests to a single document supply center, but it was based on a sample of 70,686
interlibrary loan requests provided by I9
resource libraries distributed evenly
throughout the U S. These requestsoriginated lrom personsin some 3,363 U.S. organizations.The bulk ol them were made
in 1967, although some related to the latter part of 1966 and first part of 1968.The

requests were {br documents in L2,282
serial and conference proceeding titles,
and, once again,a small percentage ofthe
titles provided a large part of the documents. Thus, 195 (l.6Eo) of the titles accounted for 17,777 (25.IVo) of the requests;850 (6.97o)ofthe titles accounted
of the requests; and
fbr 35,67f {.5,0.5C")
2,662 (2l.7Vo) oI'the titles accounted fbr
53,I02 (75.l%o)of the requests.
lncluded in Wood'.srebort was a ranking ol'the 850 titles acct,unting fo r 50.SVo
olihe requests.It was a multidisciplinary
list, and the top chemistry title ranked
third in number of interlibrary loan requests. This title was the Journal of the
Americun Chemiatl SociafrT-the title
with the greatest faculty score in desired
universe ol' the Chemistry curriculum
core resulting from the LSU SRP survey
in 1995.Ol'the top 15 titles accounting fbr
some507oo{'the faculty scorein this core,
l0 were in existencein 1967 All I0 were
amonq the 850 titles listed by the ACS
study"as highest in interlibrary loan requests.These 10 titles represented 0.087o
of the titles in the ACS study but accounted |or 1,241 (l.8Vo) oI the interlibrary loan requests, a {'avorable ratio of
about 22.5 to l. Four of these 10 titles
were U.S. associationjournals-3 of the
American Chemical Society and 1 of the
American Institute of Physics.Of the 5 titles not in existencein 1967,3 were subsequently established by the American
Chemical Society.
The {indings of these U. S. analysesof
interlibrary loan use were replicated in a
series ofstudies conducted at the British
Library Lending Division (BLLD), the
fbrmer name of the present British
Document
Supply Centre
Library
(BLDSC). Although the BLLD was a
central interlibrary loan library, the use
of its holdings appeared to be typical of
that of any large general academic library and a close relationship was {bund
to exist between use at the BLLD and at
Newcastle University Library. The {irst
BLLD study was done in 1975 and was
based on a sample of 61,333 serials requests constructed by selecting every
sixth request during the {irst three
months of that vear (BLLD/SINFDOK
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1975; Bower 1976; Line andWood 1975).
Of these requests,59,617 were for 14,718
serialstitles held by the BLLD, and a further 1,716 requests were fbr titles not
held there. As usual, demand concentrated on a very few titles, leaving a large
zero class. In the case ofrequests for titles held by the BLLD, 507owere in just
over 1,300 titles in spite ofthe fact that
BLLD was then currently receiving
45,000 titles and held more than 100,000
titles altogether. Only 34Vo of the requested titles accounted fbr 807o of the
demand. This 34Vo comprised a mere
l07o of titles then currentlv received bv
the B LLD and represent ed'only SVoof all
titles held.
An extremely interesting phenomenon was that the degree ofuse concentration di{I'ered in science and technology,
the social sciences, and the humanities,
perhaps reflecting the dill'ering structures ol'these areas in terms of Kuhnian
paradigms.Whereas scienceand technolo8}/ requests were concentrated on a relatively {'ew titles (507oof the requests were
in only 8Voof the requested titles in this
field), social sciencerequestswere rather
more widely spread (50% of them being
in l2Vo ofthe reouested social sciencetitles), and the humanities requests were
even more dispersed over the collection
(507obeingin 2l7o of the requested humanities titles).
However, what puzzled the researchers the most was th-e nature of the highly
requested titles. Nearly all were in science, and "pure" science at that; many
had large circulations; all appeared to be
high-status journals; and most were
widely held by British libraries. Line and
Wood (1975) constructed f;om the survey
data a list o[81 titles that by extrapolation
would have had 300 or more requests annually over the preceding three liears, and
a glance at the top 15 titles on this list
revealswhat looks to be a roundup ofthe
usual suspects. These 15 included not
only the {bur medical titles most highly
requested from the NLM in 1959British Medical Joumal, JAMA, Lancet,
and Neo England Journal of Medicine-brt
also such titles as Analqtical
Biochemistry, Analytical
Chemistry,
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Biochimica et Biophysica Acta,Joumal of
Biological Chemistry, Joumal of Chromntography, Journal of the American
Chemical Society, N ature, Proceedings of
the National Academy of Science, Science, and Scientific American that were
highly ranked by the LSU faculty in the
1995 SRP survey.The most requested social sciencetitle at the BLLD in the 1975
sample was the American Sociological Reoieut, and the most requested humanities
title was Past and Present (Bower 1976,
33-34).
A second study ofinterlibrary loan use
was conducted by the BLLD in 1980. As
described bv Clarke ( 1981).in contrast to
the 1975 survey,the second studywas not
based on a sample of every sixth request
gathered over a three-month period but
on all valid serial requests collected over
l0 consecutive working days in May 1980,
which totaled 66,430 requests fbr 18,975
titles. Results {iom the 1980 survey revealed the same characteristics of interlibrary loan use as had the 1975 study, and
two lists were produced that ranked titles
by order oI the requests {br them in their
respectiveyears.A comparison ofthe two
lists revealed an apparent instability in library use. Thus, there was only a 60Vo
overlap among the top 100 titles requested in 1975 and 1980, and this overlap gradually decreased asone went down
the ranks until only 2,591 titles (527o)
were common to the top 5,000 titles on
both lists. Clarke (I98I, l1I) summed up
the conclusion derived at the BLLD fiom
this overlap analysis thusly: "This inconsistency of rank lists sheds doubt on the
continuing value of core lists of serials,
which might decrease substantially in validity over a relatively short period."
The melancholy conclusion reached at
the BLLD a-sto the validity of core lists of
serials over time drew a hilarious response
{rom Urquhart (f982), who in the role of
Sherlock Holmes, set out to.solve the statistical crimes committed at this institution. In going over the BLLD overlap
analysis,Urquhart {bund a number of major f'aults in method and reasoning: (1)
changes in title status such as births,
deaths, marriages, and divorces were not
taken into account; (2) the 1975 and Ig80
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sample sizes were diff'erent; (3) the sampling periods were difl'erent, raising the
possibility that variation in use levels
might have been greater because ofpeaking of demand over short periods; and (4)
natural variations can be expected from
one survey to the next without any real
chanqe in behavior, and these variations
can be surprisingly pronounced {br individual titles. Even without taking into account possible peaking e{I'ects in short
time periods, Urquhart calculated that the
expected overlap ofthe upper 5,000 titles
in 1975 and 1980use could onlyhave been
64Vo, and he pointed out that this compared f'avorably to the 52Vofigrre reached
by BLLD. Urquhart therelbre rejected
the conclusions reached at the BLLD
regarding the instability oflibrary use.
In 1983, a third study of the interlibrary loan requests was conducted at the
BLLD. As reported by Merry and Palmer
(1984), the methods used in 1983 were
the same as those in the 1980 study, and
the sample consistedol'all serialsrequests
fbr ten working days in May. This time the
number of requests amounted to 66,720,
of which 61,946 were {br 18,465 titles
held bythe BLLD. The results were basically the same,and a relatively small number of serials-2,158-accounted
for
50Vo oI the demand. In <lne interesting
measure, it was determined that the concentration of use had increased over the
years and that the percentage of titles
(current or ceased)satislying I007o ofdemand shrank{ioml1%o oI alltitles heldby
the BLLD in 1975tol4Vo in 1980toll%o
in 1983.
Another overlap analysis-this time
between lists ranked by interlibrary loan
requests in 1980 and l9S3-revealed that
about 607o of the titles were common to
both lists, regardless of whether the top
100 or the top 5,000 were compared. Despite Urquhartt riposte, the apparent instabilitv of interlibrarv loan use indicated
bythese overlap figures continued to concern the BLLD staff, and a similar overlap
analysis was conducted with respect to
rank lists ofjournals constructed from citation data {iom diff'erent years o{ the SCI
and SSCI/CRs. The/CR overlap percentages were much higher than the BLLD

overlap percentages, and the BLLD director, Line (1984), speculated on the
reasons for this, calling {br more research
into this matter.
Here two points should be made.
First, the studies at the BLLD were done
on a global basis, without any breakdown
into subject sets, and a much higher pattern of stability might have been {bund
within the subjects sets once possible
surges among difl'erent subject groups
had been controlled for. Second, even if
library use of ST literature were more unstable than that ofits citation patterns, library use-as the subject interests of the
only
patron population shift-might
move within the overall stable fiamework
of ST literature as this {iamework is deIined by the social strati{ication system of
science and technolory being measured
bv citations.
This review of earlierstudies of interl!
brary loan use-with its similarity to internal library use, its concentration on
well-known titles, its large zero classes,its
apparent stability over time-indicates
that there may be a delinite bottom to ST
serial literature and that this bottom may
not be very deep. This bottom may have
been fbund at both the University of IIlinois at Urbana-Champaign (UtUC)
Chemistrv Librarv and Montana State
University (MSU)'Libraries. Concerning
and
UIUC,
Chrzastowski (i99I)
Chrzastowskiand Olesko (1997) describe
three usage studies undertaken at the
Chemistry Library there in 1988, 1993,
and 1996. During this period, the UIUC
Chemistrv Librarv canceled over I80
chemistry journals-or approximately 25Vo
of its serials holdings. Despite the massive cancellations, the serials holdings of
the UIUC Chemistry Library remained
relatively unscathed. This was established by two studies----one of document
deliveries and the other of interlibrary
loan use.
Chrzastowski and Anthes (1995) conducted the first study. For six and
one-half months {iom October 15, 1993,
to April 30, 1994, the UIUC Chemistry
Library experimented with supplementing its serials collection with document
deliveries fiom the Chemical Abstracts
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Service (CAS). Of the 234 requests for
documents, 176 were {br articles from
136 journals. The majority of the requested titles-I Il (81.67o)-had never
been owned by UIUC, and these titles accounted {br 145 (82.4Eo)ofthe requested
articles. Only 31 (I7.6Eo) of the requests
were {or articles lrom the 25 titles
(l8.4Eo) that had been previously canceled bv the universitv.
Thei'undamental soundnesso{'the se-

owned by the UIUC Chemistry Library
and lrom 64 ol'these serialsonly a singie
article each was requested. Seven titles
were requested 2 times, and I was re-

ample, the top 10 journals accounted fbr
32.9Vool the lusein 1988 and 38.97oof the
use in 1996, a rise of I8.2Vo.Eisht ol the
"tg88
top 10 were the same in both
and
1996. The 2 titles droppins out ol'the top
10 f'ell only two placestb nimbers ll anb
12, and these 2 were replaced by titles
previously in the top I5 (Chrzaitowski
and Olesko 1997).
For their part, MSU Libraries undertook a proiect in the cooperative collection of science serials with {bur other universities in the Pacific Northwest. This
project was described by Price and Carey
(1993), who analyzedsome of its resulti.
Implementing this project, MSU Libraries purchased 86 science serialswith
a_pledgeto make them readily available to
the other universities. Bothiocal and in-
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terlibrary loan use was monitored on 84 of
these titles. Of the 84 titles, 30 (costing a
total of $10,350)had no local use,andjo
the evident sulprise of the researchers
-no interlibrary Ioan use, either. A number of calculations indicated that it would
have been {'ar more cost elfective to have
utilized document delivery through UnCover, and serious doubts were raised
about the wisdom of the cooperative collection of science serials.
Having clarified the general nature of
interlibrary loan use, it is now possible to
examine with greater understanding the
findings on the relationship of LSU facultyscoreto UnCoveruse. The samplefor
this analysis included all documents delivered to LSU Libraries by UnCover between fuly 1, 1994andJune 30, 1996{rom
serialsclassedin LC subject groups Q, S,
and T. From these titles were weeded all
those that were classed in parts of LC
class schedules Q, S, and T that did not
pertain to the curriculum cores under
consideration.The resulting sample comprised 847 serials accounting {br 2,909
document deliveries.
Despite titles on current subscription
at LSU Libraries being blocked lrom the
UnCover system, there was a considerable amount of leakage in the system. Of
the 847 titles {iom which Uncover delivered documents in the two-year period,
135 (f 5.9%)were on current subscription
at LSU Libraries. and these 135 titles accounted for 250 (8.67o)ofthe document
deliveries.These titles were alsoweeded,
leaving a final sample of 2,659 documents
delivered by UnCover lrom 712 titles
classedin LC subject schedulesQ, S, and
T during the study period.
To save labor, it was decided to test
faculty score against UnCover use on a
global basis,i.e.,without breakingthe UnCover titles into subject sets de{ined by
the curriculum cores. This decision dictated statistical techniques not only resistant to outliers but also unaff'ected by the
highly skewed distributions basic to any
set ol'library data. Two such tests-both
nonparametric-were
chosen. The {irst
was the chi-square test ofindependence
(sometimes called the chi-square test of
association or homogeneity), which
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operates on the nominal level (Snedecor
and Cochran 1989. 76-79, 124-29, and
196-212; Hatcher and Stepanski 1994,
155-70; Stokes, Davis, and Koch 1995).
For this test, "classification" variables are
constructed by grouping the data into
broad classes or groups. Then within
these classes "expected" frequencies are
calculated and compared to actual or "observed" frequencies. The null hypothesis
is that there is no association between the
variables, and this is tested by calculating
and summarizing the dill'erences between
the "expected" ind "observed" {requencies in a statistic called chi-square. Ifthe
chi-square is small, the null hypothesis of
no association is accepted; if the
chi-square is large, the null hypothesisof
no association is reiected, and there is a
high probability that the variables are
related. The second statistical method
chosen to analyze the relationship of I'aculty score to UnCover use was Kendall's
tau-b, which operates at the ordinal level
(Gibbons 1993; Schlotzhauer and Littell
1987,37L-76). Kendall's tau-b is similar
to the Soearman rank correlation coeflicient in ih"t it. values range {iom -1 to 1,
with -1 indicating a strong negative association, zero showing no association, and 1
demonstrating a strong positive association between the variables.
For purposesofthe test, UnCover use
was grouped into three ordinally ranked
classes.The lirst class,"lo*," consistedof
the 310 titles (43.570)that had been used
to supply one document each fbr a total of
3IO (LI.7Vo ) of the 2,659 documents requested. The second class, "medium,"
consisted of those 323 titles Q5.4Vo\ that
hadbeen used to supply 2 to 6 documents,
summing up to 977 (36.7Eo)of the documents requested. The third class,"high,"
c.ontainerithe 79 titles (II.Ivo) that lad
been used to supply 7 to 198 documents
each fbr a total of 1,372 (5l.6Vo) ol the
documents requested. Given such a
structure, it was not surprising that the
variance of the UnCover use was fbund to
be significantly greater than the mean, rejecting the null hypothesisofrandomness
and indicatins the efl'ect of the stochastic
pro_cessesof qualitative inhomogeneity
and contagion.

Wtlder
Faculty score was also divided into
three ordinally ranked classes. These
classeswere based upon the rank of their
constituent titles a{ter the latter had been
arranged in descending order by {aculty
score within each of their respective curriculum cores in the desired universe. The
first class, "zero or low," comprised those
titles that either had not been named by

those titles that had an aggregate faculty

gregate {'aculty score of their respective
curriculum cores.
Here something important must be
pointed out. Due to the high positive
ikew and exponential structure of
infbrmetric distributions, the interval distances between elements ordinally
ranked in descending order by any
inlbrmetric measure rapidly decreases as
one goes down the ranks until there is little oi no dill'erence in absolute terms between the elements falling just above or
just below the divide separating the top
75Vo lrom the bottom 25Vo of the aggregated infbrmetric measure. Couched in
6conomic terms and applied to ST serials,
this dictates that the marginal utility of ST
serials-or the utility added by each additional serial-diminishes with brutal rapidity. For example, on the average it took
9.9 titles (I5.6Vo) to account {br the top
50Voolthe aggregate{bculty score in each
ofthe 33 curriculum cores, but it took an
averageofanother 11.9 titles (187o)to increase the aggregate faculty score another 25Voto 75Vo.
From this perspective, it was possible
to make a preliminary assessmentthat
LSU Libraries' ST serials holdings were
not heavily but only moderately damaged
despite a full decade of adding no new
subicriptions and undergoing massive
cancellations.Ofthe 326 titles perceived
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TABLE 4
3x3CorurrNcENcy
TABLEFoRTHERer-arroNsurp
oF FACULTY
Sconnro UNCovnnUse'
UnCover

Losr
I Use per Title
(310Uses;
11 77ool Use)

o

I
q

c!

Zero or I nw
Titles either not
named by faculty or
accounting for
bottom 257o of
l'aculty score in each
curriculum core

27goo

263.0
46.ZVo
90.0Vo

Use

Medium
2-6 Uses per Title
(977 Uses;
3 6 7 V oo I

277
2740
45 9Vo
85 8Vo

High
7-198 Uses per Title

(1,372Uses;
51 67oof Use

TOTALS

48
67.0
8.0vo
60.SVo

604 titles
8 4 8 V oo f
faculty score
tifles

Medirrm
Titles accounting {br
mirJ 257o of faculty
score in each
curriculum core

34.4
3I.7Vo
8 LVo

35.8
44.3Vo
I0.8Vo

19
8.8
24.l%o
24.IVo

79 titles
II.IVo of
faculty score
tiiles

HlgI
Titles accounting for
top 507o of faculty
score in each
crrniculum core

n
t2.6
20 7Vo
| 9Vo

1I
132
37 9Vo
3.4Vo

12
32
4L.4Vo
15 2Vo

29 titles
4 IVo oI
I'aculty score
titles

310 titles
43.5VooI
use titles

323 titles
45 4Voof
use titles

TOTALS

ZJ

JD

79 titles
Il I Voof
use titles

712 titles
l00%oof
titles

"Chi-square = 48 7 Null hypothesis rejected at less thm the 0 0001 level of signilicmce Kendall'.s tau-b =
0 181 Signi{icant at less than the 0 0002 level
'"Cell Numbers
in Descending Order = Obserued Frequency; Expected Frequency; 7o Faculty Score Titles in
Its Row; 7, UnCover Use Titles in Its Column

by the {aculty in the SRP survey as necessary lbr LSU Libraries' serials holdings to
be at50Vo ofthe ST value ofthe desired
universe of all 33 curriculum cores, 53 or
16.3%owere not on current subscription.
The results ofthe analysisofthe relationship of {aculty score to UnCover use
are shown in table 4, which is a 3x3 contingency table constructed from the above
classification variables. This table shows
that {'aculty score is definitely associated
with UnCover use. First, the calculated
chi-srpare of 48.7 was highly signi{icant
(p<0.0001), and, second, the significant
Kendalls tau-b of 0.I8I demonstrates
that this association wa^spositive. An inspection of the expected and observed
Iiequencies in the various cells ofthe table-corroborates this conclusion. Thus,
the observed lrequency ofzero or low f'ac-

ulty score titles is higher than expected in
the low UnCover use class,approximately
the same as expected in the medium UnCover use class, and lower than expected
in the high UnCover use class. In contrast, the observed lrequency of medium
faculty score titles was lower than expected in the low UnCover use class,
about as expected in the medium UnCover use class, and more than twice as
expected in the high UnCover use class.
High faculty score titles manif'ested
the same behavior as medium faculty
score titles, only more so. The obsewed
{iequency of high faculty score titles was
less than half than expected in the low
UnCover use class,about as expected in
the medium UnCover use ciass, and
about 3.8 times higher than expected in
the high UnCover use class. Twelve
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(47.4vo ) of the 29 high f'aculty score titles
were in the high UnCover use class.The
tendency ol'the medium and hlgh {aculty
score titles to cluster near the top of the
UnCover use distribution can be seen in
the {bllowing average uses per title of the
difl'erent faculty score classes: about
three uses per title in zero or low faculty
score class, 5.3 in the medium faculty
score class, and I5.3 in the high f'aculty
score class.
The average use per title in the medium and high faculty score classes was
arti{icially depressed because many of
them (36.7Voin the medium ,55.2Vointhe
high) had bacHiles at LSU Libraries even
though theywere not on current subscription. When those with bacHiles were excluded, the average use per title rose to
6.9 in the medium laculW score classand
to 27.2 in the high. eJfhough the total
number of medium and high {'aculty score
titles was I08 (I5.2Vo) ol'the712 UnCover
titles. thev accounted {br 865 (32.5Vo\oI
the documents supplied in the two-year
period. The 29 high {'aculty score titles
alone accounted for 4.IVo ofthe titles but
I6.7Vo olthe use-more than the 79 medium f'aculty score titles, which accounted I'or Ll.IVo of titles and l5.8%o oI
the use.
ANar-vzrNc
rur FlawsrNFaculrv Sconswrfir
MrasunrsaNoINTERNAL
CrrerroN-Basno
LIBMRY USE

Despite the successof faculty score as a
predictor of library use, there was one
troubling I'eature that emerged {rom the
analysis of its relationship to UnCover
use, i.e., the low overlap between what
was perceived as important by the {'aculty
and what was being heavily borrowed
through UnCover. Thus, among the 79
hish UnCover use titles there were onlv
si (sg.z'/") medium and high faculty
score titles. This indicated that althoueh
faculty score was a highly accurate melsure within the sphere perceived by the
f'aculty, important processes were tahng
place in library use outside the perception
of the fbculty. Suspicions of thi.s nature
were confirmed when an inspection of the
NOTIS circulation records df the titles on
subscription at LSU Libraries but in the

zero faculty score class revealed extremely high use of some of these titles.
Cancellation ofthese titles on the basis of
faculty score alone had the potential ofextreme damage to the ST serials holdings
of LSU Libraries. Moreover, Kleiner and
Hamaker (1997, 367-68) studied UnCover use at LSU {rom November 1995
through May 1996 and revealed another
flaw of faculty ratings: on an individual
basis, the faculty tended to see importance where no importance existed. This
Ilaw manifested itself in the extremely
small overlap between the titles recommended {br subscription by laculty members taken individually and those actually
used one or more times through UnCover.
As a result of these {indings, we decided to create a citation-based mei$ure
both to analyzethe processesoccurring in
library use beyond the perception ofthe
f'aculty and to serve as a corrective in decisions concerning cancellations and new
subscriptions. Construction of total citation measures had proved to be a laborious process in the analysis of the data
from the 1993 pilot project with the LSU
Department of Chemistry and further
researchwas considered necessaryon the
time value of ST in{brmation be{bre a
more efTicient method {br constructing
such a measure could be developed.
Given the purpose of creating a corrective lbr f'aculty score, it was considered essential to develop the citation-based measure within the context of sets defined by
subjects, and impact factor was the only
citation measure in the/CRs that satisfied
this condition.
The citation data collected {br the
study based upon the 1993 SRP pilot project with the LSU Department of Chemistry (Bensman 1996) was again analyzed
to determine whether impact {'actor could
be converted into a measure applicable to
libraryuse. As noted above, the main {'ault
of impact f'actor is that it is corrected fbr
size, whereas library use of a given title
logically has to be heavily all'ected by its
size. The first part of the analysiswas to do
a nonparametric Spearman rank-order
correlation of total citations with impact
I'actor, and predictably this correlation
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to the
turned out to be low-0.38-due
{'act that size was inherent in the lbrmer
and excluded from the latter. However,
inspection of the plot of total citations
against impact I'actor revealed Il outliers
arising lrom the higher average citation
rates of review journals. When these outliers were excluded, the Spearman correlation of impact f'actor with total citations
rose to 0.47, indicating a {airly good relaaverage
tionship of impact fbctor-or
citation rate-to total citation rate under
these conditions.
Inspection of the plot revealed that if
one divided the subject set ranked by imoact I'actor at the median into two classes.
ih" ,rpp"r class would contain not only all
the review journals-<onsidered a plus
{rom the library point of view-but also
the vast majority of the serials highest in
total citations. Such a method appeared
ideal lbr the construction of citation-based, ordinally ranked classi{ication
variables to test against UnCover use with
the chi-square test of independence and
Kendallls tau-b. Accor&ngly, all UnCover
titles were divided into three classification
variables on the fbllowing basis: "not covered," those forwhich Isiprovided no impact {'actor; "low," those below the median
impact {'actor of their respective ISI subject groups; and "high," those above the
median impact f'actor of their respective
ISI subject groups. The 1994 SCf
where necessary by
/CR-supplemented
the 1994 SSCI,[CR-was utilized {br this
purpose both to bring this analysis into
line with the above correlation analysisoI'
{'aculty score with total citations and to test
whether citation-based measurescould be
used to predict f'uture library use because
the UnCover data ran fiom mid-1994 to
mid-1996. Because ISI sometimes lists a
title in several subject groups, a policywas
established to use the imoact {'actor ranking ofthe largest ofthe sublect groups. If
there was any systematic error caused by
this method, it was that titles that would
have been in the high impact category in
applied fields with low citation rates such
as engineering would be {bund in the low
impact lbctor category as a result ofbeing
transferred to pure research fields with
higher citation rates.
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Table 5 was constructed fbr the purpose of analyzing the relationship of imrlact factor to library use. This is another
3x3 contingency table using the impact
I'actor classi{ication variables developed
above together with the same UnCover
use classilication variables that were employed to test {'aculty score. Once again,
lhe null hypothesis of no association between the variables was rejected
(chi-square=32.2,p<0.000I). The signifi cant Kendall's tau-b of 0.153 (p<0.0002)
again showed that this association was
positive.
An examination of the observed {iequencies againstthe expected frequencies
in the dift-erent cells of the tabl-e shows
that whereas high impact {'actor functioned very well as a predictor of library
use, low impact factor performed less
well. As a matter of {bct, the perlbrmance
of the low impact {'actor titles resembles
that ofthe titles not covered by the/CRs.
Thus, the observed {iequencies of both
the tides not covered in/CRs and the low
impact f'actor titles were greater than the
expected frequencies in the low UnCover
usl class, a'bout as expected in the
medium UnCover use class, and lower
than the expected in the high UnCover
use class.In contrast to this, ihe observed
Irequencies of the high impact {'actortitles
were lower than the expected frequencies
in the low UnCover use class, about a^sexpected in the medium UnCover use class,
Lut I.7 times greater than expected in the
high UnCover use class. These diff'erences manif'ested themselves in the average use per title in the di{I'erent impact
{'actor classesand the total UnCover use
Ibr which these classeswere responsible.
Whereas the average uses per title of the
serials not covered by the,[CRs and in the

ered in the,/CRs accounted for 20.l%o of
UnCover use, and the 212 (29.8Vo) low
impact f'actor titles were responsible for
23.5VooI lJnCover use. In both instances
the percentage of total titles was higher
than the percentage of total use. The
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TABLE 5
TABLEFoRTHERrltlousnrp
3x3 CoNrrNcENcY
Iupecr FACToR
To UNCovERUsE'
UnCover

Lo$.
I Use per Title
(310Uses;

Use

Medinm
2-6 Usesper Title
(977Uses;
36 7Voof Use

Not Covered
Titles not
covered in the
l994,lCRs

d
f!

Lord
Titles below
medim impact
factor ofthe largest
1994,/CR subject
group in which
listed
High
Titles above
medim impact
fhctor ol the largest
1994,JCR subject
group in which
listed

TOTALS

or

nigh
7-198 Usesper
Title (1,372Uses;
516c/oof

10
264
4.ZVo
12.7Vo

TOTALS

119"
103.6
50.0Vo
38.4Vo

109
1080
45.8To
33.87o

97
92.3
45.8Vo
3L 3Vo

96
96.2
45 3Vo
29 IVo

9 0Vo
24.l%o

212 titles
29.8Voof
impact fhctor
trtles

94
1 1 4r
35.9Vo
30.3Vo

118
1 1 8I
45 IVo
36.5Vo

50
29.1
19.IVo
63-3To

262 titles
36 8Vo oI
impact
{'actor
titles

310 titles
435Vool
usetitles

323 titles
45 4Vool
usetitles

79 tltles
II IVooI
usetitles

19
z.t J

238 titles
33.4Voof
impact
factor
titles

712titles
I00.0Vool
titles

'Chi-square=322;nullhypothesisrejectedatlessthmthe0000llevelofsignilicance

Kendall'stau-b=0,153;
signilicant at less than the 0 0002 level
*'Cell Numbers in Descending Order = Observed Frequency, Expected Frequency, 7oImpact Factor Titles in
lts Row' 70 UnCover Use Titles in Its Column

opposite was the casewith the high impact
f'actor titles. which had 262 (36.8%) titles
accountinq for 56.4Vo of UnCover use.
Moreover] the high impact I'actor titles
covered the crucia] hiqh UnCover use
class better than both the medium and
high laculty score titles taken together. Of
the 79 titles in the high UnCover use class,
the high impact {'actor titles represented
50 (63.37o),whereasboth the medium and
high {'aculty score titles accounted {br only
3l(39 2Vo).From this analysisit is evident
that the social stratification system of science and technolog/ is operaiive in library
use in a sphere beyond the perception of
the {aculty.
An extremely interesting picture
emergesonce the UnCover use of the 135
titles on current subscription at LSU Libraries is taken into consideration. Of

these titles, 45 (33.3E")were high {'aculty
score titles, and 109 (80.7Co)were high
impact factor titles. With their additio;,
the number of high faculty score titles
rose {iom 29 (4.17o)ofthe sample titles to
74 or 8.7Vo,and the number of hiqh impact factor titles rose {rom 262 or36.8qo
of the sample titles to 371 (43.87o).Combined into one set without any overlap,
the high faculty score and high impact
{'actor titles reDresented 110 (81.57o)of
the 135 titles oi current subscription ihat
af{'ected UnCover use, and they accounted [or 85.6Voof the UnCover use
caused by this set. As sefraratesets, the
high faculty score titleslboth on subscription and not on subscription-accounted lor l8.9%o of overall UnCover
use, and the high impact f'actor titles-both on subscription and not on
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responsible lbr
subscription-were
58.97oof overall UnCover use. This finding brings into sharp {bcus those ofprevious studies of interlibraryloan use, and its
implication is clear: the influence of the
science and technology social strati{ication system is so strong that it dominates
not onlv internal librarvuse but also interlibrary'loan use. Good ST inlbrmation is
indeed a rare commodity.
The linal test of {'aculty score was to investigate the internal use of the titles on
subscription at LSU Libraries but found in
the zero classof this measure. These were
the titles in the working universe of the
curriculum cores either not named by the
faculty during the SRP or hsted beyond
the 45-title limit set in the questionnaire.
They numbered 279 titles costing
$101,997.For this analysis,use datawere
collected {rom the NOTIS circulation records on the volumes of these titles dating
fiom 1988through the end of 1996.These
vears were deliberatelv selected to make
ihe back{ile ofthese seiials roughly equivalent to the back{ile of the serials held by
UnCover, whose holdings dated mainly
{rom 1989lbrward. HowJver. whereastht
UnCover use was over a 2-year period on
roughly a 7.S-year back{ile, NOTIS use
was calculated to be the average over a
7.5-yearperiod on a 7.5-yearbadkfile,becauseuse of unbound issues-and, it must
be added, much in-house use-was not
captured by the NOTIS circulation system. For comparative purposes, a fbrmula
was develooed to standardize NOTIS use
against Unbover use. This formula took
into account not only the diff'erence in
time periods but also possible in-house
use of the titles in the zero class of {'aculty
score. Basically, it worked out to multiplying the recorded NOTIS use by 0.3.
Contrary to expectations, the use of
the titles in the zero class of{bculty score
was fbund to be shockingly high, ranging
up to 128 usesper title lbr a total of 1,967
uses. Only 56 (20.1%;o\
of the 279 faculty
score zero classtitles had zero use However, as usual, use was heavily concentrated on a {'ewtitles. Of the 279 titles. 80
(28.7Co)accounted for 80.27oof the use.
and 96 (34.4Eo) had zero or one use,
amounting to 40 uses(27o)ofthe use. Pre-

dictably the variance of the NOTIS use of
the faculty score zero class titles was
foundto be sreater than the mean, reiecting the null f,ypothesisofrandomnesi and
indicating the presence of the NBD or a
related contagious distribution.
Under these circumstances it was decided to investigate the processes operative in the NOTIS use of the titles in the
zero class of faculty score by testing
NOTIS use against impact f'actor. The
method adopted for this was again the
chi-square test of independence. NOTIS
use was defined in two classification variables:"low" NOTIS use-th e I99 (7L.3Vo)
ofthe {'aculty score zero classtitles that accounted for l9.8Vo of NOTIS use: and
'high"
NOTIS use-the 80 (28.7vo) of the
zero class titles that accounted for 8O.2Vo
of this use. The entry level {br high NoTIS
use was 7 uses, which standardized into
2.I UnCover uses,or roughly the dividing
line between low and medium UnCover
use. Such a divisionwas considered appropriate, because neither NOTIS use nor
the UnCover use of titles not on subscription at LSU Libraries concerned extremely high status titles such asI oumal of
the American Chernical Soci.ety,Nuture,
and Science.
Once NOTIS use variables had been
defined, the 1995 SCl/CR was employed
to construct two impact f'actor classification variables in the manner outlined
above, except that both titles not covered
by the r[CR and low impact I'actor titles
were lumped into one class.The result of
this operation was 204 "low" impact {'actor titles and 75 "high" impact I'actor ones.
Both the NOTIS use and impact fbctor
variables could be ordinally ranked, and
they were cast into a 2x2 contingency table with f'amiliar results. The null hypothesisof no associationbetween the NOTIS
use and impact fbctor variables was resoundingly rejected by the large calculated chi-square of 24.3, a size with less
than a one in 10,000 chance ofoccurring
under conditions of the null hypothesis,
and the Kendall tau-b was a positive 0.295
significant at below the 0.0002 level.
These results were veri{ied by checking the observed frequencies against the
expected {iequencies in the table'.scells.
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For the low impact factor titles, the observed frequency of 162 in the low NOTIS
use class was above the expected fre-

NOTIS use class was 30.87o below their
expected liequency of 53.5, and their observed liequency oi38 in the high NOTIS
use class was 76.7Voabove their expected

necessary to apply correctives to faculty
score in any decisions concerning serials
cancellations and new subscriptions.
An inspection of the f'acultj, score zero
classtitles underlying high NOTIS use revealed that two interrelated causal elements played a large role in the {ailure in
faculty perception. One was the large and
complicated bibliographic structure of
the publications ofthe Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
The numerous and complex titles of the
IEEE publications mad-ethem difticult
both for the faculty to name as well as for
the library staffto identi{y and score.This
difliculty was compounded by the low response rate of the Department of Computer Science (4 of 15 {aculty members,
or 26.7Vo)to the SRP survey. Of the 80 titles accountingforSQ.2Vool NOTIS use,8
titles were classedin the Computer Science curriculum core. and these 8 titles
accounted lbr 312 (l9.8%o)of the 1,578
uses of the top 80 titles. All in all, there
were 12 Computer Sciencetitles with 317
total NOTIS usesin the I'acultyscore zero
class.Of these 12 serials,6 were IEEE titles accounting{or 147 (46.4Eo)of the 317
Computer Science NOTIS uses, and 4
were publications of the Association fbr
Computing Machinery (ACM) accounting fbr 165 (52.l%o) of the uses attributab-ieto this curriculum core. Together the
titles of these two U.S. associationswere
responsible for 98.SVoof NOTIS uses in
Computer Science. In addition to the
Computer Science titles, there were two

more IEEE titles that belonged to the
Electrical Engineering curriculum core
in the faculty score zero class, and these
titles hadatotal of I1 NOTIS uses.Alone,
the ACM and IEEE titles in Computer
Scienceand Electrical Engineering numbered only L2 ( 4.3vo) of the {'aculty score
zero class titles, but they accounted {br
L6.4Voof the NOTIS use of this class.
The Exercise
TESTINGTHE SERIALSEVALUATOR,S
ON UIUC CHNUISTNY
ALGORITHMS
Lrnnenv Use
THr Ssnrat-sEvaluaton's Alconttutus eno
rue UIUC Drr,t
The Serials Evaluatoro{I'ers two algorithms
for determiningwhich serialsshould either
be canceled oi not purchased. One algorithm fully exploits any divergence ofcost
Iiom ST value by selecting for cancellation
or nonpurchase any title whose percentage
oftotal cost exceedsits percentage oftotal
ST value. The other algorithm allows the
user to set goals in terms of cost reduction
and ST value retention. In this algorithm
{brms two difl'erent
the Evaluator
sets---{ne fiom the titles with the highest
prices, another from the titles with the
highest ST value-and then compares
these two sets to select lbr cancellation or
nonpurchase only those high-price titles
that^arenot in thehigh-value"set. The latter
option is more cons6rvative,because it establishes controls only at the extremes of
the distributions while allowing {br random
error at the lower ranges.This was deemed
important because any set of library data
contains considerable random error-particularly at the lower rangesof the distributions where the interval &stances are extremely close. It was decided to utilize the
second algorithm fbr the pulposes of the
exercNe.
Investigation of the effect of employing this algorithm with all three of the
Evaluator'.smeasures of ST value-expert
ratings, total ISI citations, and library
use-on actual library use aswell as on the
costs of this use was made possible when
the UIUC Chemistrylibrarian supplied us
with data {iom the three use studies that
she had done in 1988, 1993, and 1996
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(Chrzastowski 1991; Chrzastowski and
Olesko 1997).The 1993 UIUC Chemistry
Library study (conducted {rom lautary 4
through March 31, 1993) was contemporaneous with the SRP pilot project ofApril
1993. A database of chemistry journals
had been constructed as a result of the
SRP pilot project that contained ratings by
the LSU chemistry faculty, f993 SCI citation measures and prices, as well as their
publisher type and country ofpublication
(Bensman 1996).
There were
L2O titles costing
$f60,226.10 that were common to both
the UIUC and LSU sets. UIUC use was
compiled by having student workers
count titles asjournals were reshelved, returned from a two-hour loan period, or
circulated via interlibrary loan. Both
bound and unbound usewascounted, and
use was classified by date ofjournal publication into the following temporal categories: pre-1960, 1960s, I970s, 1980s, and
1990s.For purposes ofour investigation,
UIUC use (which had been collected over
a three-month period) was annualized by
multiplying it by fbur.
Faculry Sc<xe,CttnnoNs,ANDTHE
SocI<lunrnrcCoNcEproF LtBRARy
UsE
Acquisition of the UIUC data compelled
a rethinking ofthe ST value measures utiIized in the Evaluatort algorithms-especially with respect to liFrary use. Thise
measures had been conceptualized as
sociometric ones, and they were based
upon philosophic idealism, particularly
Bishop Berkeley'.scontention that the essence of an obiect-in this case. ST
value-is its being perceived. From this
perspective, faculty ratings became the
key measure, and total citations were accepted rather than impact f'actor, because
total citations correlated better with fbculty ratings by capturing the size aswell as
historical and social signilicance ofthe serials (Bensman 1996,-156-59). The good
correlations of LSU faculty ratings with
total citations were corroborated with
1994-95 SRP survey data in the test curriculum cores of Agronomy, Chemistry
and Mechanical Engineering, as shown
above. Given this orientation, the equivalent sociometric measure in terms of Ii-
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brary use would be total use over the entire backfile of serials.
The first stage of the investigation of
the effect of the Evaluatort second algorithm on library use and the costs ofthis
use was done on the sociometric basis,
i.e., with LSU Iaculty ratings, total citaLibrarv
tions. and total UIUC Chemistrv'UnCover
use. Analyses conducted with
data had shown that high LSU f'aculty ratings and high ISI citations were strongly
associated with high library use. However, the UnCover analyses lacked set
definitions and utilized ihe flawed citation measure of impact factor. This had
necessitated the utilization of nonparametric statistics within broad categories to neutralize the effect of outliers.
However, the happy coincidence of use
data {iom the UIUC Chemistry Library
together with LSU faculty ratings and total citation measures in the same subject
set and in the same time period enabled
the utilization of more powerlul parametric statisticaltechniques.
As usual, the method of analysiswas to
compute the Pearson product-moment
correlation coeflicient between the variables in question, regress one variable on
the other to determine the outliers, and
then recompute the Pearson product-moment correlation with the outliers
excluded. With respect to f'aculty score,
the initial correlation between it and total
UIUC use was 0.73. To {ind the outliers.
{'aculty score was regressed on total UIUC
use, and analysis of the residuals indicated 3 outliers. In all three cases, actual
total UIUC use was far lower than that
predicted by LSU laculty ratings. These
outliers shared the same characteristics
o{ being at the extreme Iower end of the
total UIUC use distribution and having a
relatively narrow subject fbcus. ThereIbre the cause of their being outliers may
have been either a lower interest in such
subjects at Illinois than at LSU or a sporadic use pattern not lully captured by the
three-month survey. Their exclusion
raised the correlation between LSU faculty ratings and total UIUC use to 0.75.
The results were even better with total
ISI citations, which had an initial correlation of 0.82 with total UIUC use. Four
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outliers were pinpointed by the regression of total ISI citations on UIUC use
With three of these, the actual use was
again fbr below that predicted by ISI total
citations, and two had also appeared as
outliers with LSU I'aculty ratings. The
third such outlier was of a similar nature
in that it also was located at the extreme
lower end of the UIUC use distribution
and had a narrow subiect {bcus. Much dif'f'erent was the {burth outlier. Chemical
and EngineeringNeus, which had an observed use f'ar above its predicted
use-792 to 55. This result was natural,
because citations are a measure of research quality, whereas the puryose of
Chemical and Engineerir.rg Naos is to
serve as the chief in{brmational publication ol'the American Chemical Society.
With the exclusion of these outliers, the
correlation between UIUC use and total
ISI citations rose to 0.86. For comparative purposes,the initial correlation oftotal UIUC use with impact f'actor was only
0.36-a natural result, because impact
{bctor is controlled for size and time
whereas the library use was not.
The Pearson product-moment correlations of total UIUC usewith LSU chemistry {bculty ratings and total ISI citations
were extremely high. Calculations of the
coe{ficients of determination showed that
56.37oin total UIUC use was explainedby
LS U {aculty ratings and7 4.0Voby total ISI
citations. Two maior conclusions can be
drawn {iom these high correlations.First,
when one controls f'or outliers by defining
proper sets,there will emerge high correlations between library use on the one
hand, and either expert ratings or total citations on the other. Second. the abiliw of
LSU chemistry {'aculty ratings to pr"8i"t
so accurately total UIUC Chemistry Library use demonstrates that university
chemistry departments belong to the
same social stratification svstem and require basicallythe same sei of ;ournals.
The three sociometric measuresof ST
value were plotted against price. Given
the high correlations,itwas not surprising
that all three ulots revealed the same bif'urcated pattirn fbund previously by
Bensman (f996, 166-67) with ST value
concentrating on the serialsof the U.S. as-

sociations and costs concentrating on the
serials of the commercial, largely{breign,
publishers.
THEAccouNTINcCoNcrrr or LlgnanvUse:
Cosr-prn-Uss
it became apparDespite these successes,
ent upon re{lection that the sociometric
measuresof ST value are not direct measures o{ the e{I'ect of cancellations on actual library use and the costs ofthis use.
Even if a serial subscription is canceled,
the backfile is retained, and the costs in
lost use and replacement relate to the future and not to the past.
To gauge these future costs, itwas decided to use the accounting technique ofa
standard cost system based on estimated
costs derived fiom average past experience (Plank and Blensly 1989, 134). The
essenceof the accounting technique is to
normalize the use of serials on the same
annual basis as their subscription prices,
so that the two measures can be logically
employed together. This was accomplished in the fbllowing steps. First,
UIUC Chemistry Library use was restricted to the post-1980period to capture
current trends, because science tends to
concentrate on literature ofthe more recent period. Some of the serials dated
back decades--€ven to the nineteenth
century-and
use over the earlier
backliles was estimated to be spotty, making the calculation of averages dif{icult.
Moreover, pre-1980 use could be considered {ully depreciated and essentially
cost-fiee {iom an accounting standpoint.
Post-1980 UIUC use accounted fbr
51,74Q(73.8Vo)of the 70,072 total uses,
and the correlation between pre-I980 and
post-1980use was 0.81, re{lecting the stability of infbrmetric distributions over
time. Second, a use age was calculated by
considering all serials predating 1980 to
be 14 years old-1980 through 1993-and
all post-1980 serials to have a use age
equivalent to the number of years in their
backfiles.Third, the post-1980 use ofthe
serialswas divided by their use age to yield
an estimated annual use or an estimate of
the use that would be lost during the {irst
year due to cancellation. Finally, the 1993
subscription price of the serials was
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divided by this estimated annual use to
calculate the cost-per-useofthe titles.
The creation of these accounting
measures enabled us to analyze the
cost-per-use structure of the chemistry
journals under investigation. For this
purpose, we used two methods of summarizing the cost-per-useof a set of serials. One was the mean title cost-per-use.
This is simply the average cost-per-use of
the titles. However, this method assigns
equal weight to those .journals with low
use but high cost-per-use and therefore
overestimatesthe cost-per-useof a set of
serials.The other method was mean document cost-per-use,and this was done by
summing up the subscription prices of
the serials in a set of serials and then dividing this sum by the total estimated annual use of these serials.This method assigns the proper weight to the serials with
high use and low cost-per-use and provides a good statistic to compare against
some benchmark.
Overall. the title cost-per-use of the
entire universe o['the 120 chemistry serials common to the LSU and UIUC data
sets ranged {rom $1.79 to $4,079.27.
Their mean title cost-per-use was
$247.49. and their mean document costper-use wa^s$41.30. Breaking up this universe into sets de{ined by publisher type
made some extremely revealing comparisons possible. In making these comparisons, it was considered necessary to
exclude one U.S. association title that
proved to be an anomaly. This title was not
a U.S. association journal in the usual
sense but a translation of a Russian iournal published by a U.S. association.With
this exclusion, the statistics {br title
cost-per-use lbr the di{I'erent categories
of publishers were as {bllows: U.S. commercial titles ranged {rom $29.47 to
$I,950.00, with a mean of $343.51;U.S.
association titles ranged liom $1.79 to
$45.50, with a mean of $15.21; {breign
commercial titles ranged from $3.29 lo
$4,079.27, with a mean of $254.69; and
{breign association titles ranged from
$16.50to $I47.78,with a mean of $67.68.
The dill'erence between these means was
statistically significant at the 0.0001 level.
With respect to mean document
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cost-per-use,the ligures were as fbllows:
U.S. commercial-$108.14; U.S. associa-

35I'aculty members and 100 graduate students (ioldberger, Maher,lnd Flattau
1995, 316 and 5ta). Due to this dill'erence, LSUI cost-per-use figures would
have been concomitantly higher.
SocIoMETRIC
Tss SEntalsEvALUATOR,
Msasunss.,lNo Rssulrs IN Cosr-pnn-Usn
Knowledge of the cost-per-use structure
of a seriali collection-or, at least, knowledge ofthe elTect ofone's actions on this
essential in making any canstricture-is
cellation decisions that would result in a
transition liom ownership to access
through document delivery. In general,
researchers have demonstrated that
whereas expensive journals with little
in-house use are better accessedthrough
document delivery journals frequently
used by patrons are best bought through
subscription (Feguson and Kehoe 1993;
Chrzastowski and Anthes 1995; Gossen
and Irving 1995; Kingma and Lving
1996). For example, Gossen and Irving
( 1995, 49) estimated that if the University
of Albany had switched totally to document delivery in 1992, it would have cost
$2,900,456to provide the same accessto
journal literature that was provided by
$I,273,531 in annual subscription costs.
To make judgments in these matters,
some sort of benchmark is needed.
ln a study jointly sponsored by ARL
and the Research Libraries Group, Roche
(1993) attempted to provide such a
benchmark through an analysis of the
costs involved in interlibraryloantransactions during 1991. Roche estimated that a
research Iibrary spends an average of
$18.62 to borrow a document. However,
examination of the basesof this estimate
led to the conclusion that it did not pertain to the question under consideration
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because it did not take into account the
actual cost o{'the document itself. The estimate only related to the cost of processing the document such as expenses for
stall, netrvork and communications, delivery, photocopy, supplies, equipment
and so{'tware,etc. These types of expenses
appear to be more than counterbalanced
by the expensesofowning a serial other
than its subscription price. The latter expenses include such items as technical
processing and binding. In a study of science and mathematics serials, Kingma
and Irving (1996, f-2, 35-38) estimated
that the annual cost ofowning a title other
than its subscription price averaged
$62.96, with an additional cost ol'90.07
for every use.
Given these f'actsand the extreme variation ofthe serials subscription prices by
discipline, it was decided that the most
reasonable way to use our cost-per-use
figures derived by the accounting method
was not to compare them against some
universal standard but only against each
other within defined subiect sets. However, for general guidance, two figures
can be used. First, it cost the UIUC
Chemistry Library an average of 916.76
per document during its experiment with
ihe Chemical Abstiacts Service (CAS)
Iiom October 15, 1993 to April 30, 1994
(Chrzastowski and Anthes 1995, f45).
Second, the mean cost ofthe documents
delivered to the LSU Department of
Chemistry through UnCover from the
start of the service in October l. 1995
through June 30, 1997 was calculated. It

the CAS and UnCover would be able to
maintain their pricing structures if heaw
cancellations oiserial-s bv libraries forced
publishers to rely on the sale ofindividual
documents rather than subscriptions {br
their revenue.
Be{bre testing for the ell'ect of employing the Evaluator's second algorithmiilh
the sociometric measures oI'ST value, it
was considered necessary to gauge the
strengh of
the relationship-o{'-these

sociometric measures of'value to the accounting measure ol'value, estimated annual use. Again, the method of analysiswes
to compute the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefffcient between the variables in question, then regress one variable on the other-this
time the
sociometric measure on the accounting
yns65u1s-{s determine the outliers. and
then recompute the Pearson product-moment correlation with the outliers
excluded. The results were extremely encouragrng.
With LSU faculty ratings as the
sociometric measure. the initial correlation was O.72.Three outliers were {bund.
ofwhich two shared the same characteristics with the three outliers {bund in the
correlation of LSU I'aculty ratings with total UIUC use, i.e., narrow subject fbcus,
lower end of the use distribution, and actual use lower than predicted use. As a
matter of {'act,one of the titles appeared as
an outlier in both correlations. The third
outlier was different in that the actual use
was much higher than the predicted use,
and all could have been the result ofeither
different subject interests at LSU and
UIUC orthe shortnessofthe use sampling
period. Their exclusion raised the correlation of LSU faculty ratings with estimated
annual UIUC use to 0.74-almost the
same as with total UIUC use.
Similar results were obtained when
total ISI citations were used as the
sociometric measure.Here the initial correlation was 0.76, and regression oftotal
ISI citations on estimatei annual UIUC
use revealed fbur outliers. One o{ these
had the characteristics ofnarrow subiect
fbcus, lower end of UIUC use, and aciual
use lower than predicted use, and it had
appearedasthe sametype ofoutlier in the
correlation oftotal ISI citations with total
UIUC use. The other three outliers had
an actual use much higher than predicted
use, and once again-as with total UIUC
rse-Chemical
and Engineering Neus
appeared in this role. As fbr the other two
outliers ofthe latter type, they had a relatively narrow subject focus and could
have been the result of di{fering subject
interests at UIUC or the shortnessofthe
use sampling period. With the exclusion
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ofthe outliers, the correlation oftotal ISI
citations with estimated annual UIUC use
rose to 0.82-again virtually the same as
with total UIUC use.
The correlation of the sociometric
measure of total UIUC use with the accounting measure of estimated annual
UIUC use can be dealt with briefly. Initially the correlation was 0.97, and the exclusion of lbur outliers raised it to 0.98, or
virtual unity.
The lesson of these experiments was
clear: the accounting measure of estimated annual UIUC use was practically
the same as the sociometric measure of
total UIUC use and interacted with the
other sociometric measures of LSU laculty ratings and total ISI citations in virtually the same way. A plot of estimated annual UIUC use against price showed the
same bi{urcated pattern, with scienti{ic
value concentrating on U.S. association
serials and costs concentrating in the serials oI the commercial, largely fbreign,
publishers.
Tests of the ef{'ects of emplolng the
Evaluatort second algorithm with all
three sociometric measures of scientific
value were made on the set of the 120 titles common to the 1993 UIUC use study
and SRP pilot project with the LSU Department of Chemistry. In these tests the
SAS statistical program was utilized to
simulate Evaluator runs with the second
algorithm to avoid the complex task of
Ioading the test set into the Evaluator and
to keep open the option ofexploring other
algorithms. The simulated runs were
done with the Evaluator de{'ault settings
ot'trying to reduce costs by 757o-in thls
case approximately $120,000-while trying to retain 75Vo olthe scientific value of
the serials collection. These def'ault settings had been selected becauselong experience of working with inlbrmetric distributions
had in&cated
them as
approximately the maximum optimal levels. The result of each run was similar to
the others.
Using LSU {acultyscore,2T (22.5Vo)oI
the titles costing $59,745.99 (37.3Vo)oI
the total costs were recommended {br
cancellation or nonpurchase. The loss in
the sociometric measure of {'aculW score
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was ll.07o {br a f'avorable ratio of percentage cost ieduction (37.3Vo)to percentage scienti{ic value loss (lL.DVo) of
3.4 to 1. With respect to the accounting
measure of estimated annual UIUC use,
the loss in scienti{ic value was 8.4Vo for a
f'avorable ratio of 4.4. to I in percentage
cost reduction to value loss.With total ISI
citations as the sociometric measure of
scientific value, 30 (25.0Eo) of the titles
with $64,928.20(40.5Eo)of the total cost
were recommended for cancellation or
nonpurchase.The loss in value measured
by total ISI citations was 9.6Volbr a I'avoraLle ratio of 4.2 to I, and the loss in estimated annual use was g.SVo,yeldingafavorable ratio of 4.1 to l. Employing total
UIUC use as the sociometric measure of
scienti{ic value, 35 (29.2Eo) of the titles
with $77,657.05(48.5Eo)of the total cost
were recommended lbr cancellation or
nonpurchase. The loss in sociometric
value measured by total UIUC use was
11.57o,resulting in a {'avorableratio oI 4.2
to I, and the loss in estimated annual
UIUC use was l2.l%o, giving a f'avorable
ratio of 4.0 to l. In all cases, the
sociometric results were similar to the accounting results in terms of cost reduction to value loss.
Much more importantly, the costDer-use statistics of all three subsets of
ierials recommended {br cancellation or
nonpurchase were much higher than the
equivalent statistics fbr the complete set
of 120 serials. which had a mean title
cost-per-useol$247.49 and a mean document cost-per-useof $41.30. Conceming
the lirst measure. the mean title
cost-per-use statistics of the subsets recor
ommended
lbr
cancellation
nonpurchase were as {bllows {br the three
sociometric measures: LSU {'aculty score,
$591.61; total ISI citations, $544.36; and
total UIUC use, $484.59.With respect to
mean document cost-per-use,the statistics were the fbllowing: LSU faculty score,
$182.99;total ISI citations, $170.24; and
total UIUC use, $164.95. The document
means were all approximately t0 times
higher than the average of $16.76 that it
cost the UIUC Chemistry Library lbr the
delivery of a document during its experiment with the Chemical Abstracts Service
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lrom October 15, 1993 to April 30, 1994,
as well as the averageof $16.92 that LSU
Libraries rraid fbr ddcuments delivered by
UnCover'to the LSU Department of
Chemistryduringthe period of October 1,
1995 to Tune30, 1997.
An examination of the titles recommended fbr cancellation or nonpurchase
reveals the dominant role of commercial
publishers in the cost of ST serials.Of the
27 titles recommended {br such treatment based on LSU faculty ratings, 20
(74.IVo)were those of'lbreign commercial publisher s, an,J.6(22.2%ofbelongedto
U. S. commercial publishers.With respect
to the 30 titles recommended for such
treatment with total ISI citations, 21
(70 UVo) were fiom lbreien commercial
publishers, and 8 (26.7%otwerethose of'
U.S. commercial publishers. The same
was the case with the 35 titles recommended fbr cancellation or nonpurchase
with total UIUC use. Here,24 (68.680)
were fiom {breign commercial publishers, and L0 (28.6Vo)wereproducts of U.S.
commercial publishers. Of these titles, 24
were common to all three cancellation or
nonpurchase sets.One was a U.S. association serial, the Russian translation iourjontnal. It was the only U.S. association
nal recommended fbr cancellation or
nonsubscription, and it was consistently
recommended lbr such treatment.
Although applicable in the management of serials collections. the verv bases
of the sociometric measures of Sf
value-particularly,
total ISI citations
-employed in the Evaluator'.salgorithms
make them extremely dangerous {br librarians from a political standpoint. This
is because their utilization places the library at the very center of tiie promotion
and tenure system. S1'rnptomatic of this
situation, as a result of his expertise in
these measures, the principal author of
this paperwas askedbythe LSU Graduate
Council in the mid-1980s to write a report
(Bensman 1985a) assessingthe university'.s research-doctorate programs Ibr
possible termination. For this reason, it
was decided to explore an accounting algorithm based upbn cost-per-usefbr*the
Evaluator. The aivantasei of'such an algorithm were perceived to b" trvo{bld.

Not only would it enable the library to
base cancellationson politically less dangerous measures, but it would als<lproide infbrmation &rectlv related to decisions to transl'er from ownership to access.
The same set of 120 chemistry titles
was used to test the accounting algorithm,
and serialswere selected for cancellation
purely on the basisol'descendingorder ol'
cost-per-useas calculated above"until approximately the same cost reduction had
been achieved as had been by the second
algorithm with the sociometric measure
o{-total UIUC Chemistry Library use-in
this case,$77,498.I5 (48.4Vo). The results
spoke {'avorably oI the cost-per-use
method. Only with respect to number of
the accounting
titles canceled-44-did
method lall behind the sociometric
method, because many cheaper titles
were brought up for cancellation, but in
every other respect the accounting
method proved to be more eflicient.
Thus, the percentage losses in value and
the ratios ofbudgetary reduction to value
lost were the following: total UIUC
use-7.7Vo, a I'avorable ratio of 6.3 to 1
(48.4Voto 7.7Vo);and estimated annual
UIUC use-S .l%o,afavorable ratio of 6.0
to 1. Moreover, the mean cost-per-use
measures of the subset canceled by the
accounting method-$594.67 by tltle,
$246.42 by document-were higher than
the respective measures in all three of the
cancellation or nonpurchase subsetscreated with the sociometric methods.
As befbre, the commercial publishers
bore the brunt of the cancellation or
nonpurchase recommendations. Of the
44 titles recommended for such treatment, 28 (63.6Vo)were those of {breign
commercial publishers, 14 (3I.8Vo) lielonged to U.S. commercial publishers, 1
was a {breign association title, and 1
-unsurprisingly, the Russian translation
iournal-was a U.S. association title.
One-hall o{'the titles in the subsetrecommended fbr cancellation or nonpurchase
by the accounting method also belonged
to the subset recommended {br such
treatment by the sociometric method
basedon total UIUC use. The accounting
method recommended lbr cancellationoi
nonpurchase 18 (75.0Eo)of the 24 titles
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common to all three subsets created by
the sociometric measures.However, befbre one waxes enthusiastic over the accounting method, it should be pointed out
that the UIUC Chemistry Libraryuse database was of extraordinarily high quality-even covering unbound issues-and
it required no {'ewer than 23,412 counts to
be made over a three-month period {br its
construction. One has to question
whether many libraries-especially ones
with broader subject scopes-have the
organizational and labor potential to construct such databases.
Tne GeNeneLrzATroNoF THE Cesn or
CunvtstnY: STRUCTURE
oF THE
Drsrnnp UNrvsnsn oF SERTALS
C<xnrlatloN <lr Feculry SconewrrH
NuNrsER
oF Trrlrs ano Cosr
With the sets defined and the measures of
ST value constructed and validated, an investigation was undertaken to map out
the structure of the library market {br ST
serials as this market was revealed by the
needs stated by the LSU faculty in the
SRP survey.For this pu{pose, the desired
universe of serials was used, which consisted ol all those serialslisted by the faculty on the SRP questionnairesregardless
ol'whether these serialswere on subscription at LSU Libraries. A {undamental {'eature ol this market is the phenomenon of
concentration, which aiises from the
skewed distributions caused by the
probabilistic mechanisms underlying this
market. This concentration manif'ests itself both in the relationships among the
curriculum cores and within the curriculum cores themselves.
Concerning the {brmer, {ive curriculum cores-Blology, Chemistry Mathematics, Physics, and Zoology & Physiology-accounted fbr the bulk of the titles,
cost, and faculty score ofthe serialslisted
by the LSU faculty in the SRP survey. Alt6ough these cores represented only
l5.2Vo ol' all the cores, they contained
38.0Vo o| the titles that accounted for
55 07o ofthe total costs and 40.17oofthe
aggregate I'aculty score. The {ive dominant coreswere most intimatelyrelatedto
six LSU academic units-the Depart-

ments of Chemistry, Mathematics, Microbiologlr, Physics & Astronomy, Plant
Biologr, and Zoolog' & Physiology-that
had {'urnished 93 (23.7Eo) oI' the 392
respondents to the SRP survey.
Under these conditions, the question
naturally arose as to whether there were
any imbalances between the resources requested and the faculty making these requests. For example, the Mathematics
drrriculum core had the qreatestnumber
ol'titles, with 220 (g.gd") of the 2,226
listed titles, but only 22 (5.67o)of the 392
respondents were {rom the Department
of Mathematics; whereas the Physics curriculum core was the highest in total
costs,accounting {br $203,873(l5.LVo) ot
the $1,349,350 cost of the desired universe, but there were only 25 (6.4Vo)respondents from the Department of Physics & Astronomy.
To test {br the imbalance. the total faculty scores of the curriculum cores were
correlated with their number of titles and
total costs, and the answer was a resounding no-there were no major imbalances
between the number and costs of the titles
in the various curriculum cores on the one
hand, andtheirvalue to the LSU {acultyas
awhole on the other. The correlation oftotal faculty score was 0.84 \^'ith number of
titles and 0.79 with total cost. Only one
outlier was fbund, and this concerned the
core Food Science, which accounted fbr
l.SVo of the titles but only 0.SVoolthe fiaculty score. When this outlier was excluded, the correlation of faculty score
with number of titles rose to 0.86.
Two I'actors account fbr this lack of
imbalance of the number and costs of the
serials in the various curriculum cores
with their value to the {aculty as whole,
despite the discrepancywith the number
of I'aculry officially related to the cores.
First, there is Garfield'.slaw of concentration on the interrelationship among disciplines. Second, there is the heavy dependence ol'apphed technolory on basic
science. All live of the dominant curriculum cores were {br the most part constructed from the LC Q schedules.Moreover, the six LSU academic units to which
theywere most closely relatedwere in the
Colleges of Arts and Sciencesand Basic
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Sciences-which are oriented more toward pure science-and not in the Colleges of Agriculture and Engineering
-which
are oriented more toward applied technolory. These correlation tests
stand as {urther proo{'that the management of ST serials should be based within
the library on library parameters and not
allocated out to the faculty on departmental bases.
CoNCENTRATIoN AND SEPARATIoN oF

Vllur a,NoCosr
The phenomenon of concentration within
the curriculum cores followed the same
pattern as that between the curriculum
cores. With respect to costs, the percentage of titles accounting fior 75Vo of total
costs ranged from a low of l9.2%oin Ceneral Scienceto a hlgh o{'50.07oin both Biological and Agricultural Engineering
and Electrical Engineering. For all 33
curriculum cores, the average percentage
o{ titles accounting 6o175Voof costs was
34.4Vo Concerning ST value, the percentage of titles responsible for 75Vo oI
faculty score ran {rrom 9.6Vo in General
Scienceto 50.07oin Industrial and Manuf'acturing Systems Engineering. The average percentage of titles accounting fbr
75VooI Lauity score in all 33 curriculum
cores was 3}.7%o-verv close to the average lbr 757ooftotal costs.
Given this concentration ofcosts and
ST value, it was decided to investigate
whether the library market {br ST journals mani{'ests in other subiect areas two
main l'eatures that had been fbund in
chemistry by the analysis of the data from
the 1993 SRP pilot project with the LSU
Department of Chemistry i.e.: (1) that
ST value plays no role in the price of ST
serials,and (2) that the market bi{urcates,
with costs tending to concentrate on the
serials of the commercial, largely {breign
publishers and ST value tending to concentrate on the iournals of the U.S. associations. Othei researchers had found
these {'eatures with methods that used
impact {'actor. For its proper utilization,
impact factor should be employed with
costs also controlled {br size, and such
methods have the disadvantage of masking the huge efl'ectsof the skewed distrt-

butions operative in the library market
for ST serials. The most I'amous case concerned physics and the work done by
Barschall (1988) and Barschall and
Arrington (1988). Barschall, a University
of Wisconsin-Madison physicist, divided
cost measured in cents per 1,000 characters by impact factor and came to the following conclusion (Barschall 1988,57):
All the publisherswhosejournalshavelow
averagecostsper characteror low ratiosof
costto impact are scientificsocietiesor aswhile the publisherswhosejoursociations,
nalshave high costsper characteror high
ratios of cost to impact are commercial
firms.
Barschall's findings were replicated by
other researchers in other fields. Applying
in
Barschall's method
chemistry
Christensen (1992) estimated that association journals were about 4 times more
cost effective than commercial ones.
Ribbe (1988; 1990; 1991) tried a slightly
dif{'erent approach in the geosciences,dividing cost per citable source item by impact factor, which he found to be highly
correlated with the proportion ofpapers
supported by grants lrom the National
ScienceFoundation, U.S. Department of
Energy, and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. However, his results were similar, and he found that by his
index associationjournals rated on the average 5.0 times more favorably than commercial ones in Geosciences,3.3 times
more I'avorably in Geology, and 4.4 times
more favorably in Paleontology. Ribbe's
findings were corroborated by Tumer
( 1994) in a study of27 4jorrnals ofinterest
to estuarine and coastal scientists. Using
both total citations and impact I'actor,
Turner concluded (p. 724) that "on the average, professional societies often (but
not always) publish relatively high impact
articles at one-third to one-tenth the price
of commercial fbr-profit publishers."
Moline (1991) used the Spearman
rank-order correlation to test the relationship of impact f'actor to cost in cents per
1,000 characters {br mathematics journals. She made this test with her data deIined into three di{I'erent sets: commercial publishers; "other" publishers such as
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and the independent or causal variables
encompassed the {bllowing factors: size
(number ofissues per year and pagesper
issue), circulation, presence or absence of
advertising, type of publisher (commercial or nonprofit such as an association),
countrv (U.S. or Canadian, British, Europ""tr, ot other), and "impact." For "impact" Petersen used a ranking conitructed by Leibowitz and palmer-(t98a)
in the {bllowing complicated manner: a
set of economics iournals was chosen; this
set was then ranied by total citations to
thesejournals in 1980 to issuespublished
between 1975 and 1979 to control fbr age;
these total citations were then adjusted by
excluding citations lrom noneconomics
issues and reducing the weight ol' citations coming from the lesser-cited economics journals to emphasize the importance of the iournal to the economics
finally, the adjusted citapro{'ession;
"trd,
{br size by dividing
tions were controlled
them by the total number ol'characters
. it is apparentthat high price doesnot
published by the journals in the 1975-79
correlatenecessarilywith high impact {'acperiod. Not surprisingly, major discreptor.
Instead,journal price correlates
ancies were found between this ranking
more closely with the type of publisher
and the most influential contemporanewhich producesthe title. Titles from comous one established by peer ratings ofacamercialpublisherscoston the averagemore
demic economists.
than twice as much as titles from associaExcept {br the positive relationship of
tion, university,or governmentpublishers "impact"
to price, Petersen'.sfindings fbland yet they did not havecorrespon&ngly
lowed the usual pattern: bigger journals
higher impact factors.
measured by number of issues per year
More questionable are the results of
cost more; high circulation journals cost
studies by Nisonger (1993) and Petersen less; commercial iournals cost more than
(1992), because these researchers emnonprofit ones; ind European journals
ployed standard statistical techniques
cost more than U.S. or Canadian ones.As
without
correcting price lbr size. fbr his {inding on "impact," this is highly
Nisonger'.s results {it the standard patdubious fbr the {bllowing reasons: he
tern, as he {bund no statistically signifiused 1990 prices unadjusted {br size
cant correlation at the 0.05 level between
against 1980 citations adjusted {br size by
institutional subscription prices and im1975-79 size measures;he violated Garpact {'actors of genetics journals for the
fieldt law of concentration by using a
years 1980, 1985, and 1990. However, measure that deliberately excluded citaPetersen'.sfindings for economics jourtions from other disciplines; and the ranknals represent an anomaly, because of all
ing he used did not confbrm to contempothe researchers whose work was rerary peer ratings.
viewed, Petersenwas the only one to find
It should be pointed out that in none of
a positive and signilicant relationship of a the above studies did researchers take
journal'.s"impact" with its price.
into account the efl'ect of the higher imTo conduct his analysis,Petersen utipact factors of review journals.
lized a regression model in which lgg0
To investigate the structure of the liprice was made the dependent variable brary market lbr ST journals, Evaluator
associations, university presses, and university mathematics departments; and
commercial and "other" publishers together. No significant results at the 0.01
level were found for the first two sets, and
with the commercial and "other" publishers combined Moline actuallv found a
negative correlation of -0.38 sifnificant at
the 0.01 level. In a study of 5,399joumals
in l2 scientific disciplines, Van Hooydonk
(1995) fbund upon grouping the joumals
by country of publication that U.S. titles
had a cost per article considerably lower
than average but impact {'actors 1.5 times
the average, constituting one of the f'ew
bargains in the ST serials market.
A number ofresearchers have utilized
impact {'actor without correcting costs lbr
size. For example, Baldwin and Baldwin
(1989) visually compared impact f'actors
to price for I,048 journals in 15 subject
categories, and came to the conclusion
that (p. 128):
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TABLE 6
CHARACTERISTICSON A GLOBAL BASIS OF THE PUBLISHERS OF THE
SERIALS ACCOUNTING FOR:

757o ofTotal Costs
Publisher Type

United

757o of Faculty Score
7o

No

Va

No

105

145

1rb

16.3

80

l1.I

227

32.r

8

t.t

Evaluator Recomrneudations lbr
Cancellation or
Nonpurchase
o/o

No

States

Commercial
Association
University Press
Miscellaneous Nonpro{itr

13.9
80

JJ

o

r.o

4

10

04

7

1.0

0

0.0

290

70.6

Foreign

480

664

276

390

Association

ZD

JD

49

6.9

I5

3.6

University Press

16

22

r.)

1.8

o

2.2

t)

0.8

1I

1.6

3

07

707

100.0

Commercial

Miscellaneous Nonprofitl
TOTALS

723

1000

4l.r

100.0

IThe Miscellaneous Nonprofit cateplory contains academic departments, institutes, museums, etc acting as
,
publishers

runs were made {br the purpose of measuring the trade-o{Iis in costs versus ST
value within the desired universe ofserials-i e., fbr every title named bythe LSU
fbculty in the SRP survey-in all 33 curriculum cores. For this investigation, the
Evaluator's second alsorithm was once
again chosen, and again the runs were
made at the del'ault settings of trying to
reduce total costs by 75Vowhile retaining
75Voo[total ST value. O{ primary interest
was the type of publisher involved in
these trade-ofl's.
The lack ofcorrelation between price
and ST value became immediately apparent. The lowest trade-off in terms of loss
of ST value {br cost reduction was in Food
Science,where a24.3Voredttction in costs
could be achievedwith the loss oIg.SVoin
total f'aculty score-a fhvorable ratio of
2.6 to L The hishest trade-off in terms of
loss of ST value'{br cost reduction was in
General Science.where costscould be reduced bv 73.IVo lor onlv a loss ol 4.4Voin
total f'aculty score-a i'avorable ratio oI
16.6 to 1. For all 33 curriculum cores the

averagecost reduction was 38.67ofbr an
average loss in total f'aculty score of
7 .7%o-a {'avorable ratio of 5 to 1.
TYPES
oF PUBLISHERS
INVOLVED
INTHE
IMBAHNCE
BETwEEN
STv.rlun,tNnCosr
An examination of the types of publishers
involved in these trade-o{Ts corroborated
in general the lindings of Bensman
(1996). For purposesof this examination,
publishers were first divided into U.S.
and lbreign. Then these two sets were
each {urther divided into the lbllowing
subsets:commercial, association,university press, and miscellaneous nonpro{it
(which contained academic departments,
institutes, museums, etc., acting as publishers). It should be emphasized that
serials published under association auspices but produced and marketed by
commercial publishers were defined as
commercial
Table 6 presents the findings on the
tlpes o{ publishers involved in the
trade-off in costs versus ST value on a
global ba^sisby aggregating the data from
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all the curriculum cores. In this table, the
dominance of the U.S. association,U.S.
commercial, and lbreign commercial
publishers at the upper ends of the cost
and ST value distributions is visible.
These three types ofpublishers produced
92.OVooI the serials that accounted fbr
75.0Vo oI totil, costs per curriculum core
and 87.4Eo of the serials that accounted
lor 75.0Voof total faculty score per core.
However, their shares in these two sets
were remarkably diff'erent.
On the one hand, of the titles that accounted {br 75.07ool'total costs in the dif'{'erentcurriculum cores, the U.S. a^ssociations published only Il.lVo, whereas the
U.S. commercial publishers and fbreign
commercial publishers respectively prodtced L4.5Vo and 66.4Vo,which together
totaled 80.97oof these titles. On the other
hand, of the serials that accounted {br
75.0Voof total {'aculty score in the various
curriculum cores, the U.S. associationserials represented 32.lvo of the titles,
whereas the U.S. commercial publishers
and fbreign commercial publishers were
respectively responsible fbr 16.3% and
39.0Vo,which added tp to 55.SVoof these
titles.
Thus, in a comparison of total cost to
total f'aculty score, the share of the U.S.
associationsrose from IL.l%o to 32.lVo,
and the proportion of the commercial
publishers dropped liom 80.9Voto 55.3Vo,
still a respectable amount that demonstrates the need to take the output of the
commercial publishers seriouslyinto consideration. It should be noted that in a
small way, the perfbrmance of the U.S. associationsis mirrored by the fbreign associations. whose share rose Irom 3.57o of
the titles accounting fbr 757ooftotal costs
to 6.9Voof the titles accounting fbr total
f'acultyscore.
The basic dichotomy in the library
market lbr ST serialsis emphasizedby the
Evaluator recommendations {br cancellation or nonpurchase. Here the fbreign
commercial publishers alone produced
70.67oolthetitles recommended {br such
treatment, dwarfing the sharesof all other
types of publisheri. Together, the U.S.
and Ibreign commercial publishers were
responsible 1'or84.5Voo{ the titles recom-
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mended by the Evaluator fbr cancellation
or nonpurchase.
The same patterns emerge in table 7,
which summarizes the data by curriculum
core. Once again the dominant role of the
U.S. associations,U S. commercial publishers, and fbreign commercial publishers at the upper ends ofthe cost and ST
value distributions is visible. The serials of
these publishers not only were represented in a consistently higher percentage
ofcurriculum cores but also accounted on
the average fbr a much higher percentage
of the serials responsible fior 75Vo oI the
total cost and faculty score in the curriculum cores in which they were represented
than those of the other publishers.
However, what is particularly striking
in table 7 is the divergence ol the serials of
the U.S. associationsand {breign commercial publishers in terms of costs and ST
value. Thus, in terms of the serials accounting{br757oofthe costs,U S. association serials were represented in 69.7Eoo+
the curriculum cores, being on the average
l7.5%o of these titles in their respective
cores, whereas fbreign commercial pubIishers were present in L00.\Vo of the curriculum cores and produced on the average 64.9Voof these titles in the cores.
When the serials responsible fbr 75.07ooI
total Ibculty score were considered, U.S.
associationswere represented in 100.070
ofthe curriculn- coi"r and accounted for
on the average36.97aofthese serials in the
mres, wher6as fbreign commercial publishers had serials in 97.07oofthe curriculum cores and rlroduced on the averaqe
37.07oof thesetitles in the cores.As is eiident, the averaqeshareofthe U.S. associations rose drairatically in the transition
from cost to f'aculty score, whereas precisely the opposite happened with respect
to the fbreign commercial publishers.
This dicihotomy between cost and ST
value wa^semphasized in the cancellation
or nonpurchise recommendations of the
Evaluator lbr each curriculum core.
Whereas the titles of the U.S. associations
averaged l8.0%o of the cancellation or
nonpurcha^serecommendations in 42.4Vo
of iire curriculum cores, those of the
{breign commercial publishers averaged a
stunning 71.37oof these recommendations
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in l00.0%oof the curriculum cores. However, it once again must be emphasized
that the {breign commercial publishers
produce enonfh serials of su{iicient ST
quality to merit serious consideration.
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gence ofcost and ST value was more pronounced for the titles ol'the commercial
oublishers than fbr these IEEE titles.
ihus, in Computer Science the trade-o{I's
in terms of budgetary reduction {br ST
value loss in terms of f'aculty score were
5.8 to I fbr U.S. commercial serials and
4.5 to I lbr fbreign commercial ones,
whereas {br IEEE titles it was only 2.8 to
1. This phenomenon was repeated in
Electrical
Engineering.
Here
the
both ol'these cores, U.S. associationtitles
trade-offs ofbudgetary reduction {br ST
predominated in the Evaluator recomvalue loss in terms of faculty score were
mendations for cancellation or non- 4.6 to I lbr U.S. commercial publications
purchase, and this type o{'title accounted and 9.7 to I {br fbreign commercial titles,
Ior 50.\Vo of such recommendations in
whereas fbr IEEE ierials it was merely
the {brmer and 46.2Voin the latter. Alto1 . 9t o 1 .
gether these two curriculum cores conWith the exclusion of the Computer
fained 16 (48.5Eo)of the 33 U.S. associa- Science and Electrical Engineering
tion publications recommended by the
cores,the share ofU.S. associationserials
Evaluator {br cancellation or nonin the total number of Evaluator cancellapurchase.
tion or nonpurchase recommendations
drops from 33 (8.07o)of 411 to 17 (4.3Eo)
of 395. As fbr the average number of titles
per curriculum core in which such recommendations were made, it {'ell {iom 2.4 to
1.4 in contrast to the that ofthe {breign
commercial publishers, which actually
rose {rom 8.8 per core to 9.1. With respect
the serials classedin the computer engi- to the latter, cancellation or nonpurchase
neering part of the LC schedules recommendations of U.S. associationti(TK7885-7895) part of the Computer
tles were once again made in lessthan half
Science curriculum core to compensate of the curriculums cores (12) than such
{br the low response rate of the Departrecommendations were made {br ltrreign
ment of Computer Science to the SRP commercial ones (31).
survey.A closer analvsisofthe Evaluator
recommendations fbr cancellation or
THE TRADE-OFF
nonpurchase revealed that the anomaly
was causedby the serialspublished by the
Stnucrunr op rgn Wonrttc UNIVERSE
oF
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Ssnr,Ar,s
aNo Connrcrr<lNs
ro Fnculry Sconn
Engineers(IEEE).
As stated above, the ultimate purpose of
The large and comrrlicated bibliothe exercise with the data collected by the
graphic .stnicture ol the^IEEE publicaSRP survey was to determine whether it
tions had,a large role in the I'ailure of perwould be possible to bring the serials
ception that had led to the zero class in
holdings of LSU Libraries tp to 75Vool
Iaculty score, and this structure had probthe ST value perceived by the fbculty in
ably also led to the systematic undeiscorthe "desired universe" of the 33 curricuing of these serials.However, the ST value lum coreswith the resourcesremaining in
of the IEEE publications was demonthe "working universe" of these coies
strated by the^concentration o{' NOTIS
even #ter the massive cancellations and
use upon them. The importance of the
the policy ofadding no new subscriptions
'
IEEE serials manif'este-ditself in the
<-'l'thelafe 1980said early 1990s.
Evaluator cancellation or nonpurchase
Brielly recapitulated, the "desired
recommendations, because thi diver- universe" was all those serialslisted bythe
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LSU {aculty on their SRP survey fbrms
within the 45-title limit, whereas the
"working universe" consisted of the {bllowing three categories:(l) all the serials
within the desired universe on current
subscription at LS U Libraries; (2) the faculty score zero classof serials on current
subscription at LSU Libraries, i.e., those
titles ciassed within the 33 curriculum
cores either not listed by the faculty on
the survey fbrms or listed beyond the
45-title llmit; and (3) those highly rated titles that accounted for 75Voof the f'aculty
score within the desired universe ofeach
curriculum core but that were not on current subscription at LSU Libraries. This
working universe consistedof 1,687 titles
with an aggregate I'aculty score of 48,161
and costing $1,08f ,989.The mean I'aculty
score per title wa^s28.5, and the mean cost
per title was $641.37.
Evaluator runs were made on the
working universe with the second algorithm set at the def'ault values ol trying to
reduce the total costs by 75Vo while retaininq 75Voof total ST value. Given the
pu.poie ofthe exercise,it was decided to
place all the titles in the third category ol
the working universe above on .u6tc.iption, even in those caseswhere they were
no longer among the highly ranked titles
accounting IbrTSVI oftaculty score due to
a change in the total {'aculty score divisor
caused by the di{I'ering serials composition ol the desired and working universe
cores. Moreover, the decision was made
to cancel all titles in the {'aculty score zero
classdespite some of thesetitles not being
among the highly priced ones that accounted Ior 75Voof the total cost of their
respective curriculum cores
Due to the I'aults discovered in {'aculty
ratings during their validation, it was
deemed necessaryto adiust both the subscription and cancellailon decisions by
applying citation and library use correctives to the {'aculty score measure The adjustment to subscriptions necessitateda
restructuring of the working universe,
and it concerned the highly skewed character of in{brmetric distributions. As has
been seen above, on the average,when
the serialswere ranked in descendingorder by f'acul$ score, more titles were

required to raise the I'acultyscore in each
curriculum core another 25Vo |rom SIVo
to 757o than to reach the lirst 507o. This
phenomenon
-decreasing resulted liom the rapidly
interval distances between
the ordinal ranks as one went down the
list. The titles that accounted {br the {irst
507o were not considered a problem, because the level offaculty consensuswas so
high. However, the f'aculty scores of the
reiialr in the next 25vo were m:uch
smaller, and at the bottom of the range
approximated the scores of those at the
top of the range ol'the lower majority of
th'e titles acco"untinglbr only 25% oithe
{'aculw score. Therefbre the decision was
,nudeio eliminate lrom the working universe those serials not on subscription at
LSU Libraries and located in the range
lrom SIVo to 75Voof {'aculty score of the
desired universe ofthe curriculum cores
if they did not also meet the criterion of
having an impact {'actor above the median
impact f'actor of the largest of their respec'tiveISI subject grorips.Belbre making this adjustment, it was considered
necessaryto place on subscription 186 titles with an aggregate faculty score oI'
6,888 and atotal cost of$114,066. The adiustment reduced the subscription list bv
'b8
titl"s (36.6vo)to lI8, the uid"d ^ggr"gate {'aculty score by 1,568 (22.8Vo)to
5,320, and the total cost ofthe new subscriptions by $32,18a Q8.2Vo)to $81,882.
As expected, the mean f'aculty score of the
serials recommended {br subscription
rose 2l.9Vo {rom 37.0 to 45.I, but their
mean price also increased l3.2Vo ftom
$613.26 to $693.92. The elimination of
the krw impact f'actor titles fiomlhe working universe reduced the number of titles
in this universeby 4.0Voto 1,619, the aggregate faculty.scoreby 3.3Voto 46,593,
and the total cost by 3.0Voto $I,049,805.
In return, the mean I'acultyscore per title
in the adjusted working universe rose by
l.I7o Io 28.8, and the mean cost per title
also rose by l.IVo to $648.43.
The adiustmentsto cancellationswere
regarded is r-tec".t"ry ttot only to correct
Ibr errors that resulted fiom the small dif'lerences in interval distances at the borderline of the highly rated titles accounthg |or 75Voof the {'aculty score with the
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lower rated tiles accountinglor only 25Vo
of the f'aculty score but also to o{Ilset the
complete f'ailure in {'aculty perception apparent in the high NOTIS use of {bculty
score zero class titles. Unlike the subscription adjustments, those to cancellations did not require a restructuring ofthe
working universe. The cancellation adjustments were twofbld: (1) no title could
be canceled if it had an impact f'actor
above the median impact f'actor of the
largest of its ISI subject groups; and (2)
none of the 80 titles accounting for 80.2Vo
ot'the NOTIS use ol'the f'acultvscorezero
class titles could be cancel#. Without
these adjustments, 528 titles with an aggregate laculty score of2,336 and a total
cost of $404,674were subiect to cancellation. The two adiustments reduced the
number of canceled titles by 186 (35.2Eo)
to 342, the lost aggregate l'a'cultyscore by
1,002 (42.9Vo)to 1,334, and the cost reduction by $ 182,265 (45.\Eo)to $222,409.
Surprisingly, the mean I'aculty score of
the canceled titles t'ell IL.4Vo t'rom 4.4 to
3 9 asa result ol'the adiustments.This had
been totally unexpecied because it had
been thought that the elimination ol'so
many titles with zero scores would raise
the mean laculty score of the canceled titles, and this phenomenon again testilies
to the strong correlation of{'aculty ratings
with citation counts. However, the mean
cost of the canceled titles also f'ell
-15.I%o liom $766.43 to $650.32.
Tables 8 and 9 show the working universe with the new subscriptionsand
"^ncellations resulting lrom^the Evaluator
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Interestingly enough, the five dominant curriculum cores were all derived
fiom the Q or basic science schedules of
the LC classi{ication system and were related to academic units in the Colleges of
Basic Sciences and Arts and Science.
Therefbre, the correspondence of the
cores in terms of titles and costs to their
importance can be seen not only asthe result of Garfieldt law of concentration, but
also of the reliance of technology represented by the Colleges ofAgriculture and
Engineering on basic science literature.
However, what is also noticeable is that
the concentration of costs on these five
dominant cores was higher than the concentration of titles and {'aculty score. This
phenomenon was the result of the high
average costs of the titles in Chemistry
and Phvsics. which alone accounted Ibr
33.8Voof the total costs of the working
universe. Physics titles had the highest
mean cost of $1,902.66, which was 3.8
times higher than the $504.57 mean cost
fbr all the cores and 2.2 times hisher than
third-highest mean cost of $829.54 fbr
Biochemistry.
secondChemistryt
highest mean cost of $1,557.60 was 3.I
times more than the mean cost {br all the
cores and 1.8 times more than thirdhighest Biochemistry.

Cnenactsnlstlcs or Snnrrr,sEvar,ueron
ponSusscRrprroNS
RECoMMENDATToNs
The 118 titles recommended for subscription as a result ofthe above processwere
located in 31 ofthe 33 curriculum cores.
Two small cores-Biological and Agriculruns. As is usual with databasesin library
tural Engineering and Fisheries, the {brand in{brmation science, the working unimer related to the College of Engiverse was characterizedby highly skiwed
neering, the latter to the College of
statistical distributions. Five (L5.2Eo)ol
Agriculture-required
no new subscripthe curriculum cores -Biology, Chemis- tions. The new subscriptions were also
try Mathematics, Physics,and Zoology &
characterized by highly skewed distribuPhysiology-dominated in number of titions. Of the curriculum cores requiring
tles (39.77o),laculty score (41.07o),and new subscriptions, live accounted lbr 4l
costs (59.37o). However, faculty score'.s (34.7Eo) of the 118 new subscriptions,
high Spearmanrank-order correlation co1,917 (36.OVo)of the 5,320 f'aculty score
e{licients of 0.86 with number of titles points of the new subscriptions, and
and 0.82 with costsdemonstrated that the
$38,840(47.4Vo)ofthe $81,882cost ofthe
number of titles and costs of the curricunew subscriptions. However, unlike the
lum cores were roughly in accord with
mea^sures
fbr the total size ol'the cores,
th-eir importance to fSUls ST I'acultyas a there was not a complete overlap of the
whole.
{ive dominant curriculum cores in new
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subscriptions. Onlythree cores-Geology
& Geophysics, Physics, and Zoology &
Physiology-appeared in the top five
cores on all three aspects ofnew subscription size (i.e., number of titles), faculty
score, and costs. Physics and Zoology &
Physiology had consistently appeared
among the live dominant cores in total
titles, {'aculty score, and costs, whereas
Geolory & Geophysics had always aptop eightcores on these
n_"#r"*:f""*the
In their distribution over the curriculum cores, all three new subscription
measures of size were highly and positively intercorrelated. The Spearman
rank-order correlation coefficients of new
subscription titles, f'aculty score, and cost
over the cores ran fiom 0.64 to 0.89, with
the correlation of new subscription cost
with new subscription faculty score at the
bottom of the range and with new subscription titles at the top of the range.
However, a dif{'erent picture emerqed
when it came to the co^rrelations of ihe
new subscription measureswith the overall core size measures. Here only total
number of core titles and total coie cost
correlated with all three measures of new
subscription size with the Spearman
rank-order coeflicients ranging {iom 0.45
to 0.71. The anomaly was total core {'aculty score, which had no signilicant correlation with either new subscription titles
or cost, although it had a significant
Spearman rank-order coeflicient of 0.57
with new subscription faculty score.
The reason fbr the anomaly of the lack
of signi{icant correlations oi'tot^l core
{aculty score with both new subscription
titles and cost emerged during the analysis of the new subscription measures in
terms of their percentage relationship to
their erruivaleni size meisures of theii respectivi cores. Once again the distributions were highly and positively skewed.
In terms of the percentage ol'new subscription titles tototal core titles, the top
live core.s ranged from 20.3Vo to 46.27o
with a mean of 34.Iqo, compared to the
<rverall mean l0.5Vo lbr all 33 cores. In
terms of percentage of new subscription
{'aculty score to total core I'aculty rcore,
the top {ive cores ranged ftom 3i6.5%o
to

61.37owith a m eanol'45.8Vo,compared to
the overall mean of L6.8Volor all 33 curriculum cores. And in terms of percentage of'new subscription cost to total core
cost, the top five cores ranged Irom3O.2Vo
to 60.07owith a mean of 45.0 Vo,compared
to the overall mean of 13.67o for all 33
cores. Three cores-Climatologlz, Food
Science, and Human Nutrition
and
Food-consistently appeared among the
{ive dominant cores in this respect, and,
unlike the finding with the new subscription measures in actual numbers, these
three cores were always among the
smaller ten cores in terms oI'total titles,
f'aculw score. and costs.
Sp'earmanrank-order correlation tests
were per{brmed to analyze the new subscription measures as percentages ol'
their respective core measuresin the {bllowing three respects: (1) their relationship to each other, (2) their relationship to
the new subscription measures in actual
numbers, and (3) their relationship to total core size measures. Concerning the
Iirst, the new subscription measures as
percentagesoftheir respectivecore measures were highly intercorrelated on all
aspects of title number, {'aculty score, and
costs, with the coefficients ranging liom
0 79 to 0.88.
However, when it came to the relationship to new subscription measuresas
percentagesoftheir respective core measures to these measures in actual numbers, the same discrepancy appeared as
was lbund with the correlation of total
core size measures with new subscrirrtion
measures in actual numbers. The-new
subscription subscription measures as
percentagesoftheir respective core measurescorrelated wellwith these measures
in actual numbers on the aspectso{ titles
and cost with coellicients ranging {rom
0.47 to 0.63. In contrast, the faculty score
aspects of these new subscription measures had a significant correlation only
with each other (0.36) but no signilicant
correlations with the measureson the aspects of title number and cost.
The meaning of this phenomenon became clear with the correlation tests of
the new subscription measures as percentagesoftheir respectivecore measure
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to the total core size measures. Here the
only signi{icant correlations were those of
total core {'aculty score with new subscription measuresas percentagesoftheir respective core measures on all three aspects of title number, {'aculty score, and
cost. These correlations were all negative,
ranging from -O.44to -0.47,i.e.,the lower
the total {aculty score of the core, the
higher the new subscriptions as percentagesofcore titles, {'acultyscore, andcost.
The implications ofthis finding are obvious: the ST serials holdings ofLSU Libraries tended to be morJ damaged in
those subiect areaswhere f'aculryinterest
and political power were weaker. Such a
conclusion is buttressed by the Spearman
rank-order coefficient of 0.56 found
above between the percentage f'aculty response o{'academic units to the SRP survey and the 1993 National Research
Council peer ratings ofthese units'scholarly qualiry where such comparisons
could be made. The latter finding was
cited as evidence that the f'acult/ who
were engaged in research that was recognized at the national level tended to have
more concern {br the state of LSU Libraries' serialsholdings.
For purposes of deeper analysis, the
new subscription titles were stratified
into those located in the top SOVooI the
faculty score in the desired universe of
their respective curriculum cores and
those located in the midrange of the faculty score from SIVo to 75Vo. In the ensuing discussion, the first category will be
described as the "high faculty score" set,
and the second categorywill be called the
"mid-fbculty score" set. The high laculty
score set contained 53 ofthe 118 new subscription titles, and the mid-faculty score
set had 65 of these titles. Of the titles in
the high f'aculty score set, 15 (28.3Eo)
were U.S. associationserials.
The new subscriptions lbr both the
high faculty ."ore itd the mid-{aculty
score sets were located in 25 curriculum
cores, 6 f'ewer than the 3l cores that required "overall" new subscriptions, i.e.,
the combined new subscriptions from
both sets. However, there was a maior dif'ference between the six curriculum cores
that required no further high {'aculty score
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new subscriptions and the six needing no
further mid-faculty score new subscriptions. The fbrmer tended to be concentrated either in the general cores related to two or more academic units or in
the cores related to College of Basic Sciences. Five-Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, General Agriculture, and General
Science-were of this nature, whereas the
sixth, Forestry, resembled the two cores
that required no new subscriptions at all in
that it was a smaller core related to a technological unit, in this case the College of
Agridulture. From this perspectivel the
eight cores that required no new high f'aculty score subscriptions were evenly split
between basic science and technologlr.
In contrast, the six cores that required
no new mid-I'aculty score subscriptions
resembled for the most part the two that
required no new subscriptions at all in
that they were generally small cores that
related to academic units engaged in
technology and not basic science. FourEntomologr,
Experimental
Statistics,
Plant Pathology & Crop Physiology, and
Wildlife-were
related to the College of
Agriculture, and one-Petroleum Engineering-wa^s related to the College of
Engineering. The sixth such core was
Mathematics, which was connected with
the College of Arts & Sciences. Taken all
together, the eight curriculum cores that
needed no new mid-faculty score subscriptions broke down into seven related
to technologl and one to basic science.
The mean f'acul$ score of the overall
new subscription tities was 45.1. In comparison, the high f'aculty score set average
on this measure was 51.8, and the
midJaculty score set average was 39.6.
The same pattem held in terms of costs:
whereas the mean cost of the overall new
subscription titles was $693.92, {br hlgh
I'aculty score titles it was $753.74, and {br
mid-{aculty score titles, $645.14. Nevertheless,the higher STvalueol'the high{aculty score titles overcame their price disadvantage on a global basis. These titles
accounted fior 44.9Vo of the overall new
subscription titles but 5l.6%o (2,747 of
5,320) of the f'aculty score points Ibund in
the overall new subscription setarld48.87o
($39,948of$81,882)ofthe costofthis set.
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The advantage of the high {aculty
score titles over the mid-I'aculty score titles in terms of elobal ST value and cost
held true when averaged {br all 33 curriculum cores. Of the mean of 3.6 overall
new subscription titles per core, 1.6 was
attributable to the high faculty score set,
and 2.0 to the mid-{'aculty score set. The
reverse held true for the means of the
overall new subscription titles for the 33
cores in terms of faculty score and cost.
Concerning the {brmer, the mean of 161.2
overall new subscription f'aculty score
points per core broke into 83.2 {br the
high {aculty score titles and 78.0 for the
mid-{'aculty score titles, whereas the
mean overall new subscription cost of
$2,481.27per core divided into $1,210.54
fbr the high faculty score set and
$1,270.73for the mid-f'aculty score set.
In the manner characteristic of library
and infbrmation science, both the high
and the mid-faculty score distributions
were highly and positively skewed, maniI'esting a tendency to concentrate in a {'ew
curriculum cores. Concerning the high
{aculty score distributions, {ive cores accounted [or 22 @l.S%o)of the 53 of the
high laculty score titles, 978 (35.6Vo)ot
the2,747 Iaqtlty score points attributable
to these titles, and$22,266 (55.77o)olthe
$39,948 cost ofthese titles. Interestingly,
therewas no overlap amongthe five dominant cores on these hieh f'aculw score
measures, and no Speaiman rani<-order
correlation coe{ficientsof these measures
with core size measures were significant
except for the ones of high l'acu-ltyscore
points with total number of core titles
(0.38) and total core costs (0.39).
As with the high f'aculty score distributions, those fbr the mid-f'aculty score new
subscription measures lbllowed the pattern of concentrating on a f'ewcores. Here
{ive dominant cores accounted {br 3I
(47.7Eo)of the 65 mid-f'aculty score titles,
1,204 (46.8Vo)of the 2,573 {'aculty score
points attributable to these titles, and
$23,036 (54.9Vo)of the total $41,934 cost
of these titles. However, unlike the high
f'aculty score titles, there was an overlap of
the mid-f'aculty score measures on two
cores, Biology and Physics, which were
among the five cores dominant on all

measuresof core size. Furthermore, every mid-f'aculty score measure had signi{'icant positive Spearman rank-order coefIicients ranging lrom0.42 to 0.65 with all
measures of'total core size except in one
case that involved the relationship of
mid-faculty score new subscription cost
to total core faculty score.
From this finding it is evident that
mid-{bculty score new subscriptions were
related to core size, while high f'aculty
score new subscriptionswere not. Moreover, whereas both the high lbculty score
and mid-l'aculty score new subscription
measures tended to be highly correlated
among themselves and with overall new
subsciption measures,they showed little
relationship between each other, and for
the most part the Spearman rank-order
coefTicients between the high faculty
score and mid-faculty score new subscription measures were not significant.
An extremely interesting picture
emerged {rom the analysisofthe high faculty score and mid-{'aculty score new subscription measures as percentages of'
their respective core measures. Here,
once again, the phenomenon of concentration manilested itself. Concernins the
high faculty score measures,in terms ot'
percentageoftotal core titles, the highest
5 cores ranged troml4.3%o to 30.87owith
a mean of 25 UVo,comparedto the overall
new subscription mean of l.O.1Vofbr the
33 cores. In terms of percentage of total
core {'aculty score, the highest 5 cores
ranged from 24.87oto 49.7Vowith a mean
oI 56.7Eo,compared to the overall new
subscription mean of 16.8%ofor the 33
cores.And in terms ofpercentage oftotal
core cost, the highest 5 cores ranged {iom
l9.IVo to 39.27o with a mean of 28.5Vo.
compared to the overall new subscription
mean of 13.67afbr the 33 cores.
As {br the mid-{'aculty score measures,
in terms ofpercentage oftotal core titles,
the highest 5 cores ranged from 8.7Voto
18.87owith a m eanof 13.87o,compared to
the high f'aculty score meanof 25.UVoand
the overall mean of IO.\Vo. In terms of
percentage oftotal core faculty score, the
highest 5 cores ranged from 11.67o to
2l.6Vo with a mear' oI 14.7Vo,compared to
the high {'aculty score mean oI36.7Vo and
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the overall mean ol'16.87o.And in terms
ofpercentage oftotal core cost, the highest 5 cores ranged lrom I6.lVo to 3O.3Vo
with a mean o{ 22.IEo, compared to the
high f'aculty score mean ol28.5Vo and the
overall mean of 13.67o.
The most signilicant revelation ofthese
comparisons of mean core percentages is
that the high faculty score new subscriptions tended to have a much greater impact than the mid-taculty score ones.This
impression was rein{brced by the finding
that the mean percentages of the overal-l
new subscription measuresaspercentages
of their respective curriculum core measures broke down in the lbllowing manner:
ot'the mean l0.SVoof overall newlubscription titles per core,6.2Vo were high {'aculty
score titles and 4.3Eo were mid-f'aculty
score titles; of the mean 16.8% of overail
new subscription {'aculty score, roughly
11.37ocame from high {'acultysc.oresand
5.5Volrom mid-laculty scoresiand of the
mean 13.67ool'overall new subscription
c<>sts,7.7Vowere high {aculty score costs
and5.9Vo were mid-I'aculty score costs.
The f'undamental reasons fbr the
greater impact ot'the high I'aculty score
new subscriptions over that o[' the
mid-taculty score ones lay not only
in the
'Ibrmer
higher average ST value of the
over the latter but also in the dichotomy
in the way these two sets were distributed over the curriculum cores. This dichotomy had manifested itself in the
{inding that in terms of actual numbers
the mid I'aculty score new subscription
measures were related to the measures
of core size, while the high f'aculty score
ones were not.
Concerning distributron over cores,
unlike high I'aculty score new subscription
measures in terms of actual numbers,
these measuresas percentagesofcore titles, {'acultyscore, and cost,6verlappedin
their 5 respective dominant cores on 3 of
them-Climatology,
Food Science, and
Human Nutrition. These were precisely
the same three cores where thii overlap
had oc'curredin the caseofthe overall ne'i,
subscription measures as percentages of
their respectivecore measures.The three
cores welre among the smallest on all aspects of core sizelbut only total core {'ac-
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ulty score had consistently signi{icant
Spearman rank-order correlations with
the high faculty score new subscription
measuresas percentagesoftheir respective core measures. Once again, as with
overall new subscriptions, these coefficients were all negative, ranging from
-0.47 to -0.60, indic;ting that t['e d'amage
to the ST serials holdings of LSU Libraries in terms of high I'aculty score titles
had occurred where f'aculty interest and
politicd power were weaker.
A di{I'erent picture emerged {iom the
analysis of mid-l'aculty score new subscription measures as percentages ol
their respective core measures in relation
to their distribution over the curriculum
cores. Overlap of all the mid-l'aculty score
new subscription measuresin these terms
occurred among their own five dominant
cores only on one ofthem, General Technolory & Engineering, which ranked
among the highest eight cores in number
ol'titles and costs but only at the median
in terms of {'aculty score. Moreover, there
were no signi{icant correlations of core
size measures with mid-f'aculty score new
subscription measuresas percentagesoI'
their respective core measures. Everything taken together indicated that, unhke the high laculty score titles (where
damage was inversely related to the
amount of {aculty interest and political
pressure), the damage to the mid-{'aculty
score titles was more random and influenced by core size.
The importance of high {'aculty score
new subscriptions in over:rll new subscriptions is-revealed in the concept of
"leverage." Leverage wa^sdefined a.sthe
ratio of the percentage of I'aculty score to
the percentage ofcost. In this way, Ibr example, if the percentage of f'aculty score
were equal to the percentage of cost, the
ratio of f'aculty score to cost would be 1 to
I, and the leveragewould be zero. Ifthe
percentage of {'aculty score were 1.5 times
greater than the percentage of cost, the
ratio of f'aculty score to cost would be 1.5
to l, and the leverage would be positive.
Finally, if the percentage of I'aculty score
were halfol'the percentageofcost,the ratio ol'l'aculty sco-reto cosf would be 0.5 to
1, and the leverage would be negative.
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Leverage was calculated in the three
fbllowing ways: (1) total leverage-the percentage ofthe total working universe faculty score to the percentage of the total
working universe cost; (2) average leverage-the average ofthe percentages offaculty score of core faculty score fbr the 33
cores to the average ofthe percentages of
cost ofcore cost fbr the 33 cores; and (3)
core-by-core leverage-the percentage
ofI'aculty score ofcore faculty score to the
percentage of new subscription cost of
core cost fbr each individual core. In the
core-by-core method, no leverage was
calculated fbrthose coreswhere none had
taken place, i.e., {br those cores not having new subscriptions at the level atwhich
the leverage was being calculated.
For overall new subscriptions,total leverage was 1.46 to 1; for high faculty score
newsubscriptions, itwas I.55to I; andfbr
mid-f'aculty score ones, it was 1.38 to 1.
Here it can be seen that much of the total
leverage of the overall new subscriptions
came fiom the high {'aculty score new
subscriptions. Concerning averageIeverage, fbr overall new subscriptions, it was
1.2 to l; for high faculty score subscriptions, it was 1.5 to l; and {br mid-faculty
score new subscriptions, it was already
negative at 0.9 to 1 As with total leverage,
high I'aculty score new subscriptions were
crucial in average leverage. On a coreby-core basis, the range of overall subscription leverageran lrom 0.3 to I in Animal Science to 22.4 to I in Plant Biology,
with a mean of 3.1to I. The range of high
Iaculty score new subscriptions ran from
0.5 to I in Animal Science to 29.8 to I in
Environmental Studieswith a mean of 5.4
to 1. The range of mid-faculty score new
subscriotions ran fiom 0.2 to I in Industrial and Manufacturing Systems Engineering to 20.8 to I in Plant Biolog'with a
mean of 2.8 to l.
The {undamental dichotomy between
high laculty score and mid-f'aculty score
new subscriptions also showed itself in
the matter of leveraqe. This was demonstrated with correlalion analyses involving leverage calculated on a core-by-core
basis. Whereas both high I'aculty score
and mid-faculty score new subscription
Ieverage were highly correlated with

overall new subscription leverage-the
{brmer having a Spearman coef{icient of
0.70 and the latter having one of
0.85-the correlation between them was
mid-f'aculty
Moreover,
insignificant.
score new subscription leverage correlated well with all three measures ol'core
size (number of titles, faculty score, and
cost), the Spearman coef{icients ranging
from 0.41 to 0.64. However, there was
only one significant correlation of the six

score and overall leverage. Once, again, it
was revealed that mid-{'aculty score new
subscriptions were basically dependent
on core size, whereas, fbr the most part,
overall and high score new subscriptions
were not.
oF Srnrels EVALUAToR
CHARACTERISTIcs
RECoMMENDATnNS

FOR CANCELI,ATION

In contrast to new subscriptions, cancelIation recommendations occurred in all
33 curriculum cores. For purposesof'simplicity, comparisons will be made of cancellations only to overall new subscriptions, and not to either high {'aculty score
or mid-{'aculty score new subscriptions.
The cancellation measures {bllowed the
usual highly skewed pattern. In terms of
actual numbers, the top five cores in cancellation titles accounted {br 130 (38.07o)
of the 342 titles recommended for such
treatment; the top {ive cores in cancellation {'aculty score accounted fbr 628
(47.l%o)ofthe I,334 faculty score points
attributable to the cancellation titles: and
the top five cores in cancellation costs accounted fbr $122,548 (55.LCo) o{ the
$222,409 in budgetary savings that would
result from the cancellations.
Two cores-Biology and Mathematics-appeared among the five dominant
cores on all three cancellation measures,
and these cores were also among the {ive
dominant cores on all three measuresof
total core size. This phenomenon was
similar to the one that had occurred with
the five dominant cores in overall new
subscription measures,where the overlap
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had alsotaken place on three ofthe larger
cores. Therefbre it was not surprising to
Iind that the cancellation measuresin actual numbers correlated significantlywith
all three total core size measures, with
Spearman rank-order coeflicients that
ranged from 0.40 to 0.92. However, this
resultwas di{ferent from that ofthe analysis of the relationship of the overall new
subscription measures in actual numbers
to core size measures, where total core
Iaculty score did not correlate signilicantlywith overall new subscription titles
and costs.
There were major similarities and one
telling difference between cancellation
and overall new subscription measures as
percentagesoftheir respectivecore measures. The similarities were the highly
skewed distributions and the overlap at
the low end of core size measures.Concerning the percentage ofcancellation titles ofcore titles, the top five cores ranged
ftom 34.l%o to 53.8Vo with a mean o{
4l.8%o,compared to a mean oI22.l%o for
all 33 cores. As fbr percentage of {'aculty
score oI core {'aculty score, the top five
cores ranged from 5.6Voto I2.5Vo with a
mean of 8.4Vo, compared to a mean of
3.37o{br all 33 cores.With respect to percentage ofcancellation cost to core cost,
the top live cores ranged from 46.IVo to
80.57owith a mean 55.6Vo,compared to a
mean oI 26.6Vofbr all 33 cores. Here the
overlap occurred only on Biological and
Agricultural Engineering, which was
among the smallestcores on all three core
size measures. This overlap resembled
the one among the five dominant cores on
overall new subscription measuresaspercentages o{'their respective core measures. The latter overlap had also taken
place at the lower end of core size measures, although on three small cores instead of one.

measures. All three overall new subscription measuresin these terms had sienificant negative correlations with totafcore
f'aculty score only, demonstrating that the
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ST serials holdings of LSU Libraries
tended to be damaged where faculty interest and politicd power were weak.
However, there were no signilicant correlations of the cancellation measures in
these terms with any core size measures,
making it appear that the cancellations
were independent in this respect.
The crucial difference between the
cancellations and the overall new subscriptions recommended as a result of the
exercise revealed itself in the matter of
leverage, i.e., the ratio ofpercentage ofST
value to the percentage oI'cost. Thus, the
overall new subscriptions total leverage of
a positive 1.46 to I was lI.2 times greater
than the total cancellation leverage of a
negative0.13 to l. The storywas the same
with average leverage. In this case, the
overall new subscription average leverage
of a positive 1.2 to I was 10.0 times more
than the cancellation averageleverage ofa
negative0.12 to l. On acore-by-corebasis,
cancellation leverage ranged fiom 0.0 to I
in Human Nutrition and Food as well as
lndustrial and Manufacturing Systems
Engineering, where only zero-class{'aculty
score titles were recommended lbr cancelIation, to 0.26 to I in Food Science. The
mean core-by-core cancellation leverage
was a negative 0.12 to 1, and the overall
new subscription mean core-by-mre
leverage of 3.1 to I was 25.8 times higher
than this.
Tur Tnron-Orr rNTERMS
oF NUMBER
oF
TrrLEs,FACULTY
ScoRE,ANDCosr
The mean price of the 118 serials recommended for subscription was $693.92, and
their mean I'aculty score was 45.I. In contrast, the mean price of the3l2 serials recommended fbr cancellation-$650.32was almost the same, but their mean f'aculty score of 3.9 was {'ar lower. Given this
Iack ofrelationship ofcost to ST value, the
outcome of the exercise was pre&ctable.
To summarize, the purpose of the exercise
was to determine whether the ST serials
holdings of LSU Libraries could be
brought tp to 75Vo of the ST value perceived by the LSU {aculty in the desired
universe ofserials with the resources available in the working universe of serials, i.e.,
all those serials on subscription at LSU
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Libraries in the 33 curriculum cores with
the addition ofthose highly ranked serials
that were not on subscription but that accounted lbr 75Voof vahrc perceived by the
LSU {bculty within the desired universe of
these cores. Due to the f'aults inherent in
such expert ratings, the perceptions ofthe
LSU faculty had to be corrected by citation
and use mea-sures.For the purpose of the
exercise, a measure called "trade-o{f'wa^s
constructed. This was done by simply subtracting the cancellation mea^sures
in terms
oftitles, f'aculty score, and costs from their
equivalent overall new subscription measuresto gaugethe results of eliminating the
cancellations from the working universe
while retaining the new subscriptionsin it.
The percentage relationships oI' the
trade-ofI's were calculated with respect to
the working universe both as a totality and
on an averagecore-by-core basis.
Concerninq titles, 118 were recommended {br new subscription, whereas
342 w ere recommended lbr cancellation.
The net title trade-off was there{bre a reduction of the working univerceby 224titles. With respect to the 1,619 titles comprising the working universe, the net
reductionwas 13 83Vo.As apercentage of
their respective core titles, the trade-o{T
titles ranged |rom -53.8Vo in Biological
and Agricultural Engineering to +38.57o
in Climatology with a mean oI -11.67o{or
all 33 curriculum cores.
As fbr I'acultv score. the ll8 new subscriptions had an aggregate I'aculty score
of 5.320. whereas the 342 cancellations
had an aggregate {'aculty score of 1,334.
The net laculty scoretrade-ofI, there{bre,
was an increase of the working universe
I'acultyscore by 3,986.With respectto the
total working universe {aculty score of
46,593, this represented a net gain of
8.567o.As percentagesofthe {'acultyscore
oftheir respectivecores, the f'acultyscore
trade-o{Iisranged lrom -l2.5%oin Biological and Agricultural Engineering to
+59.2Voin Climatology with a mean of
+L3.5Vofbr the 33 curriculum cores.
And, {inally,with regardto costs,the 118
new subscriptions cost $8I,882, whereas
the cancellations had a cost of 9222.409.
The net cost trade-o{f was therefbre a reduction ofthe cost ofthe working universe

by $140,527.With respect to the total cost
of the working universe of $1,049,805,this
represents a net reduction of 13.397o.As
percentagesof the costs of their respective
core, the cost trade-oll's ranged {iom
-80.OVoin General Science to i58.67o in
Human Nutrition & Food with a mean of
-L3.07ofor all 33 curriculum cores.
AII in all, the in{'erence that must be
drawn fiom the results of this exercise is
obvious. Despite the cancellation oI'
2,2O7 titles and the institution of the policy ol'adding no new subscriptionsduiing
the period 1986-94 in the {'aceofan exponentially growing serials population, the
ST serials holdings of LSU Libraries
emerged relatively unscathed from the
debacle. Instead ofthe hundreds ofnew
subscriptions one might expect would be
needed to bring these holdings rp to 757o
ofthe ST value perceived by the LSU {aculty in the universe of serials desired by
them in the 33 curriculum cores. only 118
were required, and much of the benefit of
these 118 new subscriptions came lrom
the 53 high l'aculty score serials. The 65
mid-laculty score serials were already approaching marginality in terms of leverage Moreover, not only were relatively
I'ew new subscriptions required to bring
the ST serialsholdings in the 33 cores up
to the optimal level of the value perceived
by the LSU faculty, there still remained
hundreds ofserials in these cores that cost
hundreds of thousands of dollars and
could be canceled at minimal loss in perceived ST value.
These results can be attributed not
only to the careful management of the
cancellationsdurins the crisis but also to
the highly skewed and stable nature ofthe
ST iournal system. In essence,the commanding heights of the ST serialsholding
of LSU Libraries were lbr the most oart
still intact, and the results of the
"*"r-.'ir"
in
would have been even more {'avorable
terms of trade-o{Ilshad these commanding heights su{I'ered major damage.
To verify this, the leverage in terms of
LSU laculty score was calculated lbr a
sample ol 25 of the 50 most-often cited
iournals in 1989 and 1994. as identified
ty Garlield (1996).This samplewas constructed by moving down the list in
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descending rank order of total 1994 citations and selecting those journals that
were in the serialsset under investigation
until the desired number had been
reached The titles were located in nine
curriculum cores, and they included numerous prestigious journals, such as
American Joum,al of Physiology, Astrophgsical Journal, Cell, Journal of Geophgsical Research, Joumal of the American Chemical Society, Phqsical Reoieu.t,
andScience.With rare exception allwere
still on subscription at LSU Libraries.
The mean leverage of these titles was
5.55 to 1, which was 3.6 times more than
the 1.55-to-I total leverage of the high
f'acultyscore new subscriptions,3 8 times
more than the 1.46-to-I total leverage of
the overall new subscriptions, 4.0 times
more the I.38-to-1 total leverageof'the
mid-l'aculty score new subscriptions, and
42.7 times more than the 0.13-to-l total
leverage of the cancellations.
Conclusion: Economic
Consequences and Options
THE INEFFICIENTMARKET:
CoNrneprcuoN BETwEENSocrerAND ECONOMICLOGIC
Human knowledge appears to function on
the same probability structure as the rest
o{'living nature and society.lt is a structure
dominated by highly skewed, exponential
distributions that arise {iom the ooeration
of two basic multiplicative, ofien interactive stocha^sticpr6cesses' inhomogeneity
and contagion. Because all probabilities
must add to one, the result is essentially a
zero sum game in which the successof the
f'ew necessitates the {'ailure of the many.
The library market lbr ST journals is characterized by an imbalance between two
such distributions, one lbr ST value and
the other fbr cost.
Two principles dominate the library
market lbr ST journals. The first is societal
and is exemplified by the U.S. scienti{ic
and technical associations.Associations
have long played an important role in
American society, and their importance
was noted by none other than Alexis de
Tocrlueville (f969, 189-95, 513-25), who
in his f'amousb ookDemocraal In America

called particular attention to the significance of American intellectual and moral
associations.The importance of U.S. scienti{ic and technical associationsin the library market for ST serials is that they are
the primary social organizations of those
involved in science and technology, and it
is largely through the medium of their
publications that the ST elite communicate the results oftheir work.
In a landmark article Cole and Cole
(1972) analyzed the comparative contributions ofthe various social strata ofscientists to scientific progress, using the
work of Jose Ortega y Gasset to set the
null hypothesis that science was advanced
by the work of many average scientists
makins minor contributions. Cole and
Cole rejected this hypothesis.To the contrary they {bund that scientific progress is
mainly the work of a small elite concentrated at a relatively f'ew institutions and
that even the minor discoveriescome primarily lrom the top strata of the scientific
community.
Using Price's modification of Lotka'.s
law, Cole and Cole estimated that roughly
SOVIoI all scientific papers are produced
by approximately l\Vo of the scientists,
and thev analvzed the extent to which the
I\Vo olihe scientistswho pr odrce SOVooI
the research depend on the other 90Voof
the scientists responsible lbr the remaining\\Vo. To do this, Cole and Cole examined the re{'erencesmade bv 84 universitv
physicists in their most highly cited papers in the 1965 SCI to a random sample
o{ 385 physicists drawn {rom those ref'erenced in these 84 papers.Ofthe 385 cited
physicists, 12Vo were alTiliated with universities, and 60Voof these were located
at the nine physics departments given the
highest rating of "Distinguished" in the
Cartter 1964 assessmentof quality in U.S.
graduate education. The nine top departments representedl0.SVo of the 86 physics programs rated that year, and at the
risk of redundancy their names in descending rank order were Califbrnia at
Berkeley, Cal Tech, Harvard, Princeton,
Stanfbrd, MII Columbia, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Cornell.
In general, Cole and Cole lbund
among those highly cited many who were
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members of the National Academy of Sciences and winners of the Nobel prize as
well as other awards, and there was a tendencv fbr the elite to cite the elite and to
be ciied by those lower down the science
stratilication system. It is this elite that
lies at the basis of ST value, which they
trans{'erto U.S. associationserialsbypublishing their most important work in
them. Becauseofthe nature ofthe probability structure governing science and
technolog;r, it is the elite's successthat reduce.sthe succes.sof others, causing zero
classesin citations and library use.
The other principle dominating the library market lbr ST serials is commercial,
and this principle is epitomized by the
commercial publishers, both domestic
and {breiqn. It would be easy to end this
paper by"praising the socieial principle
and denouncing the profit motive, but unfortunately the picture appears to be
much more complex. The separation of
ST value {iom cost may be mainly the result of the interaction of the science and
technology social stratilication system
with the economics ofjournal publishing
rather than the profit motive.
The conceptual model proposed by
Noll and Steinmueller (1992)Ibrthe analysis of scientilic journal prices is extremely interesting liom this perspective.
Accordinq to these authors, scholarly
.journals f,ave essentially the same coit
structure as any other media product in
that this cost structure consists of two
parts: (I) "first copy cost," which includes
all activity associated with producing the
basic inlbrmation that the product contains; and (2) the costsofactually printing
and distributing the publication, which
{br scholarly journals are a relatively small
part of the total costs. Given this cost
structure, Noll and Steinmueller point
out that circulation is a key variable and
that prices must be higher lbr journals
with low circulation because the fixed
first copy cost must be recovered {iom a
smaller number of subscribers.They f'urther posit that a l'undamental l'actor in determining the demand fbr academic journals is the need ofthe laculty to publish
lbr promotion and salary pu{poses.
In the view of Noll and Steinmueller,

scholarlyjournals exist within social hierarchies, and as more l'aculty seek publication outlets, it becomes increasingly di{ficult to be published in the "best"journals.
The result is that a smaller and smaller
proportion ol'scholars succeed in pubiishing at the top ofthe hierarchy. In lheir
model, both publishers and scholars respond to this situation by seeking to crea:tenew publishing outleis that l'orm new
hierarchies by narrowing the scope of
iournals, becauseit is better to be at the
top of a small, new hierarchy than at the
bottom ol'an established,large one. Noll
and Steinmueller state that the type of
market that develops in this regime is one

that as more and more such journals are
launched, the subscription base of all the
competing serials is reduced, lbrcing
price risel to cover the high fixed (tirsl
2,opy) costs of' serials. Noll and
Steinmueller then state (p. 34):
The onlyjournalsthat arelikely to be ableto
persistin earningexcessprolits in this type
of marketarethosethat areimmune to loss
of subscriptionsliom the entry of a more
specializedpublication.Theseare likely to
be the mostprestigiousgeneralpurposeacademicjournalsin a discipline-the outlets
that all scholars,regardlessofspecialty,rank
at the top of the hierarchyacrossa broad
spectrumof specialties.Usually the journalsofthe major prolessionalsocietiesI'all
into this category since they reach a very
large audienceand so draw a very large
numberof submissions.
In their opinion, the per{brmance of
the journals market under such conditions is "sociallyundesirable and economically inefficient" (p. 35) fbr the {bllowing
reasons: (1) secondary journals tend to
publish many articles that are not particularly important and that could not sustain
suf{icient circulation to keep ajournal viable; and (2) as average circulation declines and prices go up to cover {irst copy
costs, a wider spread develops between
the marginal cost of a journal and its
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price. The situation is loaded with social
dynamite with possible catastrophic consequences,fbr in a model developed by
Quandt (1996),ll'in the presenceof myopic behavior publishers try to maintain
their revenue by raising prices to compensate fbr falling subscriptions, and Iibraries canceljournals on the basisofcost
and importance, there could be a dramatic implosion in subscriptions, ranging
ftom ISVo to 96Vo.
Credence was given to Noll and
Steinmueller'.smodel by Bensman's(1996)
analysisof the library market fbr chemistry
journals, using the databasecompiled as a
result ofthe SRP pilot project in 1993.Regression testswith this databasehad shown
that fbr every tpe of publisher-association and commercial. domestic and fbreign-serials prices tended to go down in
Iine with the increase in the number of libraries holding them. Taking all types of
publishers together, prices decreased in
terms of standardized regression coeflicients either 0.40 or 0.47 itandard deviations {br every one standard deviation increase in holding libraries, depending on
which measure of scientilic value was utilized. U.S. publishers'prices were much
more sensitive to this variable than {breign
ones. but this could have been an arti{'aciof

Urbana-Champaign
Library.

(UIUC)

Chemistry

outliers of three basic types (besidesthe
consistent appearance ofone title as such
Ibr unexplainable reasons).
One typ"
of outlier was subject-related and could have been the result of the set ofjournals under analysis
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being defined by a survey of the Department of Chemistry without taking into account the Department of Biochemistry.
This $pe occurredwhen LSU fbculty ratings and total ISI citations were utilized
as the measures of scienti{ic value, and it
reouired the exclusion of the Annual Rer:iio of Biochemistry, Free Rad.ical Research Com,munications, and the J oum.al
of Bl.ologl.calChemistry as outliers.
The second type of outlier related to
all three measures beinq research oriented. Use in the UlUCChemistry Librarywas so, becausethis librarysupports
a large research-doctorate program that
has been consistently ranked at the top of
such programs in chemistry fiom 1910
throush 1993. This characteristic led to
the considerable underprediction of the
numberof libraries holding Chemicul and
Engineering Neros, the itaitt infbr*rtional publication of the American Chemical Society, and the Joumal of Chemical
Education, whose purpose is primarilyinstructional.
The final type of outlier included one
title, and it was the most interesting, because it was due to an extreme imbalance
between price and scientific value. This
title was the Joumal of the Arnerican
Chemical Society, which had to be excluded as an outlier from the model that
used LSU f'acultyscore as the measure of
scientific value as well as {rom the model
that used total UIUC use in this role. The
reason for this was that therfou m.al of the
American Chemical Societa was such a
bargain in terms of price and scientilic
value that, instead ofthe 1,381 libraries
actually holding it, the model with LSU
f'aculty score predicted that it should be
heldby 4,429 libraries, and the one with
total UIUC use, by 5,688-in both cases,
probably more libraries that needed it
than exist in reality.
All three models showed that scientific value plays a much more important
role than price in determining why libraries purchase and hold serials. With respect to LSU {aculty score, the standardized regression coe{Iicients showed that
Ibr each move ofone standard deviation
upwards in scienti{ic value, library holdings went up 0.64 standard deviations; {br
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each move ofone standard deviation upwards in price, library hol&ngs went
down 0.15 standard deviations. The
model accounted fbr 39.7Voof the variance in library holdings, and by itself LSU
{bculty score accounted for 39.57oofthe
variance beyond that caused by price,
whereas by itself price caused only 2.3Vo
of the variance beyond that caused by
LSU {'aculty score
The same Dicture was obtained when
total ISI citations were used as the measure of scienti{ic value. Here the standardized regression coellicient.s .showed
that lbr each move ofone standard deviation upwards in scientific value, library
holdings increased 0.61 standard deviations, whereas for each move upwards of
one standard deviation in price, Iibrary
holdinss decreased 0.24 standard deviations.'fhis model accounted lbr 33.2Voot
the variance in library holdings, and by itself total ISI citations accounted fbr
33.07oofthe variance beyond that caused
by price, whereas by itself price accounted lor only5.27o ofthe variance bethat caused bv total ISI citations.
vond
These {indings were corroborated by
the model using total UIUC Chemistry
Library use a^sthe measure of scientific
value With this model, the standardized
regression coe{Iicients revealed that {br
each move ofone standard deviation upwards in scientific value, library holdings
rose 0.61 standard deviations,whereasIbr
each move upwards ofone standard deviation in price, Iibrary holdings f'ell 0.23
standard deviations. This model accounted lor 33.9Vool'the variance in Iibrary holdings, and by itself total UIUC
use accounted lor 33.67oof the variance
beyond that caused by price, whereas by
itself price accounted {br merely 4.7Voof
the variance beyond that caused by total
UIUC use.
The next stage ol'the analysis was devoted to investigating the dichotomy between the serials of the U S. associations
on the one hand and those ofthe commercial publishers, both domestic and fbreign, on the other. It was done in two steps
First, the means of these types of publishers were compared on the independent
variables of the above models-price,

LSU faculty ratings, total ISI citations,
and total UIUC Chemistry Library use. In
all cases.the serials of the U.S. associations represented l'ar better purchasesIbr
libraries than those of the commercial
publishers. In terms o('price, the mean
was $575.76 for the seriaisof the U.S. associations.$878.67 for titles of U.S. commercial publishers, and $1,565.24 {br
those of the fbreign commercial ones. In
terms of LSU faculty score, the mean was
189.7fbrthe titles ofthe U.S. associations,
53.6 fbr the serials of U.S. commercial
publishers, and 72.5 fbr those of the fbreign commercial publishers. In terms o{'
total ISI citations, the mean was 30,073.8
{br the serials ol the U.S. associations,
6,541.8 {br those of the U.S. commercial
publishers, and 8,975.6 Ibr the {breign
commercial titles. In terms of total UIUC
Chemistry Library use, the mean was
1,440.2 fbr the U.S. association serials,
175.0 fbr the U.S. commercial ones, and
391.2 lbr the lbreign commercial titles.
ISI impact {'actorwas also tested as part of
the investigation ofthe independent variables. and onlv in terms of mean ISI impact {'actor did the commercial serials do
well against the U.S. association titles.
However, interestingly enough, it was
only the dill'erences between the impact
{'actormeans that were not statistically significant, once again calling into question
the validity of this measure.
In the second step, the dependent
holdings-was
examvariable-library
ined, and not unexpectedly, the serials of
the U.S. associationsI'ared much better
here than those of the commercial rrublishers. The mean library holdingr i'"t"
743.0 fbr a U.S. associationserial, 387.5
{br a U.S. commercialone, and 316.7fbr a
firreisn commercial title. The difl'erences
between these means were also statisticallysigni{icant. Evidence existsof apositive relationship between library holdings
and the scholarly value of serials in other
subjects besides chemistry; {br example,
Wallace and Boyce (1989) {bund signi{icant correlations ranging liom 0.49 to
0.74 between OCLC holdings and total
citations in business,clinical psycholory,
ecology, genetics and heredity, and international relations.
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On the basis of the Noll and
Steinmueller model, it is now possible to
say that the logic of the social stratification system ol science and technologr
works contrary to the economic logic of
the ST journal market, enabling better ST
infbrmation to be delivered at a cheaner
price and lbrcing worse ST in{brmation to
be delivered at a higher price. Even ifthe
U.S. associationswere operating on the
principle of prolit maximization, they
would still be able to undelprice the commercial publishers. However, fbr whatever the reason, the propensity of commercial publishers to charge more fbr
their products is causing zero classesof
unknown magnitude not only in library
monographic purchases but perhaps even
in the launching of good ST serials.
One ol the major basesof modern investment theory is the "efficient market
hypothesis" (EMH). Accordingto this hypothesis, a stock market is efTicientwhen
share prices re{lect all the infbrmation
relevant to the companies underlying
them (Bodie, Kane, and Marcus 1996,
338-41). From this perspective, the library market fbr ST journals is extremely
ine{licient. Libraries pay the highest
prices Ibr serialswith the lowest ST value
and the lowest probability of being used.
The inefliciency of the library market fbr
ST serialsis demonstratedbythe three regression models above, where from
603Eo to 66.87o of the variance in library
holdings is left unexplained by the two
variables-price
and scientific valuewhich should be dominant in their determination.
A number of basic lactors might play
an important role in causing this ine{Ticiency besides academic politics. First,
academiclibraries tend to compare themselveson the basisof the ARL Llbrary lndex. However, this index is a measure of
the relative size of libraries. and it does
not attempt to measurethe quality of collections or successin meeting the needs
of the users (Kyrillidou and'Blixrud, 20
March 1997). The ARL Library Index is
constructed liom five data elementsnumber of volumes held, number of volumes added, numberof current serialsreceived, total operating expenditures, and

number of st#I-and, inso{'arasthe number and cost ofST serialsare lbctored into
this index, it may be a measure of not
which is the better library but of which is
the greater lbol.
Second, there persists a belief among
librarians that publishers charge according to the rluality of their serials, and this
belief fbund expression in the {bllowing
statement quoted by Dougherty and Barr
(1988,8):
Every study we've done or seenindicates
that high costand high useare linked; and
jourthislimitsourpowerto dropexpensive
nals, even where cooperationis assured
The publishersknow what they are doing
when they price their corejournals
Onthe contrary Bensman (1996) used
regressionanalysesofchemistry serialsto
demonstrate that the primary determinant in pricing by all types of publishs1q-45s6qi2fion and commercial, domestic and foreign-is size and not quality,
which plays virtually no role.
Third. manv librarians think that the
commercial prrilirh"r. por.ess monopoly
power (Stoller, Christopherson, and
Miranda 1996), but this does not appear
to be the case if so many ol their serials
can be canceled with extremely small
lossesin ST value. On the contrary, care{ul consideration of the evidence presented here might lead to the conclu-sion
that manyof the publishers-who do possessmonopoly power due to the quality of
their products-actually charge less lbr
these products.
A fburth {bctor possibly causing inefliciencv in the librarv market fbr ST serials
is more subtle, and it is that librarians appear to {'eel a pro{'essional obligation to
preserve all human knowledge, no matter
its importance. In studiesofserials cancellations by five ARL libraries in the Midwest Chrzastowski and Schmidt (1993;
1996) noted that libraries tended to cancel
English-language science titles that had a
higher-than-average subscription price
and that they alone held. The authors attributed this phenomenon to the operation of the Matthew Efl'ect, which was
leading to the development of similar core
collections of high-use and {iequently
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cited serials titles. Chrzastowski and
Schmidt regretted this loss of "diversity,"
calling for cooperative collection development to address the issue of cancellations.
However, the progress of science and
technology requires high levels ol'consensus with agreed- upon paradigms and established channels of communication. By
their very uniqueness, the canceled titles
demonstrated their unimportance, and
the relativelyhigh cost ofthise titles more
than likely resulted from this lack of importance.
In a discussion of the EMH, Frankfurter and McGoun (1996, 60-6I) specify
three versions ofmarket efficiency. In all
three versions the library marker lbr ST
serialscan be considered inellicient. The
{irst is "in{brmational ef{iciency." This has
been defined above. and we have shown
that the prices of ST journals certainly do
not reflect the in{brmation that is available or easily obtained asto their underlying ST value. The second version is
"allocational efliciency," and Frankfurter
and McGoun state that "markets are
allocationally ef{icient, if investment projects are {inanced at the marginal productivity of capital." However, due to the
highly skewed distributions of ST value,
the marginal utility ofiournals diminishes
at a rapid rate, while at the same time the
prices of these same journals are fbrced
up by the need to recover {irst copy costs
from the {'ewer number of subscriptions
dictated by their lower ST value. If one
considers the serials holdings of a library
as part o{ its capital, then libraries are investing money at a point where the cost of'
journals f'ar exceeds their productivity in
terms of usable human knowledqe, making the library rnarket lbr ST serials
allocationally ineflicient. The third version is "operational efiiciency." According
to Frank{urter and McGoun, operational
e{liciency is "concerned with the easeand
speed by which capital markets make the
meeting o{ buyers and sellers possible,"
and this in turn depends upon the level of
market liquidity. From this perspective,
the library market for ST serials can be
seen as operationally ineflicient, because
libraries have a large part of their resourcestied up in fixed costs{br serialsof

questionable ST value, reducing their
liquidity and tlexibllity in meeting new
infbrmational needs.
THE CRrsrs
Oprrons FoR RESoLvTNG
The crisis predicted by Price a generation
ago is now here. New serialsare being established at a rapid rate. For example, the
35th edition of Ulrich's {br 1997 ( vol. I,
vii-viii) reports adding nearly 6,000 titles;
the 36th edition lbr 1998 ( vol. l, vii- viii)
increased its coverage by about 7,000 title.s, of which more than 3,57I were
known to have begun publication since
|anuary 1, 1995.
Moreover, the U.S. Periodicals Price
Index (USPPI) {br 1998 (Alexander and
Dingley- 1998) shows that inflation continuEs unabated. Excluding Russian
translations, the average pricE of a U.S.
periodical rose 34.3Vofrom $149.46 in
1995 to $200.74 in 1998. In addition, the
1998 USPPI revealsthat the subject category Chemistry & Physics remains at the
heart ol'the problem. The average price
of the serials in this category increased
38.47oftom $767.96 in 1995 to $1,062.49
in 1998. Once again,with the exclusionof
Russiantranslations,the averageprice of
Chemistry & Physics serials was the highest, being 5.3 times higher than the average price of all 1998 USPPI serials of
$200.74 and twice as high as the second-most expensive subject category
Medicine, which averaged$524.65.With
the elimination of Russian translations,
the Chemistry & Physicssubject category
accounted {br only4.6Voof the 3,729 titles
in the 1998 USPPI samrrlebt 24.IVo ol
the $748,559.46that thii sample cost.
Three basic I'actors appear to be driving the inflationary spiral in the prices of
ST serials.First, there is the normal exponential growth of science and technologlz,
which manif'estsitself in the increasing
number and size of ST serials. As Price
pointed out, this growth outstrips that of
the socioeconomic institutions supporting science and technolory. It alone could
causethe prices of ST serialsto rise f'aster
than other prices in society.
Second, as the Noll and Steinmueller
model indicates, the problem o{ normal
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ST growth is probably compounded by
the dysfunctions introduced by the university promotion and tenure system.
Publishers are serving the need of the {'aculty to publish by providing ever-more
specialized outlets, and the constant
shrinkage ofthe markets for such outlets
makes ii ever-more difficult to cover first
copycosts. The result is the production of
much ST literature whose cost of production cannot be justified by its potential
use. These f'eatures have been well documented in two studies done under the
sponsorship of the ARL by Economics
Consulting Services, Inc. (1989) and
Okerson (1989), who located the roots of
the crisis of the serials system in, among
others, the growth in the volume of published research, the promotion and tenure system, the efl'ect of first copy costs,
the "twigging" of journals into subspecialties, and the role of the commercial publishers.
Finally, the inllating mass of ST literature appears to be fast approaching its socioeconomic limits as is witnessed by the
growing inability of library budgets to finance it. Libraries are being forced to
make the transition from ownership to access, and the resulting cancellations are
stressing the entire system by making it
ever more difficult to cover first copy
costs. Even a relatively few cancellations
can have an enormous impact on the system, becausethe market lbr many ST serials is small. Of the 154 serials in the database comoiled as a result of the 1993 SRP
pilot projectwith the LSU Department of
Chemistry 75Vo had library holdings of
528 or {'ewer,and the median library holding of the sample was only 318.5
Unfbrtunatelv. there does not seem to
be either .tr
or a rational solution to
the crisis of ""ry
the ST serials system in its
present fbrm. Technology does not provide an answer and may even exacerbate
the situation because it places additional
stress on the system without altering the
economic f undamentalsof ST publishing.
This consequence of technology is apparent in the {'actorswhich the American
Chemical Society (aCS) takes into account when it prices the newly established
online versionsof its 26lournals. Over the
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last 5 years, the ACS has spent millions of
dollars on electronic publishing. During a
recent interview (Wilkinson 1998, 18),
Bovenschulte, ACS Publications Division
director, stated that it was costing the
ACS approximately $2 million per year to
,uppoit^w"b pubilshing throrigh investments in new stafl training in computers
and networks, additional servers, and
backup systems.Bovenschulte estimated
were likely to increase,
that suich-expenses
and he noted that the ACS still had all the
costs associatedwith print.
In a recent talk, Garson (1997a),chief
technology olTicer of the ACS Publications Diriiion. analvzed the economics of
ST publishing. He particularly emphasized the impact of the new technology.
Garson located the primary cause of the
rapid escalation of ST journal prices in
the explosive increase in the amount of
material being published. According to
him, despite substantialimprovements in
productMty, publishing costs are directly
proportional to the amount of material
irublished. Noting that scientific publishers are under tremendous pressure to
publish, Garson then gave the {bllowing
itatistics on the growthifACS publishinf
fbr the period from 1980 to 1996: the
number of articles rose {rom around
8,000 per year to over 18,000; the average
number of pages per article increased
from around 5 to about 7.25r and the
number of pages published by the ACS
increased {iom approximately 40,000 to
about 135,000. He also pointed out that
much-even most-of the material rejected lbr publication under the ACS system of strict peer review eventually was
published elsewhere.
Garson then divided ACS journal publishing expensesinto two categories,giving
their percentages fbr 1996 as {bllows: (1)
Iirst copy costs (peer review and extemal
editors, technical editing, database building and composition, marketing and sales,
research and development)-84.37o; and
(2) papea printing, and distribution costs
or expensesdirectly associatedwith distribution of the inlbrmation-I1.7%o. Olthe
first copy costs,databasebuilding and composition was by far the largest, comprising
43.4Vool total production costs, and this
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{'act is important because, as he indicated,
database creation is necessaryto produce
both print and electronic products in a
cost-efl'ective manner. The second-highest
Iirst copy cost-peer review and extemal
editors, comprising I9.37o of total costs-is
also of interest, becauseit reflects the emphasis of the ACS on the quality of the
science it publishes.
Garson held out no hope
-ST fbr a
technological solution to the
serials
crisis thr6ugh electronic journals. By his
estimate, even with electronic iournals,
lirst copy costs would still be- 80Vo or
more, while the fbrmat threatened a reduction in the number of copies that
could be sold to cover these costs.In a responseto questionsabout his talk, Garson
(f997b) noted that ACS first copy costsof
80Voor more might be much higher than
others due to the association'.sheavier investment in front-end database creation
and rigorous peer review. As evidence of
this, lbr example, Cox (1997), managing
director of Car{hx Publishlng, estimated
average first copy costs of scholarly journals at between60Voand70Vo.
From the viewpoint of the ACS, electronicjournals pose a threat to publishers,
because the costs ofproducing them are
the same or even greater than print versions, while they reduce the number of
needed subscrirrtionsdue to their accessibility fiom rem6te points. In his interview
(Wilkinson 1998, 13), Bovenschulte

ing the bells and whistles that electronic
journals provide. In his opinion, "electronic journals are going to take over in
the long run, no sooner than five years,
but no longer than 10," and he declared
that, as a result, "scientific publishers-and maybe journal publishers in
general-are going to give up counting
print subscriptions as a measure of journal success."
The points made by Bovenschulteand
Garson were driven home by Durniak
(1997) in awritten justi{ication ofwhy the

ACS had to charge more for its electronic
products than its print ones. His rationale
basically boiled down to two points: (1)
the ACS had to invest more into the first
copy cost of database creation to provide
such enhancements as oowerlul search
so{'tware, hypertext links; interactive molecular models and animations, etc.; and
(2) the number of subscriptionswould decline asACS members caiceled their personal print subscriptions with the availability of electronic versions {rom their
libraries, and aslarge organizations eliminated the now redundant duplicate subscriptionsto ACS journals. The hostile response to the ACS policy of pricing
electronic journals prompted Durniak to
declare ruefully (Wilkinson 1998, 16),
"Pioneers are the ones that always have
the arrows in their chests."
Moreover, similiar to technology, neither cooperative collection development
nor consortia ofl'er solutions to the crisis
embracing the ST serials system in its
present form. The simple {'actof the matter is that important ST information is
largely restricted to a relatively few serials, and research has consistently shown
that these serials not only dominate internal library use but also interlibrary loan.
Evidence of this phenomenon appeared
in the analysis of the documents supplied
by UnCover to LSU {iom July I, 1994, to
|une 30, 1996,from titles classedin the 33
curriculum cores, where a crucial role
was played by serials either highly rated
by the universityt faculty or having high
impact lactors.
Because of this, all university libraries
must have basically the same set of journals-a condition dictated by their being a
part ol the same social stratification system-something that was demonstrated
here by the high intercorrelations among
LSU chemistry laculty ratings, ISI citations, and UIUC Chemistrv'set
Librarv use.
Moreover, the required
of jour1al5-45
the ACS publication data
show-has a tendency to grow exponentially. Therelbre, in the long run, no library will agree to waste scarce resources
on titles that have a low probability of being either used internally or borrowed by
other libraries, particularly because such
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titles are most likely to be subject to inflationary pressures due to a shrinking subscription base {rom cancellations by other
libraries.
Consortia ofl'er no solution to the crisis
due to {irst copy costs. As libraries reduce
the number of subscriptions by banding
together to buy expensive titles, they
fbrce publishers to raise prices to recover
thesetosts. This holds particularly true
lbr electronic journals that are more easily shared, and it is behind the ACS policy
of imposing a 25Vo preminm over collective print expenditures on consortia for
Web access to those of its journals to
which any member library subscribes.
When this off'er was made to Sanville (29
April 1998) of OhioLINK, it provoked
him to describe the premium as "huge"

lection development, and consortia o{I'er
no solutions to the crisis ofthe ST serials
systemin its present form, the onlyoption
that may be open to librarians is to alter
the market structure o{ the system.ARL
has come to this realization, and through
its Scholarly Publishing and Academic
ResourcesCoalition (SPARC) project it is
seeking "to create a more competitive
marketplace fbr research in{brmation by
providing opportunities lbr new publishing ventures, endorsing new publications
and inlbrmation products, and recruiting
authors, editors, and advisory board
members" (Case 1998, 1). Cognizant of
one ofthe major causesfbr the dyslunction in the ST in{brmation market, the
ARL is also working lbr "the decoupling
of the academic credentialing process
{rom lbrmal publication" (p. 5).
Altering the market structure of the
ST in{brmation system would entail a continuation ofthe transfer {rom ownership
to accessby taking advantage ofthe ability
ofthe new technology to provide inlbrmation speedily. In today'.s parlance, the
electronic iournal and the I'axmachine oI'{'er libraries the opportunity-through
rapid document delivery-to buy "justin-time" instead of "just-in-case." Under
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delivery, essentially removing them lrom
the subscription system to a fiee market.
However. zuch a iranst'er raises the crucial question ol'who should assume the {inanclal risk of the zero and other low use
classes-libraries or publishers. This
question was raised by ACS director of
dublications Marks, who in an interview
dealt with the issue of single-article ordering in the lbllowing manner (Borman
1995.49):
ajournalpublisheseverythingsubmitted
that is deemedtop-qualityscience,whether
or not anyoneever evenreadsit In eff'ect,
an archiveofpeer-reviewedresearchis creto the printed journal pay
ated.Subscribers
Ibr everythingthatk there, and the cost is
f'airly reasonablebecauseit's distributed
amonga largenumberofsubscribers.Ifyou
haveeverythingavailableelectronicallyand
peopleonly paylbr what they print out, we
won't be ableto supportthis system
Nevertheless,the real cost ofa iournal

cietg was $1,055.00,its cost-per-usewas
calculated to be $2.45. In contrast, another title had a subscription price of
$2,33f .01 but a cost-per-useof $4,079.27.
The true costsofthe secondaryST literature that have been {br the most part hidden under the present subscription system will have to manil'est themselves in
the fiee market of document delivery.
One must keep {irmly in mind that
what is described here is not a solution to
the crisis but its violent denouement and
the transition ofthe ST serialssystemto a
diIl'erent economic basis. Such a transition can result in the dramatic implosion
modeled by Quandt (1996), because it
threatens the very revenue base ofmany
publishers. This menace is evident {rom
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the data presented by Garson (1997) on
the iourn-alrevenues of th" eCS in 1996.
Of ihese revenues, 81.37o were derived
Iiom subscriptions,and only 15.87ocame
lrom reprints, page charges, microfilm,
back issues,or copyright royalties.Ninety
percent of the subscription revenues
came fiom institutions, and 107a fiom
ACS members.
Given these facts and the probability
structure of human lcnowledge, it is highly
doubtf'ul whether manypublishers can recover their lost subscription subsidies
from library budgets through the sale of
documents. The transition will not be a
pleasant one, becausethere are powerful
fbrces with vested interests in the existing
ST serials system. At LSU, in the {'amoui
words of Pogo Possum (Kelly 1982,224)
"We have metthe enemyandhe is us." Af'ter being shown an Evaluator run that
brought his pet journal up {br cancellation-a lbreign commercial title with an
extremely narrow subject focus-one
LSU prof'essorshouted, "When it comes
to my journal, your damn statistics mean
nothing!" He then threatened to run to

that he had his own personal subscription
to the journal, which indicates that more
issues are involved than simple accessto
infbrmation.
It is a terrible thing to be caught in an
ine{Iicient market thal suddenly S"comes
eUicient. No less a personag; than Sir
Isaac Newton Ibund this out. When reportedly asked to comment on the South
Sea Bubble in whose collapse he subsequently lost his shirt (Carswell 1960, 131,
199), Newton is said to have replied that
he could calculate the motions of the heavenlybodies but notthe madnessofpeople.
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Reflections
StonleyJ. Wilder
I-Densman and Wilder's "scienti{ic and
Technical Serials Holdings Optimization in
an Inellicient Market: A LSU SerialsRedesign Project Exercise" (see p. 1.47of this
issue) is an attempt to create a theoretical
fbundation to guide analysis ofthe sciensystem.
tific
and technical joumal
Bensman andWilder'.sfindings are the concentration of value on a small set of titles,
the concentration ofcost on a small set oftitles, and the low overlap between the two
sets.The purpose ofthe present paper is to
re{lect on these primary findings and the
implications of those findings {br library
and university administrators {aced with
developing a responseto the crisis in scientilic and technical serial pricing.

(p. 208). There are, however, l'ew titles
that appear in both the high-cost and the
hieh-;alue lists. Herein lies the core of
wilat Bensman andWilder's analysisofl'ers
administrators: Libraries can cut serial
costsdramatically without reducing the intellectual content oftheir ST serial collections by basing subscription decisions on
journal value rather than by seeking com-

tem, with &scipline-wide consensus on
what is important research, which institutions tend to produce it, and which jour-

The Concentrations of
Value and Cost
Throughout the scientific and technical
(ST) iournal literatures, measurablevalue
is concentrated on a relatively small number oftitles. These elite titles are qenerally published by U.S. associationi, and
most have been rated at the top of their
{ields {br many years. The stability in
these ratings suggeststhat these journals
will tend to remain elite {br the lbreseeable future (p. 176). At the other end of
the value continuum, the ST ioumal literatures contain large numbersof titles with
little value. Theie titles are generally
com mercial nublications.
The costbf ST iournals also concentrates on a relatively small number of titles

wetlands scholars,with a community-wide
consensus on which are the most prestigious programs, researchers, and journals.
Under these circumstances, data lrom
LSU can {unction a-sa microcosm of the
larger slntem.
A Theoretical Application of these
Principles to One Serial Collection
Bensman and Wilder demonstrate how a
collection strategy based on value would
afl'ect LSU Libraries' ST iournal collection It should be said thatthis analysisis

STANLEyJ.
WrLorn (swilder@lsu.edu),AssistantDean {brTechnical and Financial Services,LSU
Libraries, Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, is coauthor o{ the article "Scientific and
Technical Serials Holdings Optimization in an Ineflicient Market," which appears in this issue.
Manuscript received May 15, 1998: accepted lbr publication June 1, 1998
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strictly theoretical; it is not a re{lection of
strategies actually in efl'ect at LSU Libraries.
Bensmen and Wilder lirst combined

Bensman and Wilder established value
and cost targets fbr each core such that the
resulting lists would contain 75Voo{ each
core'.saggregate faculty score, and reduce
each core'.scost by 75Vo(p. I87). At bottom, choosing to satisFy717o
of the facultyt
perceived value was based on Trueswell's
80/20 rule, but whatever number is selected, it is criticallyimportant to avoid setting the value target at or near I007o.
When the core lists are sorted bv laculw
score in descendingorder, there ii little or

terms, use of these titles is random. and

tion proiects and its policy ol'adding no
new subscriptions,in ell'ectbetween lg86
and 1994. An explanationcan be lbund tn
two_asnectsoIthe lbregoing analysis.First,
at the heart of LSU Libraries' past serial
.strateg)rwas the cancellation of high-cost
ST journals. Bensman and Wilderestablished that cost is not related to value in ST
journals; hence, on the whole, cost-based
cancellations did not damage the collectio_n.Second,the policy ol'addtng no new
subscriptions took advantage of'"the hlgh
degree of stability among elite ST journals.

As a rule, newer titles have lower value to
ST disciolines.
The iesults were also startling in terms
ol'the titles and expenses involved in
reaching the value and cost targets. To
bring all cores up to the 75Vovalue target,
Bensman and Wilder calculated that subscription to only 118 titles would be necessary,at a cost of $81,882. Most of the increase in value stemmed lrom the top 53
titles, costing only about $39,000. The
analysis also identified 342 titles fbr cancellation, saing$222,409. The net e{I'ect
oI'these changeswould reduce LSU Libraries' serial list by 224 titles, and its cost
by $Ia0,527 (p. 2i5). One can only imagine the cost reductions this approach
would produce at libraries that have not
reduced their high-cost serial lists as aggressively as LSU Libraries has done.
Practical fmplications
Net cost reduction due to value-based
cancellations and new subscriptions is an
important consequenceof Bensman and
Wilder'.s findings, but this aspect is not to
be considered the "solution" to the crisis
in ST journal costs.LSU Libraries'hypothetical savingsof$140,527 would probably be consumed in a year'.stime given an
inilation rate of l\Vo'on the nevilist. On
the contrary, the benefit of this approach
is twofbld: {irst, it puts low-value, Iow-use
literature on a much more cost-effective
basis. In so doinq, libraries bene{it {iom
the movement oT commercial ST literature ever closer to the "fiee market." If

ature will surely reverse course.
It is not enough, ol'course, to state that
the growth of ST literature would reverse,
because such a shifi would cause enor-
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ble to predict how such disruption would
play out. It is equally impossibleto imagine
how the present system could be supported over the long term.
Comprehensive collecting is an article
of f'aith at many large academic libraries,
even {br consensus-driven disciplines such
as the sciences. Put bluntly, comprehensive collecting is inconsistent with
value-based cbllectine. For libraries
obliged or willing to forgo the goal of collecting every title published on a topic,
Bensman and Wilder ofl'er a conceptual
framework lbr justifying the move to value,
along with a process fbr doing so. Libraries
that choose.not to abandoricomprehensiveness,however, are likely to flnd that
their low-value, high-cost tiiles are nonetheless at risk duJto declining subscription bases.
According to Bensman and Wilder'.s
analysis, cooperative collection development does noi make sensefor print journll
collections in ST &sciplines. This is because the consensusofexpert opinion {'alls
on avery small and predictable set ofjournals. As a consequence,universities that
do not own the consensustitles will lind it
cheaper to own them than to pay fbr use
through document deliverv or interlibrarv
loan. For titles outside ihe conscribei
sphere of consensusjournals, there is so
Iittle use that document deliverv is bv fhr
the rnore cost-el1'ectiveapproach.
If Bensman and Wilder are correct in
the a^ssertionthat all U.S. ST programs op-

erate within a single system, the titles in
the corrected core lists could be considered "core collection" lists fbr U.S. science
and technologlz as a whole.
Despite the general solidity and stability of the ST system, Bensman and
Wildert model do-esnot describe an unchangeable system. Changes in perceived
quality do occur over time, both among academic programs and the joumals that
support them. One course available to university administrators interested in boosting their program ranhngs is to {bcus the
publication portion of their promotion and
tenure requirements on the high-value
journal titles in each discipline.
Concluding

Remarks

From a national perspective, the enormous sums spent on ST journals that are
high in cost and low in value can be postulated as an unreasonable subsidy. To the
degree that this subsidy is crippling academic libraries and capturing resources,
Bensman and Wilder'.s arralysisprovides a
powerfuljustilication {br the creation ofa
national coalition of academic libraries,
publishers, and scholarsto addressthis issue. The most promising such initiative is
the Association of Research Libraries'
Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC), which is intended to {bster alternative publishing
channels for the products of academic
research (http:// www.arl.orglsparc/).
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BookReviews
Morgoret Rohdy,Editor
Describing Music Materiak : A Manual
of
Cataloging
Descripthse
fo,
Printeil anil Recoril.eil Music, Music
Viil.eos, anil Archiaal Music CollecAACR2 anil
tions, for Use oith
APPM. Richard P. Smiraslia 3d ed.,
revised and enlarsed with the assistance of Taras Paviovslcy.Lake Crystal,
Minn.: Soldier Creek Press, 1997.
%ap. $66 (ISBN 0-936996-75-7).
The
edition
of
Richard
third
Smiraslia'.s classic handbook fbr music
catalofing is more comprehensive than
the previous editions. This edition is updated throughout and includes new chapters on archival materials, music videos,
and multimedia products. The author
states in the acknowledgments that Taras
Pavlovsky reconciled "all of the variant
versions of LCRIs (Library of Congress
Rule Interpretations) and MCDs (Music
Cataloging Decisions) to assurethat the
latest text appears here . . ." and "updated
all of the bibhographic apparatus in this
book . ." (p. i) Smiraglia still calls the
book a manual; it has not evolved into a
theoretical treatise on music cataloging.
The new edition remains the practical,
straightfbrward handbook that music catalogers have known, and it will continue
to be the tool they consult first.
In this edition, Smiraglia introduces
the concent o1'musicaldociumentsas artif'act,which he explains aslbllows: "Almost
all of the materials that will be described
using this book were not created as or intended to be items in libraries. That is,
they were all created with other purposes
and other audiences in mind" (p x). ffe
notes that an understandine ol this {'act
will assistthe music cataloglr in making
in{brmed, measured decisions about description and access.

Chapter 5, "Description of Archival
Collections of Musical Documents," is
new in this edition. Smiraglia notes that
"archival processing of collections of materials has become more prevalent in both
archives and libraries since the second
edition of this book was written" (p. ix).
This chapter is a pleasure to read because
it oll'ers an alternative to music catalogers
who l'ace backloes of material lbr wfiich
item -level description is traditionally prescribed.
Chapter 7 is devoted to a thorough
treatme'nt of uni{brm titles. The readeiis
Iirst introduced to the concept underlyinq the function of unilbrm titles, and
then taken systematically through the
more di{Ticult asoects of uni{brm title
construction, incfuding distinctive title
con{licts, additions that indicate manifestation or modification of a work, and collective unilbrm titles, aswell asthe use o{
authorized thematic indexes. Smiraglia
also provides guidance lbr creating motion picture unilbrm titles: "Videorecordings, as motion pictures essentially, will almost always be entered under
title proper, which given the ubiquity of
mani{'estations almost certainly will reouire the use of a uni{brm title to disting.tirh th" work {iom others of the same
title" (p. 197).
The chapters devoted to description,
the chapter on choice and {brm ol entry
and the one on uni{brm titles close with a
"Summary" that is an especially uselul
{'eatureof the manual. These summaries
enable the music cataloger to consult
broad topics rluickly, lbr ready relerence,
when in doubt about current music catakrging practice. Beginning music catalogers will lind it help{'ul to read the "Summary" Iirst and then return to read the lull
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text, to absorb the more intricate details
alter viewing the larger picture.
The chapters are organized logically
and outlined in detail in the table oI'contents. Each chapter on description begins
with ahelp{ul summary outline ol'the steps
in the pnrcessof creatingthe bibliographic
description. In this edition, the examples
pertaining to sound recordings are mostly
of CDs, not LPs, reflectingwhat most music catakrgersare catalogingnow. Some ol'
the examples are presented difi'erently
lrom earlier editions: the descriotion infbrmation lbr sound recordingsis irrangecl
to suggest its actual appearance on the label, c'ontainer,or booklet.
Smiraglia'.sprose is often elegant, with
Iight touches, such as the definition of
sketche.s as "composer'.s preliminary

Management Collection. Westport,
Conn: Greenwood Press, f997. 368p.
$75 (rSBN 0-313-30206-5). LC
96-32981.
What if librarians in all types ol'libraries fbund it necessary to withdraw books
only because of outdated content and
never because ofhighlighting and defhcement? What if there were no more stories
about pork chops used as bookmarks?
What il all library stalf recognized their
role in preserving their libraryt collection? Promnting Presensotion Ausareness
in Libraries is designed to help librarians
in all types of libraries develop preseruation education programs encouraging
proper use and handling of library materials Editors Drewes and Page demonstrate that the rewards of a pieservation
education program lie in improved access
to library materials.
The editors have been active in developing preservation education programs
fbr library stalf and users. Their experitry" chapter: "Accesspoints are the means ences. the needs thev encountered in lihy whic.-husers retri&e bibliographic rebraries, and the inter'estin their program
"Selling Preservation," presented at the
cords. They are the doorways to the process o{ becoming inlbrmed. As suchjthe
American Library Association'.s1994 Ancreation of acceis points is probably the
nual Conl'erence,all pointed to the need
rnost critical part of descriptive catalog- {br this sourcebook. Using t<lpical overing" (p. 123).
view essaysand casestudies,theyprovide
The only possible disappointment reasons and methods lbr developing a
about Dcscribing Music Materiuls is that
preservation education program and fbr
it is not acrcompanied by an instructional
assessingits efl'ectiveness.They then describe preservation education programs
fbr school libraries, public libraries, academic libraries, special collections, and
archives. Also valuable are lbur appendices: a short but strong discussionon developing graphics fbriisplays and handand other products with video compo- outs, a list of audiovisual resources, and
nents, it is time lbr publishers to issue two bibliographies of books lbr use with
these tools in multim;dia lirrmatsso that stafl, parents, teachers, and children.
they can become an integral part of the
Chapters I through 3 are devoted to
music cataloger'.sworkstati on.-Richard
the structure of a rrreservationeducation
D. Burbank (burbank@staff2.csouiuc.
program. While this section is somewhat
ctlu), Mu.sic Cultlog Cooniinutor, (lniuneven, especiallyfbr those expecting t<r
oersitrl of Illinois ut Urbuna-Cham:paign
find an o{I'-the-shelfeducation program,
readers will neverthelessfind a variety of
Promoting Presertsation Atoareness in
ideasthat they can mold into a program to
Libraries: A Sourcebook for Acasuit their own needs.In a creative and enfuryJ., Public, School, anil Special
tertaining essay, "Lite Preservation or,
Collections. Eds. feanne M. Drewes How to Win Over Your StaIf and Cusand Julie A. Page. Greenwood Library
tomers Without Being a Heaot1," Harlan
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Greene describes how he uses analogies
Irom human anatomy and personal health

vation is everyone's concern. Because
preservation education is more than presenting clever programs, Merrily Smith's
essayon evaluatingthe e{I'ectivenessof an
educational program will interest those
who would like to increase their skills in
proqram
assessment.
'
itre final fbur chapters are devoted to
preservation education programs fbr specific types oflibraries. Each essaybrings a
new perspective on program content, a
new approach to teaching, or a different
audience to consider. The programs developed lbr school children show simply that
damaged books take away the joy of reading. In the chapter on public libraries,
readers will {ind several creative methods
{br increasing presewation awareness
among community members, such as
sponsoring a workshop on book-repair
techniques led by a local conservator or an
overnight'lock-in' Ibr Girl Scouts earning
their Books badges.The e{I'ectof such successful programs goes beyond their initial
audience to include the f'amilies and
{riends of those who attend the program.
As the reader reaches the chapters on
preservation education in academic libraries, special collections, and archives, the
unstated premise of this book becomes
clear: there are a variety of audiences fbr
preservation education and an equal variety of methods {br reaching them.
Promoting Preseroation Ausarenessin
Libruries succeeds on several levels.
First, it is a sourcebookofideas that all Iibrarians can use to teach preservation,
whether to sta{T members who process
and shelve library materials or to library
patrons. UseIul ideas{br any situation can
be {irund throughout the book, notjust in
chapters describing specific types of Iibraries. The book also af{irms the benefit
of preserwation education to the library'.s
entire collection; preserwation education
should not be limited to snecial materials
such as local history. Read'ersof this book

will {ind inspiration in the I'act that all
types of libraries currently include preservation education as part of their mission. And {inally, Promoting Presensati'on
Awareness in Libraries demonstrates
that library patrons are eager to receive
this information, especially when they
also understand the benefit fbr their personal collections.
To many librarians, preservation conjures images of artisans repairing eighteenth- and nineteenth-century books in
the basement workshops oflarge research
libraries. However, Drewes and Page
demonstrate that preservation is a much
richer, broader field. Readers ofthis book
will seethat preservation enables all librarian5-svsn those not typically associated
with preservation elforts, such as school
medii specialists or public librarians-to
teach their patrons and stafl common
sense and easy practices that extend the
use{ul li{'e of their collections.-Winston
Atkir* (winston -atkins@ncsu. edu) Presercation Librarian, North Carolina State
Unioersity Libraries, Raleigh, N. C .
Retrieoal
Information
Undcratonding
Interactiotrs: Theoretical and PrartL
cal lmplications. Carol A. Hert. Greenwich, Conn.: Ablex Publishine, 1997.
150p.$39.50(ISBN 1-56750-306-3).
Understanding Infonnation Retrieoal
Interactions is a short, important book.
Author Carol Hert distills her dissertation
work, treating it in the larger context of
theory development. She begins with a
description of three "streams" of in{brmation retrieval (IR) research. In the first
stream, match paradigm research {bcuses
on the relationship of user terminology to
document surrogates.In the second, advocates of cognitive psychologr and communication models use experimental
methodolory to focus on users ofIR systems, but tend to create static models of
user behavior. Hert'.s work is part of a
stream, naturalistic processthird
oriented approaches,in which risearchers investigate real users in real situations
rather than isolating and manipulating
particular cognitive f'actors.
Hert observed 30 online catakrqusers
running searchesoftheir choice at Syra-
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action"? How is it related to a "search" or a

using any preconceived categories. The.
data did not support any one pattern ol
behavior, but Hert discovered that all on-

ers use various elements of the situation
in which they {ind themselves to decide
what to do. Hert points out that inlbrmation retrieval in a computer databasesuch
as an online catalog occurs within a larger
information-seeking process. She acknowledges that her results may not apply
to all IR environments, but would be
transl'erable to collegeJevel students
searching multi-Iile bibliographic databaseswhere the interactions are based on
academic requirements.
Hert'.s approach is compelling. Her
masterly outline of the streams of research, with charts that compare individual research results, are alone worth the
price of the book. Her emphasison relating theory to data is re{ieshing, although
an explicit discussion ofcriteria lbr evaluating competing models would have been
welcome. Her discussionof the transf'erability of her results is humble and lucid;
would that other researchers were so honest and careful! Hert amply demonstrates
the value ofnaturalistic studies.The idea
ofsituatednessis at once obvious and subtle: of course, elements of a given situation in{luence behavior, but f'urther research is needed on exactly what elements
of the search situation aft'ect what decisions and how they do so.
Hert defines "behavior" and "situation."
but not "in{brmation," "in{brmation retrieval," and most crucially, "interaction."
Thus, while some of Hert's concepts are
new and challenging, much work remains
to clarilythem. What exactlyis an IR"inter-

model of searching?
Most of Hert'.i argument is aimed at
researchers. to make them aware of the
value of naturalistic work and to move the
fteld lbrward by integrating result_sinto a
coherent picture of IR. According to
Hert, "Research should be Pursued
which identifies the range of resources
(or situational elements) available to an

uniqueness" (p. 116).
Practitionels, in particular sptem designers, are the author'.s secondary audience. Market fbrces and customer demand for new features, such as system
intesration with the World Wide Web, inIlueice system design more than research on user interactions does. System
designers and librarians who are in a position to influence system design would
benelit from f'amiliarity with research on
in{brmation retrieval. With its fbcus on
real users in real situations, Hertt research is a good starting point.
This book's shortcomings are chieflyin
form rather than content. Readers will
appreciate that she omits the technical
detail that makes most dissertations di{ficult to read, but {br an attempt to move
the {ield forward, the writing is not particularly colorf'ul or exhortative. Instead,
there is considerable repetition as Hert
lists what she is going to write about belbre she writes about it. Some of the fbrmat problems may disorient attentive
readers:the wording ofreferences to section headings within the text is not always
parallel to the actual section headings.
References within the text are in author/date style, but in the bibliography,
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the works ofan author are arranged alphabetically by title, rather than by date.
As an attempt to integrate lR research,
Understanding lnformation Retrieoal Interactions prompts many questions. How
do the soals of searchers relate to their
searching and stopping behavior? Do
goals and search behavior vary in dill'erent IR environments such as public versus ac'ademic versus speciai libraries?
How does searchingvarybetween manual
versus machine-readable liles? Files of
surrogates versus {ull-text {iles? Hypertext versus flat files?
While it is good to have some variety of
outlooks in any discipline, the lack ofconsensuson crucial issue.si.sa problem. How
can we build on each other'.swork if we use
di{I'erent terms and difl'erent frameworks ?
What zre appropriate de{initions of "infbr-

systemsdevelop in all types oflibrariesrequiring good bibliographic records in
MARC {brmat from sta{l'who are not always well-trained in cataloging codes and
in MARC-there
is a definite need lbr
this g?e of interactive learning tool.
Catskill can serve as a basic course for a
novice cataloger or as a refiesher fbr an
experienced librarian in need of a skills
update. Versions are available {br U.S.,
British, Canadian,and Australian MARC.
Librarians, library staf{, and a library
sciencestudent tested the demonstration
disk, which provides a f'airly complete introduction to Cutskill's content and Ibrmat, though it lacks the depth ofcoverage
ofthe {ull version.The library sciencestudent, having recently completed a cataloging course, fbund the beginning modules tiresome because of the remedial
material regarding MARC lields 100 and
245. However, the student {bund the advanced sectionsquite use{ul. Thus, fbr librarv science students. Cutskill woddbe
mor! efi'ective as a supplement to a cataloging class rather than as a stand-alone
training tool.
versation, Hert has suggested that it is
Sterner tests came liom a cataloger
time fbr a c<lnf'erenceof researchers with
and a stafl'member at the University of'
similar interests and values but slightly
Illinois Library. where cataloging is dedi{I'erent approaches to the same probcentralized and training is a critical issue.
lems. Myf'eruenthope is that Under{tandThe cataloger noted lh^t CattkiL pt.ing Informution Retrieaul Interactions
sented the concepts oI AACR2 very
will help {brge agreement about what is clearly, although some of the details remissing in search behavior research and quired in academic library cataloging did
what needs to be done.-Dee Mi.chel not appear in the demonstration disk and
(du.michel@facstuff.uisc.edu) School of
could not be reviewed. The nroduct
Librarq and Inforrudion Studies, (Jnioer- allows the user to bypass consultlation .rf
sity of Wis consin- M adi son
AACR2 rules- this could be an assetor
liability, depending on the users. The
st#Tmember, who did not have prior fbrCatskill: An Interactir:e Multimed.ia
mal cataloging training, lound Cat.rki//
Course on AACR2 anil MARC. Mary
very thorough because it forces the user
Mortimer, Karen Lochhead, and Marto learn cataloging vocabulary and progaret Hyland. Learning Curve and vides a helpful glossary.
DocMatrix, 1996. 9750 U.S., sinqle
As a rrroud member of the class of
user; $450, consortium; site licenie,
librariani that Michael Gorman calls
$II25-$1495, dependingcrnthe num- "lapsed catalogers,"I was keen to seehow
Der oI users.
ea^silyI could upgrade my skills in catalogCutskill is a clever, do-it-yoursell'
ing and MARC tags. I {bund the noteCD-ROM course on AACR2 (Anglo- book Ibrmat somewhat tedious to look at
Americun CutaloguingRules, 2tl ed.) an'J, alter a while, but was pleasantlysurprised
the MARC (MRchine-Readable Cata- at the complete array of concepts and
loging) lbrmat. As integrated library
issuesthat are rerrresentedhere. Unifbrm
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titles, lbr example, are not particularly
to explain,'but the topii is broken
"".y
doin into'manageable parts that make
sense.The authois o[ Catskill show that
the rationale for cataloging lies in service
to the librarv user.
The strerigths ofCatskill arequite substantial; of the many available training
tools, rule books, and rule interpreta-tions, none is so fully developed in interactive CD-ROM {brmat. Catskill allows
users to work at their own pace, to learn
by responding to situations and questions,
and to test skills on a reqular basis. It is
international in scope, c-urrent,and easy
to load and use. Both Mac and Windows

versions are available. It can supersede

concepts and rules oI cataloging.-Ktren
A. Schmidt (karens@uiuc.eda),Directo r
of Collections ls Assessment, Unioersity
if tllinois at llrbanu-Champuign.
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